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INTRODUCTION

South Africa’s dramatic political transition was accompanied by an equally dramatic legal revolution.¹ This legal revolution witnessed the demise of a tradition of parliamentary sovereignty and its replacement with a supreme Constitution, a Constitutional Court and broad political support for democratic constitutionalism. While South Africa’s system of apartheid, or legally-constituted racism, may have been unique in the last quarter of the twentieth century, the decision to embrace democratic constitutionalism as the basic legal element of the country’s political reconstruction was much less unusual. Instead, South Africa’s political reconstruction and its embrace of democratic constitutionalism were part of a massive international process of political reconstruction culminating in the collapse of state socialism in 1989.² One hallmark of this process of ‘democratization’ was the formal adoption of bills of rights as the essential marker of constitutional change in the emergence of each new democratic regime.

While the adoption of a bill of rights may seem to be an obvious response to the gross violations of human rights that were the hallmark of the apartheid regime,³ it does not explain the degree of faith in the judiciary implicit in both the ‘interim’ 1993 Constitution⁴ and the ‘final’ 1996 Constitution.⁵ Faith in the judicial branch of government is also reflected globally in widely-spread judicial training programmes, legislative programmes and an emphasis on the ‘rule of law’ as being an essential component of post-socialist and post-authoritarian state reconstruction. However, this faith is simply extraordinary when placed in the context of an equally widespread recognition that courts are institutionally weak, lack adequate resources and are largely inaccessible to the majority of the world’s citizens. Why, then, this renewed faith in justiciable constitutions and democratic constitutionalism as the building blocks of democratic governance?

In order to throw light on this broader puzzle, I will investigate the role of constitutionalism and the question of faith in the judiciary by exploring the emergence and early impact of constitutionalism in South Africa’s democratic transition and the implications this may have for the construction of post-apartheid South Africa. I argue that understanding
the construction of democratic constitutional orders – as examples of legal transplants – at the end of the twentieth century involves recognizing the interaction of three elements: (1) the transmission and globalization of political traditions; (2) the emergence and development of an international imperative of rights, epitomized by the international human rights movement, containing both hegemonic and counter-hegemonic aspects; and (3) the particular national context, including both the pre-existing institutions and legal culture as well as the political struggles or circumstances leading to the creation and implementation of a new constitutional order.

LAW, GLOBALISM AND POLITICAL RECONSTRUCTION

In the first half of the 1990s well over a billion dollars was spent on rule of law projects in every conceivable corner of the globe. A host of different institutions, from private foundations, non-government organizations and state agencies, through to the United Nations Development Programme, are engaged in this new 'rule of law' movement. For example, in announcing a major economic law reform project to assist the People's Republic of China in the reform of its legal framework, the World Bank argued that the 'key to any market system is the reliance on a fair and credible legal framework: legal norms and procedures are needed to substitute for government control of economic decisions and to demarcate government's regulatory role in many areas of economic activity'. While legal reform is not restricted to the dramatic developments in public law accompanying the enormous political reconstructions of the post–cold war era, the adoption of new, justiciable constitutions, has been a major product of this movement.

The response of many scholars has been to herald a new age. David Beatty, a Canadian scholar of comparative constitutionalism, describes ours as 'an age of constitutionalism', while Bruce Ackerman has recently published an essay entitled 'The Rise of World Constitutionalism'. For these scholars the significance of this new age is the adoption, by nations creating justiciable constitutions, of the universal principle – central to understandings of modern constitutionalism – of a 'commitment to limitations on ordinary political power'.

That a 'globalizing constitutionalism' should take this form right now is rather unremarkable in an age where the state is in retreat and where constitutionalism provides a means to attain the goals of both those struggling for human rights and those who argue that the market most efficiently mediates the demands of autonomous individual needs. While this confluence of anti-state interests explains the popularity of this latest constitutionalist wave, it does not give us any reason to believe that this
latest commitment to the rule of law should fare any better than the multitude of past law and development or judicial reform programmes. Even if we accept the empirical evidence that more and more nations have adopted written constitutions with bills of rights and have empowered their courts to uphold these new charters as the supreme law of the land, it is not self-evident that the outcome, or even the meaning of these new institutions, is the same in all these societies. While we may recognize a globalizing constitutionalism, the challenge is to understand the specifics of its incorporation into particular national legal systems as well as to understand the potentially multiple roles that constitutionalism is playing in the reconstruction of different polities.

Even critical law and development scholarship has traditionally looked at this process in terms of a cultural diffusion model, at the motives behind and consequences of transplanting law into new contexts.\textsuperscript{10} In earlier debates over the transfer and imposition of law, scholars raised troubling concerns about the goals, consequences and effects of these processes. On the one hand, it was argued that local legal cultures ‘proved remarkably resilient in the face of American legal models’ with the effect that ‘legal-transfer mechanisms’ attributed to the law and development movement were seen as largely ineffective.\textsuperscript{11} On the other hand, stinging critiques were mounted, condemning the movement as ‘an exercise in “cultural imperialism”, one more manifestation of a desire to extend United States cultural and economic “domination” through foreign aid and development assistance programs that reinforced American influence by strengthening the role of cooperating local elites, in this case local legal elites’.\textsuperscript{12} Questioning their own motives and roles in the law and development movement, some scholars withdrew from active participation and through their critiques played an active role in the movement’s demise.\textsuperscript{13} Recent contributions to this debate have, however, looked beyond the particular experience of the law and development movement in the United States. Accepting that efforts to export law have at times been the product of misguided “missionary” notions of sharing with the Third World the legal modernity and “know-how” thought to have been realized in the United States,\textsuperscript{14} these new participants have called for continuing engagement ‘in concrete work in developing countries’, as a way to get beyond the persistent crisis in law and development theory.\textsuperscript{15}

While these criticisms and re-evaluations may reveal some of the underlying motivations and problems of the law and development movement, they fail to acknowledge that ‘legal transfer’ or the exchange of legal forms has been a hallmark of the creation and practice of law since at least the twelfth century, with the ‘revival’ of the study of Roman law at European universities – particularly Bologna.\textsuperscript{16} Indeed, the incorporation of
new legal doctrines, in particular within the Anglo-American system, is a basic form of the common law method. \(^{17}\) Within the civil law system, the transfer or adoption of legal codes, beginning with the Napoleonic Code itself, has also been unremarkable. \(^{18}\) The widespread adoption of justiciable constitutions and bills of rights in the 1990s merely reflects, from this perspective, a continuation of legal exchange or the adoption by particular states or local elites of legal forms most applicable to their present goals and circumstances. What is different, however, is a sense of universality and the will of at least some section of these local elites to become part of some wider, transnational, sensibility. This ‘internalization’ of, or colonization by, \(^{19}\) ‘the global’ is epitomized in the reasoning of Indian Supreme Court Justice B. L. Hansaria, who, after traversing the cultural, philosophical, legal and religious spectrum, strikes down the criminalization of attempted suicide, concluding:

May it be said that the view taken by us would advance not only the cause of humanisation, which is a need of the day, but of globalisation also, as by effacing Section 309, we would be attuning this part of our criminal law to the global wave length. \(^{20}\)

While critics of the law and development movement recognized that local elites in the host countries were deeply implicated in the transfer of legal forms, there has been little attempt to explore the role of local actors in shaping the reception of particular legal doctrines, or the manner in which these doctrines were deployed locally to achieve particular aims or to gain advantage in particular local contests over power and resources. \(^{21}\) Thus, instead of focusing on the imposition of law and the competing interests of those engaged in the export of the ‘rule of law’, I wish to explore the specific contours of legal incorporation and exchange from an opposite, ‘internal’ perspective, in order to understand the extent to which participants in post-colonial settings at least draw on and reinterpret legal forms (rules, doctrines, standards and codes) from a variety of jurisdictions to suit their own locally-defined ends. This will involve both an exploration of how different interests are furthered and shaped by the deployment of different incorporated rules and practices, as well as how the sources and local articulation of these different rules and practices lend specific weight to their successful incorporation and hybridization.

While this focus may be compared to an earlier literature, which focused on the reception of law and legal institutions, \(^{22}\) I believe that there is a clear distinction between the earlier phases of reception and the process of incorporation inherent in this latest ‘global’ wave of political reconstruction. Both the colonial reception of imperial law and the post-colonial imposition of bills of rights in independence constitutions
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adopted at Westminster may be clearly contrasted with most of the recent democratic transitions, which have been driven by social and political movements demanding the incorporation of human rights that have gained international recognition in the period since the Second World War. The embrace of constitutionalism in the context of these democratic transitions is a complex form of reception, where local competitors draw on available international resources in order to pursue their own local and ultimately transnational agendas. The mechanisms of this process are best analogized to what Paul DiMaggio and Walter Powell describe as ‘institutional isomorphism’, in which organizations seek legitimacy by adopting what they understand to be the successful practices of other organizations, and therefore come to resemble each other over time. Most significantly in this context they identify mimetic, coercive and normative isomorphism as different processes through which this transfer of ideas, practices and understandings takes place. While direct coercion is not a significant aspect of the South African processes of negotiation and constitutional reconstruction, processes of mimicry and normative pressure are central mechanisms in the shaping and reshaping of viable constitutional alternatives.

In developing this argument I will argue that the adoption locally of a globally bounded notion of democratic constitutionalism both enables political reconstruction or democratic transition to proceed and tests the institutional capacity of the incorporated framework to address the conflicts arising from often irreconcilable political demands. The realm of bounded possibilities created by the introduction of constitutionalism is constantly infused with the incompatible constitutional imaginations of local contestants. In order to demonstrate this process of incorporation and to explore the way in which it circumscribes the bounds of legitimate alternatives, I will focus on South Africa’s constitution-making process and on the jurisprudence of the new Constitutional Court. I will argue that these processes and institutions provided a means, in effect, to civilize the bitter political conflicts which until now have tended to degenerate into violent confrontation.

THE ROLE OF LAW IN DEMOCRATIC TRANSITIONS

Most analyses of political transition do not recognize the role of law in the reconstitution of the state. Instead the focus has been on the political negotiations and constraints – seen as élite-pacting or in terms of a balance of power between different political interests – that have produced radical political change in so many countries since the collapse of state socialism. Where attention has been paid to the explosion of constitution-making in the context of the post-cold war transitions, the
emphasis has been on the way in which this process represents a new beginning, a foundational act of the new state, or on the nature of the rights these constitutions should protect in order to facilitate their political and economic transition to democratic capitalism. Bruce Ackerman argues, for example, that in South Africa the collapse of communism undermined the appeal of the Bolshevik model within the ANC, allowing Nelson Mandela 'to make the negotiation of a constitution, not the consolidation of ANC rule, the fundamental act of a new beginning in South African political identity'. Where there has been some consideration of the role of law in political transitions, it has been tied to the reintroduction of the rule of law and related to the prosecution of officials of the ancien régime who violated human rights. Justice in this context has, however, continued to be assumed to be a 'function of political power'.

Exceptions to this trend have focused on the role of courts and their exercise of expanded powers of judicial review of legislation, or constitutional review, in the breakdown of authoritarian rule, and on the ways in which new regimes use law to deal with the legacies of authoritarian rule – including gross violations of human rights on the one hand and the restitution of property on the other. This study of the role of law and questions of justice in relation to past injustice has, however, fostered an analysis of the constitutive role of law in the process of political reconstruction. Ruti Teitel argues that both the realist–idealist antinomy and critical legal theorizing on the relationship between law and politics fail to account well for the role of law in periods of political change, and instead presents a view of ‘transitional justice’ in which law plays a paradoxical role by both providing order and stability while simultaneously enabling transformation. In Teitel’s view, neither the realist view, that constitutions merely reflect the prevailing balance of political power, nor the idealist notion of constitutional foundationalism, in which constitution-making ‘functions as the very basis of the new democratic political order’, come to terms with the ‘relationship between reconstitution and political change’. Instead, Teitel argues, it is the ‘legal responses [within political transitions that] play an extraordinary constituting role’.

Teitel’s notion of transitional constitutionalism, based on the concept of ‘transitional jurisprudence’, in which law plays a ‘paradigmatic [role] … in the normative construction of the new political regime’, is a valuable contribution to our understanding of the role of law in political transitions, yet its focus on the internal dynamics of the law and changing conceptions of justice fails to address the nature and sources of this constitutive capacity. While this analysis takes us a step beyond the notion that the introduction of bills of rights and constitutional courts may be understood simply as a response to past injustice, the focus on justice
blinds us from seeing the external, institutional and cultural dimensions, which, I will argue, play a constitutive role in framing the constitutional choices that different political actors may deploy in the process of political change. Among these external elements are the range of existing 'legitimate' constitutional models, the advice of a plethora of constitutional carpet-baggers – both individuals and government agencies – as well as the symbolic capital gained by ‘western’ law through the interaction of corporate lawyers and human rights advocates in the transnational realm.38

Teitel suggests that ‘transitional justice’ – which defines a period in which law both ensures stability by appealing to the notion of legal continuity and enables transformation by embracing a normative shift in understandings of justice – is the consequence of legal responses to political change generating ‘a sui generis paradigm of transformative law’.39 However, the constitutions that have been enacted since 1989, which are the product of this constitutive process, reflect common trends that belie their diverse national origins and political histories. Despite these common features, I will not argue that the constitutional and political outcomes are anything but sui generis. Rather, I wish to argue that it is the occurrence of these common elements – including bills of rights, constitutional courts and a host of other provisions – that requires explanation.

Exploring the source and persistence of constitutional commonalities provides a view of the role of law in the context of political change that recognizes the emergence and impact of global dynamics. Central to these, I will argue, is the emergence of a thin, yet significant, international political culture, which is shaping the outer parameters of feasible modes of governance. Although we may debate the effectiveness of law as a mechanism for social change and even wonder whether changes in the law merely reflect new social patterns, it is generally acknowledged that rules, whether established through statute or as administrative regulations within the powers granted by legislation, are the primary means available to a democratic state to intervene in society. While constitutional amendment is in one sense merely a more complex form of legislation – in the requirement of increased majorities or special procedures – processes of state reconstruction, in which the fundamental structures of power are reorganized, are moments of fluidity and uncertainty quite distinct from normal politics or lawmaking.

While the indeterminacy inherent in the creation and application of law40 always plays a constitutive role in the juridification and thus rationalization of political competition and conflict, I argue that constitutional indeterminacy41 plays a pivotal role in integrating competing forces in the post-cold war process of state reconstruction. It is law’s very indeterminacy, along with its contradictory yet corresponding capacity to set boundaries on the range of viable political options or responses, that characterizes the
relationship between law and politics. Constitution-making and the law it produces provide in this sense a paradigmatic example of law's constitutive role. At the same time, I will argue, the politics of constitution-making also reaffirms the role of political struggles, histories and culture in shaping and defining the feasibility and content of the available legal models that might be brought to bear in the process of state reconstruction.

POLITICAL RECONSTRUCTION AND CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGE

Ever since Aristotle's *Politics* the classic political science view of constitutional change is as the product of fundamental political change. In fact, with the emergence and spread of written constitutions – of the 197 single-document constitutions in effect in 1991, only about twenty pre-date 1950 – the consolidation of fundamental political change and constitutional amendment or renewal has become synonymous. While it cannot be denied that countries such as the United Kingdom, New Zealand and Saudi Arabia, for example, have equally vibrant constitutional systems, it is in the amendment and redesign of single-document written constitutions that the conscious reconstruction of states is most clearly visible. In this sense a constitution is a primary symbol of modernism, embodying the Enlightenment's aspiration of rational design. In an opposing sense, however, the very nature of constitutions – their emphasis on general principles and the indeterminacy implicit in their interpretation and implementation – provides a vortex into which contending aspirations may be poured and at least temporarily accommodated. It is in this latter sense that constitutionalism came to dominate processes of political reconstruction at the end of the twentieth century.

Although it is generally assumed that constitutional change reflects a nation's or country's internal development – reflecting both a people's shared ideals and its weaknesses – Said Arjomand argues that internal factors are less important to the outcome of efforts at political reconstruction than the availability of constitutional models. In support of his argument, concerning the flow of political ideas and the creation of an international political culture, he traces the historical emergence of the core principles of the international constitutionalist tradition. He begins by identifying a number of key ideas and steps in the march to where we are today, including: (1) the 'idea of the impersonal rule of man-made law', which survived the Roman empire; (2) the gradual conversion within the Christian tradition of the power of finding the law into the power to legislate assumed by the Popes by the thirteenth century; (3) the medieval fragmentation of authority which led to the separation of the definition of right from the administrative order; (4) Montesquieu's idea of the separation of powers and his assertion of popular sovereignty.
in the argument that a prerequisite of individual freedom is that the people as a body must have legislative power; and (5) the emergence of specific procedures for constitution-making by a collective representative body and through ratification of draft constitutions by popular vote in Virginia and Massachusetts respectively.\textsuperscript{46} To this list I would add a twentieth-century contribution, what Robert Dahl terms the Strong Principle of Equality – the idea ‘that all the members of the association are adequately qualified to participate on an equal footing with the others in the process of governing the association’, thus producing a logic of political equality.\textsuperscript{47} Lawrence Beer adds to this analysis, arguing that three phenomena have attended a global trend towards written constitutions:

(1) a convergence in the world towards relatively few living traditions of modern law …; (2) the achievement of at least formal global political consensus on the centrality – once national independence and stability are achieved – of human rights to sound and moral government …; and (3) … interactions among profoundly different cultures, all reciprocally accepted for the first time as authentically human by educated international elites.\textsuperscript{48}

Despite introducing a valuable global perspective to constitutionalism, these authors do not provide an understanding of the relationship between these global dynamics and national processes of state reconstruction.

They do, however, make it clear that the defining feature of the wave of political reconstruction and constitution-making that has characterized the end of the cold war is its historical timing. Not only has the alternative of state socialism and many of its associated forms been at least temporarily discredited, but there has also emerged a hegemonic notion of electoral democracy and economic freedom that is rooted in the history of twentieth-century struggles for democracy and individual freedom. From the suffragettes to the civil rights and feminist movements; from early European labour struggles to the struggle for self-determination and decolonization; from the struggle for democratization in Latin America, against apartheid in South Africa, and against a bureaucratized state socialism in Eastern Europe – the sum and combination of social movements and struggles that have characterized the twentieth century have shaped international political culture. It is this legacy that has eclipsed the state-centred notions of politics that were the product of the massive interstate conflicts of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

Apart from these extremely broad traditions that may be distilled from the course of history, it is also possible to define certain trends that may be particularly salient in the context of each episode or wave of state reconstruction. Particular institutions, such as constitutional courts, have,
for example, reappeared at different times as significant elements of the constitutional structure adopted in the reconstruction of states, yet been completely absent as a viable option at other times. Likewise, each new wave of state reconstruction seems to produce new variations in the division of power, between centre and periphery and between different organs of government, as well as new conceptions of the relationship between different branches of government. The latest wave has seen the mass adoption of bills of rights and constitutional courts, as well as the creation of a range of new independent institutions designed both to protect democracy on the one hand and simultaneously to circumscribe the powers of legislative majorities and democratically elected governments on the other.

While it may be possible to define particular features of an international political culture that has shaped the most recent wave of political reconstruction, it may also be possible to identify different periods of state reconstruction during the course of the twentieth century that have reflected, in part, the fluctuations inherent in the shaping and reshaping of a transnational political culture. Four distinct periods of political reconstruction may be broadly identified over the course of the twentieth century. First, in the post–First World War period, with the disintegration of the Ottoman and Russian empires, there was a period of state construction and constitutional innovation that was framed in part by the Russian Revolution and the claim for national self-determination supported by the United States. A significant development in this period was the emergence of a particular constitutionalist innovation – a centralized constitutional court – introduced by Hans Kelsen in the Austrian Constitution of 1920 and replicated in a weak form in the Weimar Constitution. The end of the Second World War witnessed another wave of state reconstruction, which exhibited more explicitly the contradictory impulses generated by a tension between a purely state-centred political culture and the emergence of human rights as both a reaction to the horrors of the holocaust and the product of domestic social and political struggles. On the one hand, the United Nations system, which emerged in this period, reasserted a state-centred approach in its recognition and respect for the sovereignty of member states, while simultaneously, on the other hand, adopting a paradigm of individual human rights that provided an international stage for emergent social movements and struggles. This period also saw the resurgence of Kelsen’s constitutionalist model, as well as the division of the world along cold war lines which would, in the years that followed, create a climate in which international political culture was temporarily fractured – producing a plethora of undemocratic state forms relying for their sustenance on the support or acquiescence of the dominant cold war contestants. The third process or
period of twentieth-century state reconstruction came out of the process of decolonization. Apart from seeing an extension of the principle of self-determination to the peoples of colour around the world, this period was shaped in large part by the competition of the cold war. While at its inception, with the independence of India, it seemed to provide space for an innovative period of alternative constitutional arrangements shaped by the difficulties of underdevelopment and cultural diversity, in time this process became increasingly dominated by the prerogatives of imperial paternalism and cold war competition – with states being either 'given' a constitution, often written by colonial officials and experts, as was the case in many African states – or adopting forms of political authority that arose out of the ideology and circumstances of their own often violent struggles for self-determination, as in Vietnam, Angola and Mozambique. The fourth and latest period of state reconstruction, following the collapse of state socialism, but prefigured by struggles for democracy in Latin America, Iberia and many post-colonial states, has seen the emergence and reassertion of an international political culture reflective of an increasingly globalized world that seems to have achieved at least ideological hegemony at the end of the century.

While there are clearly counter-hegemonic examples and trends – particularly in the adoption of explicitly Islamic constitutions in a number of states – local or national events still determine the particular nature and even timing of political reconstruction in different states in this latest wave. Yet, it is the existence of a particular hegemonic form of international political culture, itself the product of struggles for human rights and democracy, as well as the triumph of the market in the economic realm, that provides the broad framework within which local political forces confront and accommodate their own histories and divisions.

STATE RECONSTRUCTION IN THE LATE TWENTIETH CENTURY

If this latest period of political reconstruction has been dominated by an international political culture fashioned out of the political hegemony gained by the collapse of state socialism at the end of the cold war, this does no more than set the outside parameters to the politics of constitution-making. Furthermore, this does not mean that there are no exceptions, nor that the new hegemony does not contain within itself a degree of conflict and indeterminacy that allows for a range of alternative responses by those engaged in the constitutional politics of state reconstruction within different national contexts. In fact, even those states consciously attempting to define themselves as part of the ‘new world order’ exhibit a range of responses that reflect not only their own particular historical contexts, but also their historical experiences of the
social and political struggles that have shaped the now dominant international political culture that these different processes of reconstruction are addressing.

While reflecting many of the broad trends identified by Arjomand and Beer, international political culture is characterized in this period by a contradictory set of alternatives. On the one hand there is the emphasis on human rights as the core contribution of twentieth-century constitutionalism, while on the other hand there are a set of institutional arrangements and claims for institutional and economic autonomy that demonstrate the power of the Bretton Woods institutions and transnational capital in this latest wave of state reconstruction. Thus, although bills of rights and constitutional courts empowered to review the constitutionality of legislative enactments are a common feature of post–cold war constitutions, these constitutions are also marked by broad guarantees for the creation and protection of market economies, independence of national banks controlling the value of a state’s currency, independent oversight of state expenditures, and an emphasis on the new state’s recognition and incorporation of international or global norms, rather than the nationalist assertion of local identity so common in the rhetoric of state formation.

Although the magnitude of this final twentieth-century wave of state reconstruction is extraordinary – with over fifty-six per cent of the 188 member states of the United Nations Organization making major amendments to their constitutions in the decade between 1989 and 1999, the most remarkable aspect is that of these states, at least seventy per cent adopted completely new constitutions.50 While the fate of each state’s process of reconstruction may never be predetermined, the common features which characterize a good proportion of the resulting constitutions provide adequate testimony to the hegemonic normative trends in this post–cold war period. At least one quarter of all of the member states of the UNO introduced bills of rights and some form of constitutional review into their constitutional orders during this period. As a result, at least ninety-two countries, or approximately fifty per cent of member states, have incorporated bills of rights, fundamental rights, or some form of individual and/or collective rights into their constitutional orders. While the content of these rights varies dramatically in form as well as application, it may nevertheless be argued that the notion of enforceable rights, whether individual or collective, has become a central aspect of constitutionalism in the late twentieth century.

The legalization of political conflict inherent in this turn to the courts marks a central shift in the structure of constitutionalism around the globe. Prior to 1989, approximately ten countries had effective systems of constitutional review in which a constitutional court or the courts in
regularly struck down proposed or validly enacted legislation as contrary to the state's constitution. This is an extremely important qualification, because, although many constitutions have incorporated some form of constitutional review, the application of this power by the judiciary has been so limited in many jurisdictions that it is extremely difficult to argue that an effective system of constitutional review exists despite its formal constitutional status. So, for example, while the Malaysian Constitution of 1957 explicitly provided for judicial review, during the first thirty years the Constitution was in force 'no single legislative enactment ... has been held to be void for being unconstitutional'. Now, only ten years since the beginning of this latest constitutional wave, at least seventy states, or approximately thirty-eight per cent of all member states of the UNO, have adopted some form of constitutional review. A much larger percentage have legislative guarantees of individual rights, bills of rights or chapters of fundamental rights in their constitutions, but limit their enforcement to the reversal of particular acts of government in individual cases with limited or no impact on the validity of the implicated legislation.

Lest I be misunderstood, the adoption of constitutional review guarantees neither its survival nor its effective implementation in any of these states; however, it does indicate at least the normative power, at the end of the century, of the notion of governance under law. Also, it is important to note that there are three alternative models of enforcement which coexist within this process. First, there is the notion of diffuse judicial review characteristic of the American form of constitutional review, which, despite claims of the Americanization of the world, has been adopted in very few instances. Second, there is a very weak yet developing form of prior-review characteristic of the French system and adopted by many former French colonies and some of the states of the Middle East. Finally, Kelsen's centralized Constitutional Court model has dominated the recent wave of constitutionalism, with approximately thirty-six states, or nearly twenty per cent of member states of the UNO, creating new constitutional courts at the pinnacle of their legal systems since 1989.

The emergence of these different processes of constitutional review was part of a larger process of judicialization, which played a central part in the process of state reconstruction at the end of the twentieth century. Although judicial reform was designed to address a range of rule of law issues, it was the creation of constitutional courts in particular that heralded the global expansion of judicial power or – as some characterized it – the legalization of political disputes. Thus, despite the institutional weakness of courts, in comparison to the other branches of government and in their capacity to hear and adjudicate on no more than a handful of conflicts which might fall within their jurisdiction, there developed a general sense that the rule of law and the judicial
system may be ideal ‘instruments of a depoliticized conception of social transformation’. Contrary to this notion of the courts as depoliticized instruments of social change, the experience of the South African Constitutional Court demonstrates how constitutional courts in particular may play a highly political role by providing a space in which often irreconcilable conflicts may be temporarily if not permanently mediated, allowing the political contestants to embrace democratic procedures and outcomes while continuing to imagine their own particular, even if conflicting, visions of the future.

Constitutional courts in this perspective may in some situations function as key institutions in consolidating the democratic transition, maintaining social peace and stability while addressing, or at least ‘judicializing’, often severe problems of political and economic dislocation. Thrust into this role, the more successful of these new courts have relied upon the traditional features of a court’s mode of operation: limiting the scope of a decision to its narrowest point; refusing to decide the many related issues on the grounds that they are not directly presented by the case; and using the growing power of transnational legal principles to frame and justify the court’s own interpretation or choice of rules. The new South African Constitutional Court provides a prime example of this development. Not only has the Court established itself as a central institution in the new post-apartheid order, but already it has served to diffuse some of the most difficult problems left unresolved by the constitution-making process. These have included not only such unresolved issues as the death penalty, but also claims of greater regional powers, the preservation of cultural identity, and disputes over which level of government should pay traditional leaders. Furthermore, even those parties who walked out of the negotiations and refused to participate in the Constitutional Assembly, such as the Inkatha Freedom Party, have accepted the Court’s interpretation of their claims. The result, in South Africa and in many other jurisdictions, has been a shift in power to the courts, coupled with a refusal by courts simply to preclude alternative understandings of the role or meaning of the rules they are required to interpret – particularly when these have been the fundamental rules of the political game.

While this embrace of rights and constitutionalization of politics has been heralded by some as the rise of world constitutionalism, the jury is still out when it comes to judging either the meaningful implementation or the effectiveness of these new institutions. In some cases, the decisions of constitutional courts have already been explicitly rejected by executive authorities or the courts themselves disbanded. In other cases, despite the explicit inclusion of a power of constitutional review in the constitution, the judiciary has declined or very rarely exercised this power to strike down a legislative act. In more extreme cases, the constitutional
developments so heralded in the first half of the 1990s have already been swept aside by military coups or have been ignored in the face of protracted civil wars. However, for those states where there is an attempt to consolidate the process of political reconstruction which swept through so dramatically in the early 1990s, the balance between adherence to a globally defined constitutionalism and the imperatives of local political dynamics remains a central legacy of this latest wave of state reconstruction.

OVERVIEW

In broad outline I will argue that the adoption locally of a globally-bounded notion of democratic constitutionalism both enables political reconstruction and the democratic transition to proceed and has profound implications for the choices open to constitution-makers. Furthermore, the introduction of a supreme constitution has significant institutional implications; however, the successful implementation of constitutional review increases the capacity of governance to address the conflicts arising from often irreconcilable political demands. In developing this argument, I will focus on the introduction of democratic constitutionalism in the context of South Africa’s democratic transition. In order to understand these developments, however, I first trace the history of conflict over governance in South Africa, focusing on both the particular interactions between property and equality within that history and on the global context within which these struggles are played out.

Before turning to the South African story, however, Chapter 1 briefly considers the possibility that democratic constitutionalism may not only be viewed as the product of particular choices in constitution-making and political reconstruction, but may in fact play an essential role in both enabling democratic transitions and in providing an institutional mechanism for the management of conflict within the democratic system. Understanding that democratic constitutionalism may play different roles provides an opportunity to explore a dynamic understanding of constitutionalism and its role in mediating struggles over social and economic resources. Placed in the context of a globalized world, this approach provides a way to understand the relationship between the imperatives of ‘universal’ principles and both the source of these principles in local struggles as well as the impact of local histories and context on the reshaping of this ‘globalized constitutionalism’.

Discussion of the South African story begins in Chapter 2, by questioning whether the embrace of human rights, commonly seen as a reaction to past abuse, implies placing a new faith in the judiciary as the guarantors of democracy. Considering different aspects of South Africa’s inherited constitutional tradition, as well as the legal legacy of
apartheid, this chapter ends by rejecting any notion that the embrace of constitutionalism in post-apartheid South Africa is explained by either a shared faith in the judiciary or prior constitutional choices. Rejecting any strong claim of path determinacy, it is argued that the source of South Africa's embrace of constitutional supremacy must be sought in the democratic transition itself.

Chapter 3 shifts the focus back to the global arena and seeks to explore both globalism's implications for governance, and hence political reconstruction, as well as ways in which local and transnational developments shape the very nature of the dynamics that give rise to global imperatives. The chapter reviews the global context within which constitutionalism is being constructed and transmitted as a central element of international political culture, paying special attention to the role of apartheid, as an antithesis of the post-Second World War human rights consensus, and the transnational anti-apartheid movement it spawned, in the reconfiguration of notions of sovereignty and the emergence of a globalized notion of legitimate governance. This chapter argues that the process of constitution-making evolved in the late twentieth century into an act of imposed self-binding in which an increasingly homogenized international political culture interacts with the internal dynamics and struggles of territorially centred political reconstructions.

Chapter 4 explores South Africa's dramatic shift to democratic constitutionalism through an examination of the ways in which the major parties came to embrace the notion of constitutional supremacy. The chapter then turns to discuss the positions of the major political players at the beginning of the democratic transition in order to understand both the impact of globally-bounded imperatives and the limits placed on these alternatives by the historic claims and perspectives of the different parties. Chapter 5 develops this further by seeking to understand how these globalized perspectives are locally incorporated. By focusing on the democratic transition and on the constitution-making process in particular, this chapter looks at how this commitment to a justiciable constitution at once informs and shapes the goals of the parties. Here the local imperatives of the transition, including political mobilization and degrees of participation, shape the contours of incorporation.

Chapter 6 explores the outcome of the constitution-making process in order to understand, first, the impact of global imperatives on the process of state reconstruction in South Africa and, second, the ways in which the incorporation of 'universal' principles in a specific local context in fact transforms or hybridizes them and provides a new source of alternatives for the global arena. This is done primarily by focusing on the struggle to formulate a property clause in first the 1993 Constitution and then again in the 'final' 1996 Constitution. Here it is possible, by
focusing on the specifics of a particular conflict, to demonstrate how different understandings of what was possible and necessary could be transformed through local and transnational engagements. At the same time, the very specific result provides both an example of a hybridized ‘universal’ principle as well as a resource for future constitution-makers and legislators in other local contexts.

After discussing the formulation of the post-apartheid constitutional order, the argument shifts in Chapter 7 to explore the institutional implications of South Africa’s embrace of constitutional supremacy. Together with Chapter 8, this part of the argument considers the role of the new Constitutional Court and its task of constitutional interpretation in resolving or at least managing conflicts which cannot be resolved through political compromise and agreement. It is argued that in order to do this the Constitutional Court has to both establish its role within the new constitutional order as well as hold out the possibility of justice to all the contending parties. This is explored in Chapter 8 through consideration of a series of specific conflicts contextualizing ongoing struggles and debates over social resources and authority in South Africa. These examples are used to demonstrate the role of the Constitutional Court in enabling political change and managing political and social conflict. This role is facilitated by the Court’s ability to draw on both global and local sources in accepting or denying particular claims to constitutional rights and powers. While the Court is aided in this by the traditions of judicial decision-making, it is also contended that the particular nature of constitutional review, combined with the status of ‘universal’ principles and their interpretation through the marshalling of international and comparative legal authorities, provides a unique opportunity to perpetuate the processes of political integration generated by the democratic transition. Constitutionalism in this view provides a link between a globalizing political tradition and local circumstances which will define how the ideals of democratic constitutionalism will be incorporated locally.

Finally, in a brief Conclusion, I stress the significance that the embrace of constitutional supremacy represents for both South Africa and state reconstruction on the eve of the twenty-first century. Whether the promise of this development will be achieved will depend not only on the quality of judges and lawyers but also on the quality of democratic politics and the productive interchange of ideas and experiences which is implied in at least some examples and experiences of globalism.
While the introduction of a justiciable constitution may, at one level, be presented as an indication of faith in the law and the judiciary and a response to past oppression, this view does not take into consideration the role played by the introduction of constitutionalism in enabling a democratic transition. Once this perspective is placed at the centre of the analysis, it is possible to see how democratic constitutionalism provides an opportunity for compromise, by postponing decisions on sensitive and potentially unresolvable questions.

On the one hand, this may be simply understood as a successful constitution-making strategy. On the other hand, it is also inherent in the nature of a justiciable constitution, in that the judicial resolution of constitutional questions rarely, if ever, forecloses on the possibility of an alternative outcome in the future. By creating a political order in which opposing parties can find their contending faiths in the constitution, and retain a belief that their understanding may in time be vindicated, the introduction of democratic constitutionalism may make possible the civilization of unnegotiable and seemingly unresolvable political conflicts.

CONSTITUTIONALISM: SELF-BINDING, REPRESENTATION AND THE LIMITS OF PARTICIPATION

Constitutionalism is commonly understood as a ‘commitment to limitations on ordinary political power’,¹ and therefore as an essentially antidemocratic strategy or, as Robert Dahl terms it, quasi guardianship.² In fact, most discussions of judicial review begin by considering the role of courts in constitutional interpretation and inevitably gravitate towards what is termed the ‘countermajoritarian dilemma’.³ Recognizing that the
exercise of judicial review to strike down acts of a democratically elected legislature ‘thwarts the will [of the] ... people’, scholars have produced a range of justifications either discounting the difficulty or justifying the role of judicial review in upholding democracy and individual rights against temporary majorities.

Even among those constitutional theorists who have focused in their work on the democratic function of constitutionalism and, along with John Hart Ely, argue that ‘constitutions can be democracy-reinforcing’, there is an implicit assumption of the continued salience of the concern about a tension between the judicial power of constitutional review and majoritarian democracy. The anti-majoritarian implications of judicial review lead, furthermore, to concerns that politics will be increasingly juridified, thus removing more and more questions from public deliberation and into the courts. Applied in a context of vast inequalities, where economic dislocation and social marginalization have an uneven racial impact – which still defines the fate of the majority of South Africans – such a notion of a restricted democracy is inherently delegitimizing.

An alternative understanding of constitutionalism argues that democracy ‘is never simply the rule of the people but always the rule of the people within certain predetermined channels, according to certain prearranged procedures’ – for example, representative democracy is always bounded by franchise rules and the division of electoral districts. From this perspective, the precommitments inherent in constitutionalism make democracy stronger, not weaker, and the ‘idea of “possibility-generating restraints” helps explain the contribution of constitutionalism to democracy’. Applying this understanding of constitutionalism as precommitment to the South African case, Tribe and Landry present constitution-making as an opportunity to structure the future. Out of crisis and compromise, they argue, comes the opportunity to design institutions, to lay the framework for building a new nation and ‘to compose the atmosphere in which the politics of the future will be conducted’.

While precommitment and design may indeed capture the essence of constitution-making in the tradition of democratic constitutionalism, they ignore the issue of participation. If earlier constitutions were ‘presented as an exchange of promises between separate parties’, who entered into a compact in order to secure social stability, ‘modern constitutions are typically styled as frameworks which “we the people” give ourselves’. As such, the precommitments entered into in the constitution-making process are presented as a form of self-binding, implying democratic participation in the constitution-making process. Questions of participation and representation in the constitution-making process are not addressed solely to the issue of future generations but also provide the motivation for incorporating all the eligible members of the present generation. It is this logic
that calls for a democratically-elected and representative constitution-making body, which, when created on the basis of proportional representation, provides the greatest opportunity of including the voices of all those willing to enter into a compact of future self-restraint.

Recent contributions in political philosophy have considered constitutionalism and its implicit counter-majoritarian practice from the perspective of democratic theory and constitutional design — self-binding strategies,\(^{15}\) gag rules,\(^{16}\) precommitment\(^{17}\) and preference formation\(^{18}\) — however, I see constitution-making and the role of constitutionalism as two distinct phenomena.\(^{19}\) The South African experience shows, I believe, how constitutionalism is linked to 'drawing and sustaining boundaries'\(^{20}\) between two key sets of constitutional issues: those associated with property rights and individual autonomy, and those associated with equality and governance or participation in social decision-making, control and the exercise of social power. The first set concerns the duality inherent in property rights; they have historically provided a basis for individual autonomy but at the same time they have undergirded corporate and individual power over socially important resources. This has in effect, if not in form, undermined the autonomy of resource poor individuals and communities. The second set involves the nexus between equality and governance. It includes a range of constitutional principles and mechanisms, which span the relationship between formal equality and group-regarding policies designed to address structurally embedded group inequalities and the continuing allocation of power and resources between distinct social groups or solidarities.

While the dominant constitutionalist discourse presents property rights as the basis of individual autonomy and liberty, this perspective fails to recognize that the distribution of property rights is also, and has always been, intimately bound together with access to and the exercise of public power. This relationship between property and power is deeply contested and has always been historically mediated by struggles for recognition and equality. Formal equality among property holders and potential property holders with respect to certain forms of personal property provides a necessary boundary between the state and civil society in struggles over the most appropriate location and source of authority for the exercise of governance over resources and persons. However, given the way control over property facilitates the exercise of power, a more substantive notion of equality is needed to balance the material inequalities which inevitably sustain and reproduce severe and dysfunctional differentials in the exercise of public power.

The significance of the nexus of property and equality lies in its historical and substantive character as a 'focus' of constitutional justification and theory. First, the protection or possession of property has been key to
constitutional justification, legitimacy and the acknowledgment of individual autonomy. Second, the principle of formal equality and its historical extension into a universal right to participate in governance have together formed a construct within which issues of identity, difference and participation interact with structural and procedural mechanisms both to frustrate and to facilitate the process of democratization. The relationships between property and autonomy from social domination and oppression, and property and equality in social and political participation can, depending on how they are resolved, give rise to or support both hegemonic and counter-hegemonic pressures. Defining property to support both autonomy and democratic participation while striking a sustainable and appropriate balance between hegemonic and counter-hegemonic forces is a major challenge of democratic constitutionalism.

This challenge underscores the importance of questions about the choice of any particular understanding of constitutionalism and the impact any related institutional mechanisms may have on a society's future trajectory. Participants in the many symposia on South African constitution-making held in the early 1990s assumed, for example, that by adopting an internationally recognized form of constitutionalism—a justiciable constitution with a bill of rights—constitutional politics and jurisprudence in South Africa would merely incorporate the core principles of a limited constitutional democracy. Moreover, it was also assumed that South Africa would become similar if not identical to other jurisdictions—such as Canada and Germany—which have adopted some form of constitutional review modelled on the form of review originally formulated and introduced through the United States Supreme Court's decision in Marbury v Madison.

This shared assumption, however, masked two fundamentally different understandings of the nature and role of constitutionalism in liberal democracies. These differences were clearly illustrated, for example, in papers presented at the symposium on 'Constitutional Federalism: The United States Experience—Implications for South Africa', at the American University Law School in Washington, DC, in 1992. Morton Halperin, Director of the Washington Office of the American Civil Liberties Union, argued that the core principles of a limited constitutional democracy include free elections, legitimacy of political opposition, limits on arbitrary arrest, detention and punishment, and the protection of minority rights. This view treats constitutionalism as protecting free political activity; or, by extension, as facilitating formal equality as the basis for participation in the democratic process. On the other side, Roger Pilon, Director of the Center for Constitutional Studies at the Cato Institute, took direct issue with this approach, presenting an understanding of constitutionalism as securing a private realm within which
liberty flourishes. This conception assumes a natural right of individual freedom based on property, which is viewed as the foundation of all legal rights. In this interpretation, the business of government is to secure the world of rights and obligations created in the sphere of private relationships. These different emphases within liberal democratic constitutionalism represent a tension between claims for equal participation in the political process and claims for the privileging of property and contractual rights in the name of individual freedom.

Although constitutionalism ensures both the protection of fundamental rights and the structural differentiation of political power, most analyses of societies based on liberal democratic constitutionalism privilege civil rights — including freedom of speech, association, assembly and petition — and attribute the enjoyment of these rights to the existence of a healthy civil society. The enjoyment of civil rights is, however, simultaneously and circuitously credited as the source for the creation and preservation of a public sphere within constitutional systems. A focus on the internal dynamics of constitutionalism provides an alternative perspective in which the vitality of the public sphere or different public spaces may be better understood as a consequence of a continuous process of democratization — moulded by the interaction of property and participation — which pervades liberal democratic constitutionalism. This internal interaction between participation and property is thus the key to understanding the dynamic of constitutionalism as a ‘mode of regulation’ linking ‘complex mechanisms of social ordering and their interaction’ to the constitution of social power through particular constitutional arrangements.

This relationship between participation and autonomy, or, more specifically, between democratic participation and fundamental rights, is presented in liberal constitutionalism as a contradictory tension — a tension that John Hart Ely suggests may reinforce democracy, by allowing a wider range of competing substantive visions room for contestation. Jürgen Habermas takes this further in developing an understanding of the connection between private and public autonomy and the role of the constitutional state in converting the discursive sources of democracy into the formal institutions necessary for the ‘rule of law’. A less philosophical approach may be to understand this relationship in the context of struggles inspired by notions of rights, and to investigate the ambiguous relationship between the awareness of rights, or rights consciousness, and its institutionalization.

South Africa’s legal and social history illustrates these perspectives, providing a rich source for the examination of struggles for rights, and in defence of rights. By tracing this relationship between struggles over property and participation in South Africa, I will argue that these histories provide a source for giving locally-grounded content to South Africa’s newly adopted constitutionalism. The South African case study shows
that, paradoxically, it is the tension within constitutionalism – arising from
the interaction of social struggles over property and participation – which
moulds the character of any particular process of democratization, and
which is the ‘universal’ element received into national constitutional sys-
tems through the global diffusion of liberal democratic constitutionalism.

This perspective may contribute, too, towards a reconceptualization
of a democratic version of the rule of law. As Otto Kirchheimer argued,
any progressive and sustainable vision of the rule of law needs to locate
the generality or universality of law primarily in its democratic participa-
tory origins.32 The future of South Africa’s new found constitutionalism
is likewise dependent: first, on its location within the global circum-
stances shaping the context in which it was introduced; and second, on
shaping its specific content to correspond with the contours of social
struggles etched into the political landscape of South Africa.

REGULATING POLITICAL CONFLICT AT THE END OF HISTORY

If constitutionalism is historically the struggle to regulate political com-
petition, then we should not be surprised to discover that different con-
stitutional elements or options in fact reflect continuing ideological and
political alternatives. The politics of constitution-making33 is thus fes-
tooned with the claims of competing political tendencies which project
their ideological perspectives and political goals into constitutionalist
forms. While the post–Second World War response to the violation of
human rights produced a movement that could insist on the recognition
and promotion of human rights through both international and domes-
tic fora, the re-emergence of a nineteenth-century liberalism in the guise
of a nineteen-eighties’ neo-liberalism had profound implications for the
politics of constitution-making in the post–cold war era. In this context,
Friedrich von Hayek’s argument that politics is a threat to a complex, but
delicate, liberal economic and cultural order34 provided a central argu-
ment for those who desired a shrinking of the state, yet understood the
necessity to redesign the very structure of the state during the democra-
tic transition that gained momentum with the collapse of state socialism.
Although radical democrats, constitutional scholars and democratic theor-
ists, such as Robert Dahl, have long been concerned about ‘guardian-
ship’ and the anti-democratic implications of constitutional review,
neo-liberal concerns emphasized not only the rule of law – requiring an
independent judiciary with powers of judicial review – but demanded a
constitutionalization of many other institutions and areas of governance
as a means to limit the destabilizing impact of politics.

Despite the seeming victory of a conservative or neo-liberal vision –
often referred to as the Washington Consensus – at the end of the cold
war, the politics of constitution-making remains eclectic. Although the
vast majority of states undergoing reconstruction through processes of constitutional change in this period seemed to accept the liberal paradigm of individual human rights and multiparty democracy, this did not preclude the simultaneous inclusion of a range of alternative constitutional elements, including socio-economic and cultural rights, which reflect alternative traditions. Significantly, the dominant liberal democratic tradition itself contains different trends, sometimes complementary, sometimes contradictory, advanced by different social forces and reflecting a plurality of interests. Of these, the two trends having the most direct impact on processes of post-cold war state reconstruction are those emphasizing liberty and equality. While there is a significant overlap in liberalism’s ideological commitment to liberty and equality, emphasis on one or the other provides a range of alternatives within the liberal democratic tradition. These extend from classic ‘nineteenth-century’ liberalism, with its emphasis on individual freedom and property rights, to the claims of the democratic collectivity inherent in the social democratic liberalism of the post–Second World War era. While both aspects of this tradition emphasize electoral democracy and the protection of individual rights, they also contain contradictions with important consequences for the shape and role of the state.

While the struggle for equality, whether aimed at economic or racial inequalities, elicited the power of the state to address entrenched private power, the struggle for individual freedom has eschewed the state, often characterizing governmental power as the very source of oppression. These different responses to the state have obvious consequences for the structure of government, the most dramatic being the emphasis on the need to downsize or limit the role and capacity of the state. Combined with a reaction against the commanding role held by the state in socialist societies and strengthened by the fiscal crisis of the state in western democracies, this tendency achieved a significant degree of influence in shaping the international political culture that framed the post–cold war process of state reconstruction. By contrast, the classic elements of a social democratic state, including the state’s social welfare orientation and regulatory role in the relationship between capital and labour, including the creation of corporatist institutions which gave organized labour an important voice in social organization, fell into political and ideological disrepute and began to be dismantled.

It is in this context that we must rethink longstanding assumptions about traditional constitutional values, in order to understand their role in the construction and maintenance of different constitutional orders. In my view there are three sets of values which frame traditional notions of constitutionalism: (1) federalism, or the spatial division of power; (2) the separation of powers between different branches of government; and
(3) the notion of constitutional rights. Each of these sets of values addresses different aspects of the ‘problem’ of power – its allocation, application and restriction – within the nation-state. While these constitutional values with their diverse historical origins have become increasingly ‘universalized’, their application in increasingly varied historical, cultural, and political contexts has produced a diversity of approaches and understandings, which provide a diverse ‘global text’ for political actors, constitution-makers, constitutional interpreters and litigants.

So, for example, the classic understandings of the allocation of legislative power between a federal government and states or provinces has been transformed from a list of designated subject-matter competencies and theories of pre-emption, via notions of concurrent powers, into an idea of co-operative governance in which the regions participate in the creation of central legislation and the designation of authority may be constantly rearranged according to a set of designated constitutional principles. In South Africa’s new Constitution, the notion of ‘co-operative government’ is based, according to Nicholas (Fink) Haysom, legal advisor to President Mandela and a former member of the African National Congress (ANC) Constitutional Committee, on a break with the nineteenth-century approach to federalism, which allocated ‘areas of responsibility to one particular area of government only’. What the new South African approach does, argues Haysom, is to

give the different areas of government the right to legislate on the same topic or area but only in respect of their appropriate responsibilities. Responsibility, in turn, is decided relative to appropriate interest, capacity and effective delivery but the apportionment of it is more complex than merely isolating an area of social life and parceling it out to a single sphere of government.

While this new understanding of the division of powers does not preclude continuing jurisdictional conflict and constitutional adjudication, it does provide an opportunity for achieving constitutionalism’s promise – the taming and reshaping of irreconcilable political goals. Here the indeterminate nature of constitutional formulations and subsequent shaping of constitutional imaginations through constitutional discourse provides the key to overcoming or managing potentially destructive social forces.

Similarly, with respect to the separation of powers between different branches of government and in the content and application of bills of rights, there have been significant shifts. While the separation of powers between executive, legislature and judiciary has been premised on the unity of lawful jurisdiction within the nation-state, its strict construction, as in the United States, has given way on the one hand to the realities of
the administrative state, while on the other hand, a globalized world has brought forth both a dispersal of jurisdictional authority beyond the state, as well as a fragmentation of power within the state. Whole realms of authority have migrated from exercises of strictly national sovereignty: through the resurgence of a privatized legal pluralism, such as the *lex mercatoria*; through treaties and developing transnational regimes; to international and transnational authorities such as the regionally authoritative European Courts and the decision-making panels under NAFTA or at the World Trade Organization (WTO). At the same time, new national constitutional dispensations are replete with a fragmentation of authority through the creation of constitutionally independent institutions: to conduct democratic elections; uphold human rights; promote gender equality; protect cultural, language and religious minorities; or simply to ensure clean government.

In the realm of constitutional rights, the classic focus on political and civil rights, while in many respects still dominant, has been infiltrated by claims for socio-economic and other even more aspirational rights. Likewise, the understanding of the purpose of constitutional rights – to protect the individual or distinct minorities against state or majoritarian power – has also been broadened through attempts to expand the application of rights into arenas of power beyond the state. While earlier recognition of socio-economic rights was implicit in the constitutional definition of the state as a social state, more explicit recognition occurred in the constitutionalization of policy goals in the form of directives of social or state policy. Unlike the effervescence of the declaratory statement of socio-economic rights which characterized the state socialist constitutions, these directives of state policy have developed into interpretive guides, giving socio-economic rights a jurisprudential reality that provided a basis for their inclusion in more recent bills of rights as enforceable constitutional rights. Significantly, there has been a similar trend in the expanded application of rights. From the interpretive expansion of the state action requirement to include privately formulated, racially discriminatory contracts by the United States Supreme Court, to the notion of *Drittwirkung* in the jurisprudence of the German Constitutional Court, there has been a constant struggle over the impact of constitutional rights on the private exercise of power. While the requirement of state action has remained largely constricive in the United States, the German Constitutional Court has long recognized the radiating effect constitutional rights have on private actions impugning the rights of other private parties. Although this horizontal application of the Bill of Rights was at first rejected by the South African Constitutional Court in its interpretation of the 1993 Constitution, the reaction
of the Constitutional Assembly was to rewrite the application clause in the 'final' 1996 Constitution to apply the Bill of Rights explicitly to relevant private action.

INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL CULTURE AND 'LEGITIMATE' GOVERNMENT

Given the diversity of multiple processes of globalization and the often contradictory responses they evoke, leading simultaneously to an increased cosmopolitanism and heightened particularism — seen, for example, in the increasing claims of nationalism and ethnicity — it is important to remain alert to the complexities of any particular factor's impact in a globalized context, whether economic, technological or cultural in form. Furthermore, the disjunctures inherent in cross-boundary cultural flows will mean that the interaction of local and global processes must be context-dependent. This context-driven variation both undermines the logic of homogenization propagated by the neoliberal advocates of economic globalization and offers an approach to understanding the process of cultural hybridization, in which 'at least as rapidly as forces from various metropolises are brought into new societies they tend to become indigenized in one or another way'.

Two kinds of cultural flows are of particular interest to the process of a globalizing constitutionalism. First, there is the flow of political-legal ideas contained in the historically available models of constitutional experiences which help shape (and no doubt limit) the imaginations of the individual and institutional participants in subsequent efforts at political reconstruction. Second, there are the interconnected flows of ideas, information and resources which are implicit in the interactions of a potentially global civil society. Thus, while internal factors are arguably less important to the outcome of efforts at political reconstruction than the availability of constitutional models, it is also true that the defining feature of the wave of political reconstruction and constitution-making that has characterized the end of the cold war is its historical timing. Said Arjomand agrees, arguing that, despite the influence of a society's preconstitutional institutional structure and the increasing 'syncretism' of later constitutions, the impact of the prevalent international political culture on constitution-making means that the timing of constitution-making is more 'consequential than the institutional structures of different countries'. The significance of this point is evident in the consolidation of international political culture since the collapse of state socialism. The ideologically inspired diversity of constitutional alternatives — one-party states, military dictatorships, liberal democracies,
people's democracies, etc. – characteristic of the cold war period and reflected in the increasing 'syncretism' of post-colonial constitutions gave way to an increasing hegemonization. By the early 1990s liberal constitutional principles were hegemonic, at least at the ideological level, with constitutional review by an independent judiciary increasingly becoming a prerequisite for international constitutional respectability.
A standard explanation for the shift to democratic constitutionalism, and the empowerment of courts it implies, in states emerging from dictatorships and social conflict is that the shift is a reaction to that society’s particular past. While the rejection of tyranny and the embracing of rights may seem a logical consequence of their prior denial, this explanation does not explain why this should include a turn towards the judiciary as the ultimate protectors of such rights. This is particularly so when the judiciary and the law in general were intimately associated with the construction and maintenance of the prior oppressive regime.

As the history of English constitutionalism and until recently the legislatively enacted Bill of Rights in pre-1982 Canada demonstrate, there is no inherent link between the recognition and protection of rights and the empowerment of a judiciary to strike down laws passed by a democratically elected legislative majority. In the South African context judicial review of legislative authority had historically been explicitly rejected, and in the more recent past the major parties were committed to notions of democracy which assumed parliamentary sovereignty. This makes the turn in South Africa to a constitutionalism with a privileged judiciary not just seemingly unnecessary to goals of democratization, but downright puzzling.

The struggle against apartheid in South Africa was always understood as a struggle against racial oppression and minority rule, and conversely, as a struggle for democratic rights and majoritarian democracy. While participants in the struggle tried to defend themselves in the courts against the abuses of the state, it was only in later years that they began actively to engage the judiciary in an attempt to challenge apartheid laws and to create legal spaces for contesting the policies and actions of the apartheid
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state. Although these local developments may be understood as indicating some faith in the judiciary, there was little evidence, in the midst of the States of Emergency which dominated the late 1980s, to suggest that the different parties and social groupings locked in battle for control over the state would, within ten years, reach consensus on a constitutional framework in which legislative authority is circumscribed by a constitution as interpreted and upheld by the judicial branch of government.

This chapter maps a South African legal history which demonstrates that the adoption of democratic constitutionalism marks a dramatic shift, providing the basis for understanding the limits of path dependency and local context in the shaping of future possibilities. The chapter also traces the evolution of the relationship between legal struggles over equality and property, highlighting the primacy and interconnectedness of these rights in the denial and construction of citizenship within the local context. Finally, the chapter addresses the debate over the role of law under apartheid and questions claims that it was the relative legitimacy of the courts that explains the new faith in the law which characterizes post-apartheid South Africa. Instead I argue that local context is not deterministic, but rather provides the stage, cluttered with historical props and limited resources, upon which alternative possibilities are introduced and successively exhausted.

REJECTING JUDICIAL REVIEW

With the adoption of the 1996 'final' Constitution, the history of constitutionalism in South Africa may be summarized as the rise and fall of parliamentary sovereignty. Despite its short-lived hegemony, compared to pre-colonial and colonial forms of governance based on participation by status-defined subjects or imperial command, it was the rise and dominance of parliamentary sovereignty that shaped South Africa's modern constitutional history. Given this history, consensus on the adoption of a justiciable constitution as one of the defining features of post-apartheid South Africa is an extraordinary outcome.

Union and the Construction of a Bifurcated State

Formally, the South Africa Act of 1909 brought together four settler colonies into a single Union of South Africa, but, in effect, it created a bifurcated state. On the one hand, the Union Constitution granted the white minority parliamentary democracy, while on the other it subjugated the majority of black South Africans to autocratic administrative rule. Excluded from the 'National Convention', black leaders protested against the refusal to extend the Cape Franchise to the former Boer Republics, but were rebuffed as not representative of African society.
Instead, African society was presented as essentially 'traditional', to be governed separately by chiefs in a system of feudal hierarchy with the Governor-General in Council at its apex.

The immediate origins of bifurcation are to be found in the process of unification, which gained momentum after the establishment of the South African Native Affairs Commission (Lagden Commission) and a pan-South African Customs Union in 1903. Although the recognition of African territories and land holdings came out of the interaction of independent African communities and expanding colonialism, the Inter-Colonial Customs Conference of 1903 elevated this recognition into a principle of governance, arguing that 'the reservation by the State of land for the sole use and benefit of natives involves special obligations on their part towards the State'.

Appointed to explore the 'possibility of a unified Native and labour policy', the Lagden Commission adopted in its Report the principle of 'special obligations' and developed a vision of a future South African federation based on the territorial segregation of black and white 'as a permanent mandatory feature of public life'. While the Commission's endorsement of territorial separation merely coincided with the 'establishment of segregated "locations" for urban Africans' by the governments of all four colonies, it also gave approval to established Shepstonian policy and practice of creating 'native reserves' or 'locations' as a basis for administrative rule. As 'Diplomatic Agent to the Native tribes' in Natal from 1845 to 1853 and 'Secretary for Native Affairs' from 1853 to 1875, Theophilus Shepstone improvised an administrative hierarchy for colonial rule based on the African system of Chieftainship. Shepstone 'recognized traditional chiefs and headmen where discernible and created new chiefs and headmen where necessary; he attached every location African to a chief; and he made the chiefs and headmen responsible for law and order, in theory under the Governor, who was proclaimed supreme chief'.

The Lagden Commission found in this reservation of land and the 'special obligations' arising out of it a principled basis for political segregation. The Commission's argument first identifies 'Natives' as having 'distinct rights' to the reserved lands as the 'ancestral lands held by their forefathers'. These tenure rights are then characterized as amounting to a form of group ownership under which the 'Tribal Chief administers the land in 'trust' for the people. Finally, the Chiefs are said to have transferred their sovereign rights, including their powers of administration over communal lands, to the Crown through a process of 'peaceful annexation'. Having received all the rights and obligations previously possessed by the Chief as sovereign, the Crown then had the duty to administer 'natives' according to traditional forms of governance 'tribalism'.
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The Commission's description of this 'tribal system,' as one where, as the 'father exercises authority within his family ... so the Chief rules the tribe and guides its Destinies', leaves no doubt as to the degree of paternal autocracy envisaged by the Commission. Instead of merely acknowledging a plurality of systems of governance, the Commission clearly places authority in the hands of the white administration, which, according to the Commission must govern the 'Natives' 'as a nation in its nonage'.18

This creation of 'differential spheres of citizenship for “European” and “Native” populations within one territory'19 was reflected in s 147 of the South Africa Act of 1909. While the bulk of the South Africa Act dealt with the powers of a government, to be essentially representative of 'European male adults',20 s 147 states that: 'The control and administration of native affairs ... throughout the Union shall vest in the Governor-General in Council.' The connection between the exercise of authority over 'natives' and land is made explicit by s 147, which states that the executive (the Governor-General in Council) 'shall exercise all special powers in regard to native administration hitherto vested in the Governors of the Colonies or exercised by them as Supreme chiefs, and any lands vested in the Governor ... for the purposes of reserves for native locations shall vest in the Governor-General in Council, who shall exercise all special powers in relation to such reserves as may hitherto have been exercisable by any such Governor'.

From Compromise to the Union Constitution

Although the all-white 'National Convention' agreed on the basic issues – the forging of white political unity in the face of African anti-colonial resistance21 and for economic advantage22 – the convention was divided by both the Natal-delegation's demand for a federal structure for the new state23 and the question of the Cape Franchise. Despite Judge J. G. Kotze's public plea before a meeting of the Convention for a rigid constitution with a bill of rights,24 based on the original Orange Free State's adoption of an American-style constitution, s 152 of the South Africa Act empowered Parliament to 'repeal or alter any of the provisions of this Act' by a simple majority in both Houses. However, there were exceptions to this principle in the form of entrenched clauses. These represented compromises reached by the Convention to: Natal's demands for rigidity; the Cape's demand to retain the Cape Franchise; the general concern to guarantee language equality among whites; and the sop of overrepresentation in Parliament granted to the two smaller provinces. Thus, while Natal lost its demand for a federal constitution and agreement was achieved on equal status for the English and Dutch (later Afrikaans) languages, the controversy over the extension of the Cape Franchise was resolved, with reference to the Imperial capitulation in the Treaty of
Vereeniging, by the retention of the existing colonial franchise arrangements. In the end, the only significant compromise was the introduction of procedures designed to prevent the easy repeal of either the equal language clauses or the existing Cape Franchise.  

Parliamentary Sovereignty Supreme
While white settlers in the Cape Colony only received self-government in the mid-nineteenth century, the notion of parliamentary sovereignty was introduced with British colonization and the imposition of British public law on the former Dutch colony. By 1806, when the British occupied the Cape, the principle that Parliament could 'do everything that is not naturally impossible' had come to dominate English law. Although the notion that judicial review over Parliament's legislative authority 'mandated by some fundamental law of reason and justice' was not unknown in English jurisprudence, by the time self-government was granted to the Cape and Natal, legislative supremacy was the defining feature of British parliamentarianism.

Despite the dominance of English constitutionalism in the Cape and Natal, the Boer Republics established in the mid-nineteenth century sought alternative sources of constitutionalism. Drafters of the Orange Free State Constitution of 1854, for example, turned amongst others to the Constitution of the United States of America and adopted rigid rules of amendment and guaranteed rights of peaceful assembly, petition, property and equality before the law. Although the 1854 Constitution did not explicitly provide for judicial review or a Supreme Court, a court was established by legislation in 1876 and its power of judicial review was 'accepted as an inherent feature of the Constitution'. Despite this formal recognition of constitutional review in the Orange Free State, judicial review of legislation was applied in only one case. In this case, Cassim and Solomon v The State, the High Court of the Orange Free State reviewed a law of 1890 which prohibited 'Asians' from settling in the state without the permission of the President. Challenged on the grounds that it violated the constitutional guarantee of equality before the law, the legislation was upheld by the Court, which argued that the constitutional guarantee had to be 'read in accordance with the mores of the Voortrekkers'. Thus, even this early experiment with constitutionalism was tainted with the distinctions of racial citizenship which came to dominate later constitutional law and practice.

The attempt by Chief Justice J. G. Kotze in the High Court of the South African Republic (another Boer republic) to assert the right of judicial review was, however, even less successful. With repeated references to United States Chief Justice Marshall's reasoning in Marbury v Madison, Kotze argued that, as sovereignty was vested in the people of the Republic
and not the Volksraad, it was the court's duty to strike down legislation incompatible with the fundamental law of the Grondwet. Although grounded in the Constitution's formulation of legislative power being granted by the people, this attempt to exercise the power of judicial review in Brown v Leyds NO threw the state into crisis. President Kruger first secured an emergency resolution of the legislature declaring that 'the judges had not and never had had the testing right'. Then, as the crisis deepened, Kruger dismissed the Chief Justice and at the swearing-in ceremony of the new Chief Justice warned the judges not to follow the devil's way as 'the testing right is a principle of the devil', which the devil had introduced into paradise in order to test God's word. While Kotze was supported by judges on the Orange Free State Bench, important members of the Cape Bench and the Johannesburg bar, influenced by English legal doctrine - including Sir Henry De Villiers and Jan Christian Smuts - supported President Kruger's assertion of legislative supremacy.

Although the Union Constitution of 1909 followed the English tradition in adopting parliamentary sovereignty, the legislature was not completely free from external restraints. Until passage of the Statute of Westminster by the British Parliament in 1931, the Colonial Laws Validity Act of 1865 continued in theory to restrict the sovereignty of the Union Parliament. Even after the Dominion Parliaments received their independence from Britain, the South African Parliament remained bound, at least procedurally, by the entrenched clauses of the Union Constitution. While the significance of entrenchment was weakened by the removal of African voters from the common voters' roll in 1936, it was the constitutional struggle over the removal of coloured voters that secured the dominance of Parliament over the Constitution. The survival of the entrenched language clause, guaranteeing the equality of English and Afrikaans, was more a symbolic restraint than an effective constitutional entrenchment of equal language rights, and relied more on a political consensus among whites. In effect, the growing de facto dominance of Afrikaans within the civil service under National Party rule after 1948 belied the official equality respected in the translation and reproduction of official government publications and legislation.

The rise of parliamentary sovereignty over even the limited entrenchment of the Cape Franchise was finally secured with the adoption of the 1961 Republican Constitution. From the passage of the South Africa Act Amendment Act in 1956, which provided that '[n]o court of law shall be competent to enquire into or to pronounce upon the validity of any law passed by parliament' other than those effecting the surviving language clause, government was determined to secure the primacy of parliamentary sovereignty. Prime Minister Verwoerd rejected calls for the adoption of an entrenched bill of rights by the
Natal Provincial Council, stating that it would be unthinkable, as ‘no suggestion was made as to how rights could be effectively guaranteed without sacrificing the sovereignty of Parliament’.43

The passage of the 1961 Republican Constitution secured the dominance of parliamentary sovereignty. Section 59 specifically incorporated the language of the South Africa Act Amendment Act, thus constitutionalizing the exclusion of the courts from substantive review and explicitly limiting any judicial review over substantive legislative enactments to those effecting the language clause guaranteeing the equality of English and Afrikaans. As if to emphasize this ascendancy, s 59(1) stated that: ‘Parliament shall be the sovereign legislative authority in and over the Republic, and shall have full power to make laws for the peace, order and good government of the Republic.’

Despite these obviously substantive criteria for the passage of legitimate laws and the courts’ initial resistance, the courts soon recognized that the will of a racially-exclusive Parliament was to be paramount. The crude logic of this unrestrained conception of parliamentary sovereignty is summed up in an earlier decision of the Appellate Division in Sachs v Minister of Justice; Diamond v Minister of Justice, in which Stratford ACJ stated that ‘arguments are sometimes advanced which do seem to me to ignore the plain principle that Parliament may make any encroachment it chooses upon the life, liberty or property of any individual subject to its sway, and that it is the function of courts of law to enforce its will’.44 This doctrine’s impact on human rights and its ‘debasement of the South African Legal System’ are now part of the history of apartheid.45

FAITH IN THE LAW

For Africans in South Africa, the impact of official law in the colonial and apartheid eras usually resulted in the denial and removal of rights. Given this experience, the demise of apartheid alone could not have induced the majority of South Africans to place their faith in the legal system and the judiciary as guardians of the new democracy. Yet, despite the close relationship between law and the construction of apartheid, there seems to be a high degree of political support for South Africa’s turn to constitutionalism.

While recent studies have highlighted the ways in which the law was used by communities and opponents of apartheid to resist the denial of rights and state repression in the closing years of apartheid,46 it is important to keep in mind the reasons why it is highly unlikely that the adoption of judicial review in fact represents a pre-existing deep faith in the law. For the majority of Africans in South Africa, their original loss of rights in property coincided in the first instance with the denial and
reshaping of indigenous political relationships. Representing a pivotal moment in the construction and recognition of property rights in ‘colonial’ society, *Hermansberg Mission Society v Commissioner of Native Affairs and Darius Mogale* hinges on an African chief’s refusal to recognize an alleged land-sale contract concluded between his father and the plaintiff missionary society. The chief argued that a chief may not alienate tribal land without the direct consent of the community. Rejecting his argument, the Court held that an African chief, as trustee of the community’s land, may alienate land with the consent of the chief’s council and without the direct participation of the community. While a seemingly subtle distinction, the shifting of chiefly accountability for the control and distribution of community resources from the Pitso – a body made up of all married males, the recognized political participants in this community – to the chief’s council, had profound consequences for the future recognition of community and ultimately individual property rights in African polities. The case reveals a story of colonial interaction spanning a period during which African communities were transformed from autonomous political entities into subject groups not only whose territory was incorporated into the colonial state but also whose land rights were formally transferred ‘in trust’ into the hands of the colonial administration.

While the Court denied the right of the Pitso to control the chief’s authority over the alienation of community land, the Lagden Commission discovered the ‘tribal system’ of ‘government perfectly understood by the Natives, [which] carried with it mutual responsibilities and suretyship, and required implicit obedience to authority. It possessed a ready means of communication and control extending from the Paramount Chief to the individual Native in his Kraal.’ This failure to recognize the chief’s accountability to political institutions internal to African society coincided with the colonial reconstruction of African political relationships so as to deny the existence of any rights or accountability below the level of the chief and his councillors.

This denial of the chief’s accountability to the community, which was legally recognized in *Hermansberg Mission Society*, culminated in the adoption of the *Bantu Authorities Act* of 1951 ‘which broke the dependence of the chiefs on their councils and turned them, in effect, into paid agents of government policy’. Drawing out the political consequences of these developments Adam Ashforth argues that, by elaborating ‘an account of the political relationship between the division of territory and citizenship’ (i.e., ‘an account of relations between people and place [you may say property!’)), ‘a state could be devised which instituted differential spheres of citizenship for “Europeans” and “native” populations within the one territory’. Thus, through a complex interaction of struggles over land and political participation – driven by colonial imperatives
and African resistance – African societies were officially reconceived in the image of European feudalism. This process effectively expunged those political and property relations internal to African societies in the context of conceiving and imposing a system of colonial governance on the African majority.55

This interaction, between property and equality, dispossession and inequality, can be historically traced at a number of levels; however, it is the constitutional implications of this relationship that are of particular significance in the present context. In order to draw these out, I will trace two processes of convoluted interaction between property rights and principles of equality: first, the history of the franchise, in which property and equality are simultaneously connected and disconnected; and second, the interaction of the common law principle of equality and the construction of apartheid, particularly the destruction of black property rights under policies of forced relocation and removal.

**Participation and Denial: The History of the Franchise**

The story of the franchise and the fragmentation of voting rights provides a means of viewing the interaction between property rights and access to political participation as it unfolded and shaped the construction of citizenship in South Africa. While immigration law encouraged the expansion of a ‘European’ community, it was the constant manipulation of voting rights that determined the character of South African citizenship and the apartheid constitutional order.

While each of the territories that came together in the Union had its own franchise system, their notions of citizenship were fundamentally at odds. At opposite ends, the Cape, with its qualified, non-racial franchise, recognized equal rights for ‘all civilized men’,56 while the Transvaal, with its racial but otherwise unqualified franchise, specifically declared that no equality shall be permitted between ‘coloured people and the white inhabitants, either in Church or State’.57 Although the Cape franchise reflected a notion of citizenship not unlike contemporary British norms, in which adult males who met certain cultural or property standards had a right to participate in governance, the Transvaal maintained a clearly racist distinction and even attempted further to restrict franchise rights in ‘presidential and Volksraad elections to those who, besides being naturalized citizens, had lived in the Republic for fourteen years’.58 Even in the Cape, however, the Glen Grey Act of 1894 had begun to undermine the link between property rights and the franchise when the allocation of individual plots to African families in terms of the Act was specifically divorced from the property requirements for obtaining the franchise. This was achieved by analogizing the property defined under the Glen Grey Act to communal forms of tenure which had already been excluded as a source
of property rights for determining franchise rights. Although Natal formally adopted a ‘civilized’ standard, the colony was able, through ‘a number of ingenious conditions attached to the franchise’ to ensure that by 1907 over ninety-nine per cent of registered voters were ‘European’ and only six Africans had managed to register as voters. Natal Law No. 11 of 1865 disenfranchised ‘native voters other than those specially given the vote by the Lieutenant-Governor, in his free discretion, on the grounds of twelve years residence, exemption from native law for seven years, recommendation by three European voters and possession of the ordinary property qualifications’. Citizenship in the Cape and Natal was thus formally tied to a process of assimilation to colonial standards of education and property, while in the Transvaal and the Orange Free State citizenship and political participation had an expressly racial construction.

African communities expected the Cape’s non-racial franchise to be extended as a result of the ‘considerable political and military support’ they rendered the British during the South African War of 1899–1902. Instead, Article 8 of the Treaty of Vereeniging ‘made the enfranchisement of non-white people in the new colonies dependent on the consent of the white’ people. As a result of this agreement, the Transvaal and Orange River Colony retained their racially exclusive constructions of citizenship when they received self-government in 1907. With the formation of the Union of South Africa in 1910, the effective pre-Union denial of African political rights in all parts of the Union except the Cape was constitutionalized. After some initial conflict over whether the Cape Franchise should be extended to the rest of the Union, the all-white National Convention came to a compromise, providing that ‘[a]ll laws dealing with the franchise and qualifications of electors at the date of the Union in any Colony shall remain in force until repealed or altered by the Parliament of South Africa’, except that on the insistence of the Cape delegates, the Cape Franchise was constitutionally entrenched.

While black voting rights remained frozen by the Union compromise, the South African Parliament soon began extending the voting rights of whites. White women were given universal suffrage in 1930 and the following year this was extended to white males in Natal and the Cape who were still subject to the pre-Union income or property qualification. Full Union citizenship was now extended to all white adults but, in order to close the door on any future advance in black electoral power, and in accordance with the Union Constitution’s logic of a racially divided citizenship, the white Parliament began to move against the Cape Franchise – as originally recommended by the South African Native Affairs Commission (Lagden Commission) in 1905.

The formation of the coalition or ‘Pact’ government in 1924 triggered government efforts to remove African voters from the common voters’ roll. The first step was passage of the Native Administration Act, which
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implemented the system of bureaucratic governance over African communities implicit in the Union Constitution. However, this was challenged by a registered African voter as an illegal attack on the Cape Franchise. The case, *Rex v Ndobe*,\(^{11}\) arose in 1929 after the Department of Native Affairs established a process to standardize titles among African land owners. The appellant's fears were aroused by a draft proclamation, which, if implemented, would have substituted his title deeds with forms of title 'deemed to be ... communal tenure',\(^{72}\) thus excluding his land from the calculation of the value of property held by a potential African voter under the Cape Franchise. Although the Court rejected the appellant's argument on the grounds that those proposals directly attacking the Cape Franchise had not been promulgated, and that those property rights interfered with 'cannot be construed as an alteration of the qualifications of voters',\(^{73}\) the Court did affirm that the powers of the Union Parliament to prescribe the qualifications of voters were strictly limited by the provisions of s 35.\(^{74}\)

When African voters were removed from the common voters' roll by the *Representation of Natives Act*\(^{n}\) in 1936, the Act was passed in accordance with the entrenched procedures of s 35. Challenging the validity of the Act, the appellant in *Ndlwana v Hofmeyr NO and Others*\(^{16}\) counter-intuitively argued that, as a consequence of the passage of the Statute of Westminster in 1931, the Union Parliament was no longer bound by the entrenched clauses and therefore use of the entrenched procedure was invalid. Rejecting this argument, the Court (per Stratford ACJ) held that an Act of Parliament cannot be questioned, as 'Parliament, composed of its three constituent elements, can adopt any procedure it thinks fit; the procedure express or implied in the South Africa Act is so far as Courts of Law are concerned at the mercy of Parliament like everything else'.\(^{77}\) Even indirect representation of Africans in Parliament was abolished on 30 June 1960 as a consequence of apartheid policy and the *Promotion of Bantu Self-Government Act* 46 of 1959.\(^{78}\)

The final exclusion of Africans in the Cape from the franchise was followed by attacks on the rights – to property and participation – of the Indian and Coloured communities. In 1945 there were only two 'Asiatics' on the voters' roll in Natal when Smuts' government introduced the *Asiatic Land Tenure and Indian Representation Act*.\(^{79}\) Designed to provide for the representation of Indians in Natal and the Transvaal by three members of Parliament, the Act was boycotted by the Indian community and was abandoned with the introduction of apartheid policies three years later.\(^{80}\)

In the case of the Coloured community, the struggle over the denial of voting rights was to reach unprecedented levels, culminating in a constitutional crisis as the apartheid government sought ways to discipline a rebellious Supreme Court. Despite the Court's refusal to accept
jurisdiction in the case of *Ndlwana v Hofmeyr*, the judiciary did an about face in *Harris v Minister of the Interior*. In *Harris* the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court rejected the *Separate Representation of Voters Act* of 1951, declaring that removing Coloured voters from the common roll by a simple majority of both Houses violated the constitutionally entrenched procedures.

The government responded with the *High Court of Parliament Act*, which provided that any judgment of the Appellate Division which invalidated an Act of Parliament would be reviewed by the Parliament itself, sitting as the High Court of Parliament. However, this Act too was struck down by the courts. Despite increased support at the polls, the government was unable to muster the two-thirds majority of both Houses of Parliament required by the Constitution to remove an entrenched clause. The government then embarked on a process which included packing both the Senate and the Court. The *Appellate Division Quorum Act* and *Senate Act* allowed the government to appoint judges and senators sympathetic to its proposed constitutional changes, thus facilitating the passage of the *South Africa Act Amendment Act* of 1956. This Act both excluded the jurisdiction of the courts and reinstated the 1951 *Separate Representation of Voters Act*.

Responding to the process of decolonization that was sweeping through Africa in the late 1950s, the apartheid government produced a scheme which extended franchise rights to the African majority but only within geographically bound and fragmented entities. The logic of this scheme was the eventual denationalization of the majority of black South Africans and their reconstitution as foreign citizens exercising full political rights outside of the South African constitutional framework. The *Promotion of Bantu Self-Government Act* of 1959 thus took the logic of land reservation a step further by setting aside those same reserved lands which the Union Constitution cast as islands of ‘tribal’ governance as the areas in which Africans would in future exercise their political aspirations. This scheme, referred to by the apartheid regime as the policy of ‘separate development’, led to the creation of four ‘independent’ bantustans and aimed to engineer a permanent balkanization of the country. Implementation of the 1959 Act began through the *Transkei Constitution Act* of 1963 and was extended in terms of the *Black States Constitution Act* of 1971. The *Transkei Constitution Act* and the ‘independence’ of the Transkei bantustan in 1976 served as the prototype of what government spokesmen considered a process that is ‘in form and timing comparable to African decolonization’. Rejected by the majority of South Africans and the international community as a violation of black South Africans’ right to self-determination, ‘separate development’ became a process of denationalization in which the citizenship of black
South Africans was recreated as foreign citizenship regardless of the individual’s place of birth or preference.

**Denying Equality and Violating Property: The Construction of Apartheid**

Between 1960 and 1983, approximately 3,548,900 people were forcibly removed under apartheid relocation policies, including farm evictions, group areas removals, black spot removals, bantustan consolidation and urban relocation. This massive invasion and destruction of black property rights added to the 1913 prohibition on Africans acquiring further land rights outside the ‘reserves’ – which would after 1936 amount to a mere thirteen per cent of the land area of South Africa – is the source of apartheid’s deepest legacies of poverty and inequality. While addressing this legacy remains central to the creation of a legitimate property regime in South Africa, it also provides a rich source for understanding the nature and impact of the apartheid legal system.

After the final collapse of sovereign African societies in the closing years of the nineteenth century, African communities actively entered the land market, raising capital collectively and competing effectively with whites. In fact the Beaumont Commission of 1916 found evidence of active land purchases by African syndicates who ‘paid good prices for land which the white owners were forced to sell to meet debts incurred during the Anglo-Boer War’. In response white settlers – both propertyed and unpropertyed in the Transvaal and Orange Free State – used their access to political power through the vote to demand and win the exclusion of Africans from the land market.

While it would seem that the well-established Roman-Dutch and common law principles of equality before the law should have aroused judicial concern about the partial and unequal impact of legislation – such as the 1913 Land Act – as between different classes, legislative and executive distinctions between black and white seemed to have raised few questions. Even in the ‘liberal’ Cape, the combination of an extremely broad judicial interpretation of parliamentary sovereignty – to include the presumed intentions of the legislature – and segregated social practice based on a presumption of racial superiority, led to an easy acceptance of formal racial segregation. In *Moller v Keimoes School Committee,* the first Chief Justice of South Africa, was required to define the meaning of ‘European’, in the context of an application for a court order to compel the admittance of children into a school established in terms of the *Cape School Board Act* of 1905 for children of ‘European parentage or extraction’. In rejecting the argument that the children, whose father was white and whose mother was coloured, were of European extraction, Lord De Villiers argued that ‘the vast majority of Europeans have always
condemned such unions, and have regarded the offspring of such unions as being in the same racial condition as their black parents'.

The effect of this ‘racial condition,’ he explained, is ‘a matter of public history [in which] we know that the first civilized legislators in South Africa came from Holland and regarded the aboriginal natives of this country as belonging to an inferior race, whom the Dutch, as Europeans, were entitled to rule over, and whom they refused to admit to social or political equality’. The consequence of this ‘racial condition’ – exclusion – is justified in terms of white racism, as Lord De Villiers argued: ‘We may not from a philosophical or humanitarian point of view be able to approve ... but we cannot, as judges, who are called upon to construe an Act of Parliament, ignore the reasons which must have induced the legislature to adopt the policy of separate education for European and non-European children.’

This bracketing of the common law principle of equality before the law with respect to race was stated even more starkly in the 1934 case of the *Minister of Posts and Telegraphs v Rasool,* where Beyers JA ‘remarked that the principle that all are equal in the eyes of the law is doubtless subject to qualifications and that, as far as the Transvaal was concerned, it was clear that Europeans and non-Europeans were never in important respects equal in the eyes of the law’.

Refusing to accept the majority’s argument that the mere fact of racial segregation of a post office did not amount to inequality of treatment, Gardiner AJA dissented. Arguing that equality before the law is a fundamental principle of the common law, which it must be assumed the legislature intends to respect, he stated:

In view of the prevalent feeling as to colour, in view of the numerous statutes treating non-Europeans as belonging to an inferior order of civilisation, any fresh classification on colour lines can, to my mind, be interpreted only as a fresh instance of relegation of Asiatics and natives to a lower order, and this I consider humiliating treatment. Such treatment is an impairment of the *dignitas* of the person affected, and it is the Legislature only that can cause that impairment.

Gardner AJA’s dissent was vindicated in 1950, when the Appellate Division limited the scope of *Rasool* by defining the majority position as accepting differentiation on the grounds of race as valid so long as it is not coupled with ‘substantial inequality’. Striking down the reservation of railway coaches for different races because there were no first-class coaches set aside for blacks, the Court in *R v Abdurahman* reiterated the principle of reasonableness formulated in *Kruse v Johnson* to evaluate the legality of official action, arguing that it was the ‘duty of the Courts to hold the scales evenly between different classes of the community and to declare invalid any practice which, in the absence of the authority of an Act of Parliament, results in partial and unequal treatment to a
substantial degree between different sections of the community'. Responding to the Court's assertion of equality as a fundamental principle of the common law, the apartheid legislature enacted the *Reservation of Separate Amenities Act* in 1953, expressly providing that racial division may result in substantially unequal treatment.

This concerted attack on the principle of formal equality — which, while seemingly compatible with racial segregation, was resistant to blatant acts of discrimination — coincided with the increasing disregard and destruction of black property rights formally recognized under Roman-Dutch property law. Although the *Group Areas Act* was initially passed in 1950, the pace of forced removals accelerated during the 1960s 'following the suppression of popular black organisation and resistance through widespread bannings and trials'. Within urban areas alone, approximately 860,400 people were subject to Group Areas removals in the twenty years between 1965 and 1985. It was within this context — of the massive destruction of black property rights — that common law principles of fairness or 'natural justice' and equality continued to be undermined.

The *Group Areas Act* enabled the apartheid state to establish 'controlled areas', introducing racial controls on ownership and occupation — the racial classification of the owner controlling who could legally occupy the property. Once a group area was declared for a particular racial group within the controlled area, then any persons, including juristic persons, who were not of the defined racial group were deemed 'disqualified persons' in terms of the Act and were prohibited from holding property rights in the defined area. Establishment of a 'group area' was initiated by Group Areas Boards submitting reports to the relevant cabinet minister, who would make a recommendation to the executive, which was empowered to proclaim the area a group area. It was a criminal offence for a member of one racial group to occupy or own land in an area set aside for another state-defined racial category.

Seeking to contest the information and proposals contained in the reports of the Eastern Cape Committee of the Group Areas Board, the applicants in *Cassem v Oos-Kaapse Kommittee van die Groepsgebiederaad* sought a court order compelling the committee to allow them — under the principle of a right to a fair hearing — to examine its reports on the grounds that the proclamation of a group area would 'gravely affect their rights, interests and property'. In making the application they were encouraged by the decision in *Ramjee v Eastern Cape Committee, Group Areas Board*, in which the Eastern Cape Provincial Division had granted a similar application arguing that the 'right to a fair hearing is the most important of the principles of natural justice', and that 'a body vested with authority to make a decision calculated to affect the rights of, or involving legal consequences to, a person had to observe the principles', particularly when the 'consequences for people who were uprooted from
their homes, were a "drastic interference with civil rights". Reversing *Ramjee* and upholding the lower court's denial of their application, the Appellate Division in *Cassem* argued that granting a right to access to reports 'could assume dimensions which would be barely manageable and which would impede the implementation of the Act in such a way that it can hardly be supposed that the legislator implicitly wished to ordain such quasi-procedural limitations of the Board's freedom of action'. As David Dyzenhaus points out, Chief Justice Steyn's reasoning is that 'there is an implicit legislative wish that the board not be hampered by being subjected to requirements of fairness', a legislative intention deduced from the assumption that 'the executive should determine policy unconstrained by common law constraints'. Such disregard of the rights of apartheid's black victims by the Chief Justice provides a dramatic illustration of the decomposition of common law rights within the legal system from a time when a former Chief Justice, in upholding a scheme designed to enable black land ownership, argued: 'It is a wholesome rule of our law which requires a strict construction to be placed upon statutory provisions which interfere with elementary rights.'

The principle of equality, invoked once more in the context of the *Group Areas Act* to challenge the validity of a proclamation dividing the city of Durban into group areas, was decided and finally rejected by the decision that, while the power to discriminate unreasonably had to be given expressly or by necessary implication, the very nature of the apartheid project meant that it was 'clearly implied'. Rejecting the appellants' argument that the proclamation was invalid in that all the best areas had been given to whites and suitable accommodation was unavailable to Indians in the areas assigned to them, the Court argued:

> The Group Areas Act represents a colossal social experiment and a long term policy. It necessarily involves the movement out of Group Areas of numbers of people throughout the country. Parliament must have envisaged that compulsory population shifts of persons occupying certain areas would inevitably cause disruption and, within the foreseeable future, substantial inequalities.

And so in the construction of apartheid, the embrace of inequality and the disregard of human dignity went hand in hand with the destruction of property rights.

**LEGITIMACY OF THE COURTS**

Despite this legacy, it has been argued that black South Africans retained a significant degree of confidence in the legal system, and the courts in particular. This confidence it is argued lent a 'measure of legitimacy to
the legal system', which, when coupled with the history of anti-apartheid lawyering, 'might have encouraged South Africans to see virtue in the ideals of fearless advocacy, independent judging, and the rule of law', offering the 'promise that these same ideals would be honored in a post-apartheid South Africa'. While these conclusions seem strained, given the contrary evidence and nature of the opinion polls that Ellmann himself notes, they do suggest that the turn to the judiciary may indeed be rooted in a confidence in the courts that survived the apartheid era. The difficulty with this proposition is twofold. First, as Ellmann indicates, a 1993 poll indicates a dramatic decline in this perceived legitimacy, the source of which cannot be adequately explained. Second, it is methodologically confounding to measure the legitimacy of the legal system on the basis of distinctions in attitudes between the apartheid courts, parliament and police, and then to verify its existence based on the turn to legalism in the democratic transition. While the empirical nature of poll results is extremely attractive, both the qualitative data offered by Ellmann in his own reported interviews and an understanding of the role of the courts – particularly the lower courts, where the vast majority of South Africans experienced the legal system – raise serious qualms as to the possible link between the standing of the courts in the apartheid period and the decision to adopt constitutional review as a central element of the post-apartheid political order.

Although the victories in the Supreme Court against the State of Emergency, such as requiring the police to account for their actions, were significant, it is important to distinguish the Supreme Court from the lower courts. Even apart from the reversal suffered by anti-apartheid lawyers in the mid-1980s, when their early court victories against the worst restrictions of the State of Emergency gave way to successive judgments by the Appellate Division which held that the state had virtually unlimited power under Emergency provisions, the role of the courts in both highly publicized inquest hearings and in what came to be described as a system of 'punishment by process' provides a completely different perspective. While more than seventy political detainees are known to have died in security police detention between 1963 and 1990, the courts repeatedly exonerated their torturers 'either because the conspiracy of silence and outright lying by police officers made it impossible to reach the truth or because the courts too readily believed the fairytales proffered as fact ... [and] in the face of glaring evidence to the contrary, they resolutely declared that no one was to blame'.

Furthermore, it may be argued that the magistrates' courts in fact acted 'as part of the state's disciplinary machinery'. This was most evident in the stream of 'public violence' cases that flowed through the magistrates' courts after 1985, in what came to be described as 'punishment by
Mass arrests, including 'substitute arrests - brother for brother, father for son, neighbour for neighbour', assaults and torture, followed by detention while awaiting trial, and protracted court proceedings often ended in dismissals for lack of evidence. Nine months of monitoring by the Black Sash (a human rights organization made up predominantly of white women) revealed 'that 42% of those accused were juveniles, and that only 13% of adults and 17% of juveniles were found guilty'. The Black Sash concluded that very large numbers of innocent people are arrested in random fashion and charged on flimsy evidence that cannot stand up to examination in court. They are thus made to endure a protracted period of punishment by process with little hope of redress ... When the accused are acquitted or discharged, the family is too weary and disturbed to want to face any suit for wrongful arrest or further court proceedings: it is sufficient to be free.

Even the superior courts came under direct criticism, particularly by external bodies such as the International Commission of Jurists, whose observer at the treason trial of Helene Passtoors in 1986 concluded that there is 'justification to the viewpoint of black people and concerned whites that most South African courts in their uncritical and “positivist” approach to apartheid legislation merely serve as instruments of repression'.

Apartheid’s Legal Legacy

The submissions to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s (TRC) ‘institutional hearing’ on the role of the legal community reflected the fundamental division within the South African legal community over the role of law under apartheid. On the one side there was the ‘argument of the establishment bodies’, who, like former Chief Justice Michael Corbett, continued to argue:

Prior to the coming into effect of the interim Constitution on 27 April 1994, Parliament was supreme. For practical purposes it could pass any law it liked; and it did so. The courts had no power to question the validity of the laws Parliament made. Still less could they declare them invalid. The courts had no option but to apply the law as they found it, however unjust it might appear to be.

On the other side, there was the ‘counter argument’ made by the traditionally anti-apartheid sections of the legal community, including the Black Lawyers Association, Lawyers for Human Rights, the Legal Resources Centre and the National Association of Democratic Lawyers. These bodies argued that 'lawyers and the courts under apartheid, with very few and notable exceptions, had co-operated in servicing and enforcing a diabolically unjust political order'. They went on to reject parliamentary sover-
eignty as an adequate defence or explanation, arguing that the ‘validity of such a defence depended on at least a substantial degree of democracy in the political order, as well as a basic respect for the rule of law as a direct or necessary adjunct to legislative omnicompetence. Neither prerequisite was present to any significant degree in South Africa.’ Finally, it was argued that: ‘Judicial independence was a myth that had been exploded in the daily experience [of the] courts.’ Although there were numerous submissions that adopted less polarized versions of these analyses, the Commission’s conclusions in its final report emphasized that one of the reasons for the ‘longevity of apartheid was the superficial adherence to “rule by law” by the National Party whose leaders craved the aura of legitimacy that “the law” bestowed on their harsh injustice’, and that this was exacerbated by the subconscious or unwitting connivance of the courts and the legal profession in the legislative and executive pursuit of injustice.

Despite this condemnation of the law and legal profession under apartheid, the Commission acknowledged the existence of both a space for resistance and active defiance by a few lawyers, including judges, teachers and students, who ‘used every opportunity to speak out publicly and within the profession against the adoption and execution of rules of law that sanctioned arbitrary official conduct and injustice’. Although the Commission found that participation in the system afforded credibility to the claim of an independent legal system, it concluded that the ‘alleviation of suffering achieved by such lawyers substantially outweighed’ any harm done.

Thus, while it may be reasonable to believe that the victims of apartheid would support the introduction of a bill of rights in response to the massive denial of rights under apartheid, there is less reason to believe that there should be an equivalent faith in the judiciary as the upholders of such rights. Even the experience of the 1980s, where the courts were used as a site of struggle against the imposition of unjust laws and to defend the rights of those engaged in resistance against apartheid, is unlikely to have overcome the legacy of injustice meted out under apartheid laws. Rather, communities and individuals learned that the law and the judiciary were not necessarily at the whim of the executive but instead there was always the possibility, but only the possibility, of justice before the courts. Given the degree to which law and the judicial system were implicated in the construction and daily functioning of the apartheid system, the key to understanding the ‘new faith’ in the judiciary must be sought in the particular dynamics of the democratic transition.
South African history is important, but it is a mistake to limit the expla-
nation of South Africa’s dramatic constitutionalist turn to the dynamics of local developments. The limits of path dependency dictate that the adoption of democratic constitutionalism in South Africa must also be viewed in the light of a globalizing constitutionalism; that is, the need for South Africa to reintegrate itself into the international community and economy by conforming to the dominant international political culture of the moment. Constitutionalism, in this analysis, becomes both a natural way for élites to think\(^1\) and a passport to international acceptability.\(^2\)

South Africa’s constitutional transition is best understood as the product of a dialectical interaction between a global ‘text’ constituted by the histories, practices and normative prescriptions of nation-states, international bodies and organizations – such as the United Nations and World Bank – and, increasingly, transnational corporate and non-governmental organizations, and the ‘local’ struggles and processes through which the new constitutional regime was created and implemented. At the same time, the creation and emergence of a post-apartheid constitutional order in South Africa provides a context in which the global ‘text’ is being constantly reformulated. Not only are the elements of ‘universal principles’ hybridized through their particular application in the specific context of local struggles and histories, but the new forms become the building blocks for a transformed understanding of available alternatives. I will term this continuing process a ‘globalizing constitutionalism’, which is characterized by the coexistence of two seemingly contradictory yet indispensable elements. On the one hand it is marked by a significant degree of indeterminacy, while on the other it carries a normative power that defines the outer
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limits of constitutional legitimacy and thus shapes the imaginations of those seeking alternative forms of governance in the context of their own very specific struggles for political and constitutional change.

In order to set the stage for understanding the impact of global forces and developments on the possible outcomes of local struggles, this chapter places the adoption of South Africa's new Constitution in a global context. While highlighting the link between South Africa's new Constitution and non-domestic legal standards, both international and foreign, the chapter also traces the role of local or domestic struggles in the emergence of a global system. Discussion of this relationship focuses on South African examples in order to emphasize how the local, domestic struggles over political participation and social resources have worked to shape the form of the global. This leads to a perspective which asserts that global currents and forces are not autonomous from local struggles and histories — in fact it may be argued that in one sense the global is merely the sum and interaction of all locals. Exploring this interaction reveals the interdependence of these often juxtaposed sites and demonstrates that any understanding of the shift to constitutionalism in South Africa must include an analysis of the interaction between the local and the global in the process of political reconstruction. South Africa's twentieth-century drama allows us to examine, in the context of a specific country's history: the formulation and transmission of an international political tradition; its impact on the continuing process of political reconstruction; and the contesting ideas and social forces that shaped this impact. This process of political reconstruction in a global context reflects, I argue, neither crude imperialism nor wishful harmonization, but rather a continuing process of hybridization, a fierce contest between the construction of social legitimacy and struggles over who wins or loses political, economic, social and cultural imperatives or rights.

GLOBALIZATION AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR SYSTEMS OF GOVERNANCE

While the term 'globalization' has entered academic and popular discourse, any attempt to specify its exact meaning is undermined by the range of ways the term is used to characterize and propagate recent dramatic changes in the international political economy. But, despite this diversity, the discourse on globalization rests on two essential ideas. The first is the qualitative transformations of global economic and cultural interactions that have occurred in recent years, so that today we may speak of a global economy involving the transnational co-ordination of production, markets and finances, and increasingly of emerging global norms reflected most clearly in the emergence of transnational social
movements in the arenas of human rights and the environment. Second is the recognition that because of ‘the intensification of worldwide social relations’ distinct localities are linked ‘in such a way that local happenings are shaped by events occurring many miles away and vice versa’. Recognition of the processes of globalization has led to a wide ranging debate over the future of the nation-state and the impact of globalization on governance. Most participants in the debate acknowledge that the role of the nation-state as a focus of governance is dramatically affected by globalization, indeed among some it has become fashionable to assert that the nation-state is passé. Globalists of both the right and left assert that a globalized capitalist economy has become ungovernable. For the right, not only is the global economy effectively ungovernable, but any attempt to create an institutional framework is unnecessary, given that the market is for them the most efficient mechanism of coordination. Left globalists agree that national control of economic life is no longer possible, but they also see the emergence of supranational institutions such as the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), North American Free Trade Association (NAFTA) and the European Union, as well as ‘private-government collaborations that constitute various “working groups” within them’ as promoting a regressive ‘one world’ vision of international harmonization which will, in effect, result in the internationalization of human subordination. A more textured view of these questions begins by recognizing the paradox represented by the fact that, while democratization is sweeping the world, increasingly greater areas of human endeavour are being organized on a global level, thus compromising the viability of the independent nation-state and challenging the ‘efficacy of democracy as a national form of political organization’. From within this trend the understanding has developed that: ‘Politics is becoming more polycentric, with states as merely one level in a complex system of overlapping and often competing agencies of governance.’

In this context, while the world financial markets may have acquired a kind of ‘structural power’ over democratically-elected governments, it is still possible to view the nation-state as having an important role in ‘suturing’ the different levels and functions of governance. This process of suturing, defined as the ‘policies and practices of states in distributing power upwards to the international level and downwards to sub-national agencies’, helps narrow or close gaps in governance and elaborates a division of labour in regulation – between local, national and international institutions – without which vital capacities for control would be lost. According to this vision: ‘Authority may now be plural within and between states rather than nationally centralised, but to be effective it must be structured by an element of design into a relatively coherent architecture of institutions.’
A vision of politics as polycentric – in which authority is spatially distributed and functionally disaggregated – provides the basis for a reformulation of the question of governance. While such an approach would recognize the continued vitality and centrality of the modern territorially-defined state ‘at the intersection of the distribution of political power’, it stimulates a reconceptualization of the notion of governance as well as a reconsideration of our understandings of sovereignty and democracy and their interaction within the international political economy.

The adoption of particular forms of social regulation is in this understanding the repeated outcome of a continuing global-local interaction. Within this context, adopted forms of regulation are deeply embedded in local practices and histories, yet are simultaneously shaped by international or global forms. Global alternatives establish a bounded framework within which local regulation or governance is constantly being reshaped – where local agency and social competitors position themselves for local advantage and in relation to global opportunities and constraints.

BEYOND THE NATION-STATE

Globalization involves increased awareness of the interconnectedness of local events and international trends, but it is also impelled by a declining confidence in the capacity of public authority to regulate or exercise political control over key aspects of the national polity and economy. From the Peace of Westphalia (1648) to the emergence of the United Nations Charter model (1945), the concept of sovereignty has provided the linchpin of a state-centred model of international politics. The Peace of Westphalia endorsed and created the opportunity for the establishment of ‘a singular and stable relationship between political authority and territory’. This provided states with the requisite autonomy to ‘impose’ political authority, in the name of internal sovereignty, on their societies. At the international level the notion of sovereignty has evolved into the United Nations model – ‘a sovereignty of management’, in which rights are disaggregated, ‘pragmatically bundled, rearranged and balanced’. A similar transformation, from an absolute notion of sovereignty to popular sovereignty and on to an understanding of state power as a mediated interaction of alternative jurisdictions of governance, has occurred in understandings of national or internal sovereignty.

State sovereignty has, however, never been as mono-dimensional or exclusive as the Westphalian model claims. Rather, since the emergence of nation-states as powerful ideological constructs or imagined communities, the exercise of state power has always involved both multiple geographic contacts, through transborder social and economic activities, as well as an assertion of transnational power based on bonds of allegiance between the state and its nationals abroad. Although the
modern territorially-defined state remains at the intersection of the distribution of political power, and sovereignty 'functions as a particular way of legitimating the distribution of political power', a focus on the functional content of state sovereignty - state jurisdiction - makes it possible to understand how highly flexible and fragmented sovereignty is in character and content. Each state's jurisdiction - understood as the 'scope within which the power of public or state authorities can effectively and acceptably be exercised' - must thus be understood as 'flexible, overlapping and negotiable'.

This understanding of the content of state sovereignty makes it possible to understand the tension within international law between the continued assertions of state sovereignty - emphasizing territorial integrity or non-intervention in the domestic affairs of states - and the emergence and development of international obligations focused on the right to self-determination, respect for human rights, and even recognition of a right to democracy. While these twentieth-century doctrines all seem to challenge and undermine traditional notions of sovereignty, their development and trajectory may be best understood in the context of the process of globalization, which is subjecting the territorial state to at least three sets of pressures. First, the very nature, scope and capacity of the sovereign state is being changed from above by processes of economic, political, legal and military interconnectedness. Second, the nation-state is being challenged from below by local groups, movements and nationalisms questioning its status as a representative and accountable power system; and third, the nature and dynamics of national political systems are being reshaped by the 'chains of interlocking political decisions and outcomes among states and their citizens', created by global interconnectedness.

Human Rights and the Changing Subjects of International Law
South Africa's assertion of domestic jurisdiction as a defence to United Nations concern over the development of apartheid provides a means of exploring these interactions and their impact on notions of state sovereignty, democracy and self-determination. When the issue of racial discrimination in South Africa was first raised in the United Nations General Assembly in 1946 - in the context of a local passive resistance campaign and a complaint by the Indian Government against the South African government's increasingly discriminatory policies towards South African nationals of Indian descent - Field-Marshal Smuts of South Africa objected, arguing that 'within the domain of its domestic affairs a State is not subject to control or interference, and its actions could not be called into question by any other State'. Asserting that Article 2(7) of the United Nations Charter 'embodied an over-riding
principle qualifying ... all the other provisions of the Charter’, Smuts warned that, if it was decided that a recommendation by the General Assembly on such an issue was not an intervention in the domestic affairs of a member state under Article 2(7), then ‘every domestic matter could be taken through every stage in the procedure of the Assembly’.  

While the General Assembly rejected South Africa’s argument, the assertion of its authority to make general declarations on human rights issues and to apply the Charter to concrete situations, despite objections based on a claim of domestic jurisdiction, was made in terms of the existence of special bilateral agreements between South Africa and India. It also relied on the advisory opinion of the Permanent Court of International Justice in the Nationality Decrees Issues in Tunis and Morocco case, in which the Court held that ‘the question whether a certain matter is or is not solely within the jurisdiction of a State is an essentially relative question; it depends upon the development of international relations’. This enabled the General Assembly both to reassert a commitment to the notion of a ‘reserved domain’ of domestic jurisdiction and to argue that ‘the right of a State to use its discretion may nevertheless be restricted by obligations which it may have undertaken towards other States’, in which case, ‘jurisdiction which, in principle, belongs solely to the State, is limited by rules of international law’.  

While the General Assembly was initially able to argue that the agreements between South Africa and India provided an exceptional basis for the Assembly’s jurisdiction, the continuation of the conflict over the discriminatory treatment of ‘Indians and “other non-Europeans”’ in South Africa led the Assembly to broaden the basis of its jurisdiction by arguing that the situation in South Africa was ‘a humanitarian question of international importance’, and that under Article 14 of the Charter, the Assembly ‘had the necessary competence to recommend measures to ensure the peaceful adjustment of a situation which had, in the Assembly’s opinion, led to the impairment of friendly relations’. Although the Canadian delegation emphasized the ‘necessity of making a distinction between the right of the Assembly to discuss the problem under the terms of the Charter and its competence to intervene’, which they argued would depend on ‘the kind of action the Assembly might be invited to take’, the Assembly proceeded to strengthen the legal basis of its jurisdiction by, on the one hand, suggesting the weakest form of intervention by merely inviting the parties – India, South Africa and Pakistan – ‘to enter into discussion’, while, on the other hand, extending the grounds upon which concern could be raised, by stating that the discussion should take into consideration the ‘purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations and the Declaration of Human Rights’. Despite South Africa’s continued assertion of domestic jurisdiction and
a failed attempt to have the words ‘and the Declaration of Human Rights’ deleted from the resolution, the General Assembly continued to expand its jurisdiction over the South African problem by starting to discuss the parallel issue of ‘the policies of apartheid’ in 1952 and then by merging the two issues in 1962.48

In September 1952, thirteen Asian and African countries requested that the issue of apartheid be placed on the General Assembly’s agenda, on the grounds that these policies created a ‘dangerous and explosive situation, which constitutes both a threat to international peace and a flagrant violation of the basic principles of human rights and fundamental freedoms which are enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations’.44 Rejecting as ‘completely unfounded and quite preposterous’ the notion that apartheid constituted a threat to international peace, South Africa argued that the only exception to the prohibition against interference in the domestic affairs of a member state was when the Security Council is authorized to intervene under Chapter VII of the Charter and only in situations specified in Article 39. Furthermore, South Africa argued, the General Assembly is not authorized to intervene in any manner – including by resolutions, recommendations or even by discussion – as the Charter provides no other exceptions outside Article 39, and certainly contains no ‘additional exception with respect to questions of human rights’.45 It is interesting to note that National Party leader and former State President F. W. de Klerk still maintains this position. In his submissions and appearances before the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in 1997, de Klerk continued to reject the description of apartheid as a crime against humanity,46 arguing that the international convention declaring apartheid a crime against humanity was invalid as it was merely a General Assembly resolution and not a resolution of the United Nations Security Council.47

Proceeding to address the issue of apartheid, the General Assembly adopted two resolutions in 1952 in which the Assembly affirmed that governmental policies of Member States which are not directed towards the goal of ‘ensuring equality before the law of all persons regardless of race, creed or colour’, but which, instead, ‘are designed to perpetuate or increase discrimination, are inconsistent with the pledges of Members under Article 56 of the Charter’.48 The South African government subsequently refused to co-operate with the commission49 established by the General Assembly to study and report on the racial situation in South Africa. In response, the commission reviewed South Africa’s objections to the exercise of jurisdiction by the General Assembly and argued that the General Assembly was authorized by the Charter ‘to undertake any studies and make any recommendations to Member States which it may deem necessary in connection with the application and implementation
of the principles to which the Member States have subscribed by signing the Charter'.

Furthermore, the commission concluded that this 'universal right of study and recommendation is absolutely incontestable with regard to general problems of human rights and particularly of those protecting against discrimination for reasons of race, sex, language or religion'.

The outcome of this process was to favour the international or global over the local. Over the next forty years the international community, driven by struggles in South Africa and the emergence of an international anti-apartheid movement, continued to extend its jurisdiction over the issue of apartheid: moving from recommendation to condemnation; from encouraging discussion of racial discrimination to the rejection of the apartheid government's credentials to represent South Africa in the General Assembly; from support for the victims of apartheid to the imposition of mandatory sanctions in the form of an arms embargo; from the rejection and condemnation of the 1983 Constitution to the establishment of a set of principles for an internationally acceptable democratic transition and constitutional framework. While many of the participants may have thought that apartheid in South Africa presented an exceptional case, these developments were important markers in the negotiation of state sovereignty and the exercise of supranational jurisdiction over fundamental political choices and decisions.

While this initial assertion of General Assembly jurisdiction 'to study and recommend' in the field of human rights that provided the stepping stones over which activists and states would manoeuvre in the building of an international human rights movement, which only came to prominence through the struggles of national and international social movements, from the civil rights movement in the USA to the mothers of the Plaza de Mayo in Argentina, and on to the international anti-apartheid movement itself. Despite the old formal doctrine that states are the sole or primary subjects of international law, by the end of the twentieth century the fact of the constant renegotiation of state sovereignty was well established, providing a smorgasbord of subjects – international organizations, non-government organizations, transnational corporations and movements, as well as individuals – and a fragmentation of jurisdiction in which the nation-state provides the locus for constant renegotiation, realignment and reassignment of jurisdictional powers.

**Legitimacy of Governance and the Emergence of a Normative Claim to Democratic Governance**

A central aspect of the fragmentation and assignment of jurisdictional power in contests over governance is the issue of legitimacy. This is evoked, for example, in the manner in which the concept of sovereignty
has 'functioned as a particular way of legitimating the distribution of political power'. This quest for legitimacy, as a basis for claiming just authority or jurisdiction over subjects, spaces and events, leads at times to appeals to 'established', historically laden concepts, such as sovereignty. At other times the same quest leads to the assertion of new bases of legitimacy, such as expertise, professional standards, or normative claims of respect for human rights or democratic procedures or practices. Significantly, the motivation behind this quest for legitimacy in contests over jurisdictional authority is suggested by the assertion that the legitimacy bestowed by the subjection of the political process to democratic rules 'gives back far more power to those who govern than they surrendered'.

While at one level it may be the case that 'the fiction of unlimited internal sovereignty is complemented and sustained by its corollary, the sovereign equality of states', as Sol Picciotto notes, the 'key prop in this legitimisation is a particular form of legality, based on abstract and universalist principles, which claims to underpin and guarantee the formal equality and freedom of legal subjects', whether internally among 'citizens' or externally among 'sovereign states'. Even in transnational space, for example, in the construction of an international legal field (a new field of symbolic power in the competition for jurisdiction between professionals), legitimacy and authority have been sought in the championing of the 'return of law,' which draws on, among other sources, the human rights activities of lawyers.

This search for legitimacy in contests over the distribution of jurisdiction or decision-making powers is always open to challenge. This vulnerability to challenge is inherent in legitimacy's normative nature, since norms have no indisputable logical source or empirical content. When it comes to issues of jurisdiction, the basis of legitimacy is founded upon highly abstract and general principles. Hence, the room for challenge is especially great. It is precisely this vulnerability which is being exploited in the arguments for different notions of sovereignty and the development of an emerging right to democratic governance in international law. According to Thomas Franck, democracy is on its way to becoming a global entitlement based on the recognition of governments 'that their legitimacy depends on meeting a normative expectation of the community of states', who increasingly expect 'that those who seek the validation of their empowerment patently govern with the consent of the governed'.

Tracing the development of notions of democracy within international law, Franck identifies three building blocks in the construction of an emerging international right to democracy: the right to self-determination; the right of free political expression; and the emerging normative requirement of a participatory electoral process. While the right to self-determination entered international law in arguments for the protection
of minorities at the Versailles Peace Conference following the First World War and became the driving force behind the United Nations–crafted process of decolonization, its post-colonial reincarnation has been towards the evolution of a ‘more general notion of internationally validated political consultation’. Through its enunciation in the 1970 United Nations Declaration on Friendly Relations and its application – in the context of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights – to the rights of ethnic, religious and linguistic minorities, the right of self-determination has evolved from ‘being a principle of exclusion (secession) and become one of inclusion: the right to participate’ – the right of ‘peoples in all states to free, fair and open participation in the democratic process of governance freely chosen by each state’. Demonstrating a right to free political expression requires even greater reliance on the assertion of a normative order – by pointing to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and to the development of regional human rights regimes such as the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. However, it is through an examination of the practice of states and international organizations, particularly in processes of decolonization and democratization, that Franck is able to show how the combined impact of the normative assertions of self-determination and the right to free political expression have given rise to practices of election monitoring in particular that have contributed towards the emergence of a right to democratic participation.

The emergence of a normative right to democratic participation is internationally linked to at least three processes which culminated in and flowed from the dramatic transformation of world politics in the late 1980s: the process of perestroika in the former Soviet Union; the dynamic evolution of the Helsinki process; and the collapse of the authoritarian–paternalistic model of development in sub-Saharan Africa. While the United Nations General Assembly responded to these developments by adopting resolutions expressing the conviction that ‘periodic and genuine elections are a necessary and indispensable element of sustained efforts to protect the rights and interests of the governed’, and that such elections are a ‘crucial factor in the effective enjoyment ... of a wide range of other human rights’, it was within the evolution of the Conference on Security and Co-operation (CSCE) in Europe that the concept of democratic entitlement gained its greatest specificity. At the Conference on the Human Dimension of the CSCE held in Copenhagen in June 1990, the member states declared that ‘the will of the people, freely and fairly expressed through periodic and genuine elections, is the basis of the authority and legitimacy of all government’, and that the participating states ‘recognize their responsibility to defend and protect ... the democratic order freely established through the will of the people’.
These commitments were given institutional form five months later with the adoption of the Paris Charter which included the establishment of the Office of Fair Elections.\textsuperscript{76}

While it may be debated whether or at what point a right to democratic governance comes into existence in international law, it is clear that issues of democratic governance have become part of international legal discourse. Within this context, questions of a state’s commitment to democratic governance – in the form of a ‘regard for the rule of law, democracy and human rights’\textsuperscript{77} – have begun to play a central role in international legal discourse over the recognition of states.\textsuperscript{78}

GLOBALIZATION AND INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL CULTURE

The discourse on globalization generally stresses economic and technological factors as the driving forces of this process, while relatively little attention has been paid to other, non-economic, processes. Thus, it came as quite a surprise when, in the 1990s, the ‘rule of law’ became a central tenet of the international discourse on legitimate systems of governance, and the adoption of new, justiciable constitutions – with bills of rights as their centre-pieces – became a major product of this movement. In order to understand this development, it is important to look to the precursors of the rule of law movement, such as the emergence and impact of a transnational human rights movement in the post–Second World War period. Grounded in national or local social struggles – for equality, political recognition and economic sustenance – the appeal to rights in the transnational context was at its inception based directly on the normative framework of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights\textsuperscript{79} adopted by states in response to the horrors of the holocaust. This interstate initiative was formally institutionalized in regional human rights conventions, beginning with the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms\textsuperscript{80} and later including the American Convention on Human Rights\textsuperscript{81} and the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights.\textsuperscript{82}

Non-government normative and activist movements began to achieve a transnational life in reaction to the torture, detention and disappearance of opponents of military regimes in Latin America, and through the development, beginning in the 1960s, of an international anti-apartheid movement. Although overshadowed in some instances by the ideological conflicts of the cold war, the deployment of a human rights paradigm, both within the context of the cold war and increasingly as a mechanism for challenging the domestic policies and practices of states, infused international political culture with new standards for evaluating and regarding the internal political structures and practices of States in the international community.
Initially the 'realpolitik' of states' responses was to assert their state sovereignty and the United Nations Charter's prohibition against interference in the internal affairs of member states.83 However, the normative power of the rights discourse, combined with political activism, gradually pressed governing élites to engage these movements and international institutions on the issue of human rights standards. Official commitment to the normative frameworks promoted by the human rights movement, in its various transnational and local guises, provided those struggling to advance 'domestic' human rights with rhetorical ammunition. Working within an emerging global 'civil society', dominated by human rights and environmental NGOs, activists deploy the legitimacy of these normative standards to embarrass and isolate offending governments through the documentation and exposure of systematic and gross violations of human rights. This process is dramatically enhanced by the interaction of two factors: the technological innovations (including email, the World Wide Web and satellite television), which allow information and ideas to carry across state boundaries; and United States cold war policy, which led to a rhetoric of human rights talk, but reality of support for anticommunist dictators in quasi-client states. The demise of the cold war left the human rights talk of states and the claims of activists standing with no counterbalancing realpolitik claims on the other side, thus intensifying their legitimacy and divorcing human rights claims from the United States and West European mould, to which they had largely been confined. Even before the collapse of state socialism and the Soviet Union as a superpower, events in, for example, Iran and the Philippines showed that human rights claims could break free of realpolitik restraints and were a force even when not triumphant. Add to this the developments in communications and economic interdependence – including trade and investment – and the force of these claims has become tremendous.84 A new restraint has, however, appeared, in the guise of economic and trade imperatives, where the importance of markets is used, much as anti-communism once was used, to justify a softening or blunting of human rights claims – witness United States relations with China.

Non-State Actors and the Creation of a Globalized Normative Order
Pivotal to struggles over the creation and establishment of a globalized normative order or international political culture – in the context of the interactions and interconnections generated in an emerging, denationalized, global civil society – is the emergence and development of what Kathryn Sikkink and Margaret Keck term Principle Issue Networks. This development of 'an international movement of private actors'85 was most dramatically demonstrated by the unprecedented influence exercised by more than 1500 NGOs, from all regions of the world, over the agenda of the World Conference on Human Rights in Vienna in 1993.86
These networks consist of formal and informal links between a host of agents – including individuals, non-government organizations, parts of international organizations and even state agencies. Participants in a network focus on particular goals organized around a particular issue of principle, whether in support of human rights, against abortion, or in opposition to environmental degradation. The significance of these networks for an understanding of the forces driving processes of globalization is twofold. First, they demonstrate how the exchange and strategic mobilization of information – which is the currency used by these networks – may be deployed to gain ‘leverage over much more powerful organizations and governments’. Second, by transforming the understandings and practices which comprise and reinforce the ‘shared set of understandings and expectations about the authority of the state’, they not only work towards but to a degree also succeed in reconstituting the very notion of sovereignty upon which state authority is constructed. While in the first instance these networks provide the grounding for claims about the emergence of an incipient global civil society, in the second instance they provide examples of globalized political processes that help to shape both the normative content of international political culture and the practice of governance in different arenas. These range from the reform of local practices violating human rights norms to a reconceptualization of the relative autonomy of states in a transnational context.

The international anti-apartheid movement provides an interesting example of the creation and practice of a transnational social movement or issue network. Constructed around the shared principles of anti-racism and anti-colonialism, the anti-apartheid movement included a vast range of organizations – from international bodies to local cultural groupings – which shared information and campaigned to reshape international understanding and practice towards the internal policies and sovereignty of a member state of the United Nations, namely South Africa. Activities of the movement ranged from providing material support to victims of apartheid, including the South African national liberation movements, to the mobilization of alumni votes at Harvard University for the election of a slate of anti-apartheid activists to the Harvard Board of Overseers – in order to challenge the University’s refusal to divest from United States and transnational corporations with investments in South Africa. Participation in the movement included such diverse behaviour as individually boycotting South African products, establishing bodies to monitor investment and divestment patterns, promoting and monitoring the international arms embargo, and campaigning for anti-apartheid legislation within nation-states: for example, the campaign for the United States Congress to impose sanctions on South Africa.
A remarkable feature of the anti-apartheid movement’s impact in the United States – as a consequence of the manner in which issues and concerns over race-consciousness and racism in the United States resonated with the movement’s principal issue – was its ability to persuade ordinary people that their own town or city’s economic links, through contracts or even pension fund investments, with companies active in South Africa created a moral link with apartheid which required and enabled them to act locally to challenge racism and apartheid as a global phenomenon. To this end individuals and groups engaged in boycotts and advertising, educational and electoral campaigns, as well as providing material support, establishing cultural exchanges and initiating people-to-people diplomacy through sister-city projects and other innovative activities. In this sense, then, the anti-apartheid network managed not only to mobilize a particular understanding of and practice towards apartheid as a violation of human rights in the international community, but also to ‘globalize’ apartheid by making it an issue for millions of individuals and organizations around the world who adopted new understandings and activities based on their perceived linkages, however tenuous, with the abhorred practices of the apartheid regime.

The international anti-apartheid movement as a transnational social movement was in scope and form an early example of what has been called ‘globalization-from-below’. It was part of an array of transnational social forces animated by diverse concerns that continue to challenge the ‘homogenizing tendencies of globalization-from-above’. In other words, at the same time as the forces of global capitalism were replacing the anti-communist crusade as an instrument for integrating South Africa into the international global order, a world-wide social movement with a non-economic logic of organization was challenging the global integration of South Africa which the transnational capitalist economic logic seemed to demand. In this sense the experience of the international anti-apartheid movement demonstrates the diversity of interconnected forces generating the multiple processes of globalization.

GLOBALIZING CONSTITUTIONALISM

As democratic transitions swept the world following the collapse of military dictatorships in Latin America in the 1980s and the unravelling of state socialism in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe after 1989, interest in questions of constitutionalism was revitalized. These developments ‘paved the way for the completion of the worldwide thrust towards constitutionalism that began shortly after the end of World War II’. Although the international human rights movement grew steadily from the end of the Second World War, the recent hegemony of fundamental rights as a basis for constitutional reconstruction is
quite dramatic when compared to the situation in the mid-1970s, when it was possible to argue that constitutional bills of rights were increasingly being abandoned. Indeed, after an extensive survey of the role of the judiciary under the constitutions of African Commonwealth countries, Professor B. O. Nwabueze was able to conclude, in 1977, that, despite the existence of fundamental rights in their constitutions, not a single statute had been declared unconstitutional by the courts of Zambia, Kenya, Tanzania or Botswana. Although that study pointed to a heritage of legal positivism, the statutory exclusion of the courts’ jurisdiction, expatriate judges and English legal education as causes of the judiciary’s failure creatively to protect fundamental rights, it did not consider the impact of the international environment in which the imperatives of cold war alliances were more significant to a country’s international standing than its internal human rights record.

Specific ‘local’ events – the end of an era of colonization, the unravelling of military dictatorships and the collapse of state socialism – coincided with and precipitated an increasing assertion of democratic principles in the international political arena. This development was closely associated with the growth of an international human rights movement and the increasing legitimation of bills of rights at both the regional and national level. Tied to this was the emergence of constitutional review as the essential element in the institutionalization of individual human rights and the constitutionalization of bills of rights. The development of these trends within international political culture is reflected in a number of different processes which together have produced what Karen Knop identifies as a new ‘rights’ strain in international legal discourse. Five processes served to link this new ‘rights’ strain to the globalization of constitutionalism: (1) the domestic ‘rights revolution’ within post-war western democracies; (2) the transnationalization of constitutionalism in the emergence of regional human rights systems; (3) the international community’s adoption of ‘constitutional principles’ in guiding particular processes of democratization; (4) the elevation of a respect for human rights as a precondition to regional security; and (5) the elevation of the need for good governance based on the rule of law as a precondition for effective economic development.

**Governance, Democratic Transitions and Constitutional Principles**

First, there was the resurgence of domestic constitutionalism – or rights revolution – in the post–Second World War period. This encompassed both the adoption of written constitutions incorporating bills of rights and constitutional review by independent judiciaries in a number of European states, as well as the resurgence of constitutional adjudication in the United States. This domestic process was driven by a series of
social movements within western democracies, including the organized labour movement throughout Western Europe and the civil rights, free speech, anti-Vietnam war and feminist movements in the United States alone. Of these, the equal rights movement in the United States, as a consequence of a rising United States ideological and cultural hegemony, become a global model of individually defined rights. In many ways the left- and right-wing libertarian revolt against government interference in the 1990s may also be traced to shifts in international political culture related to the discrediting of state socialism. This development produced a greater emphasis on property rights, and particularly private property rights, in both the international and national discourse on fundamental rights. In part a response to and a consequence of international revulsion at the Holocaust and other Nazi atrocities, the heightened awareness of human rights within domestic politics after the Second World War coincided with and was stimulated by the development of an international human rights movement inspired by the adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights by the United Nations General Assembly in 1948.99

Second, there was the initial transnationalization of constitutionalism. Rooted in this same historical period, this process finds its inception in the development of a regional system of human rights protection launched by the Council of Europe in 1950 with the adoption of the European Convention on Human Rights. Unlike the aspirational Universal Declaration on Human Rights and even subsequent regional systems, the European Convention established specific institutions for its enforcement, including the European Commission on Human Rights and the European Court of Human Rights. While the jurisdiction of the European human rights machinery in Strasbourg was significantly enhanced by the adoption of the ‘optional clause’ of Article 25 of the Convention, which enabled parties to the Convention to accept the Commission’s and Courts’ jurisdiction over individual complaints brought against those states by their own citizens, it has been through the jurisprudence of the European Court of Justice that the European Convention on Human Rights has been truly transnationalized.

With jurisdiction to review national legislation rooted in the pre-eminence of Community Law in terms of the Treaty of Rome,100 which established the European Economic Community (now European Union), the European Court of Justice has recognized that Community Law is bound to respect a higher ‘unwritten community law’ based on the constitutional traditions of (not one, but all) the member states, as well as on such international treaties as the European Convention on Human Rights to which all the members of the Community have adhered’.101 Although the notion that community law could override domestic
constitutional rights was initially resisted – for example, when the German Constitutional Court struck down Community Law as inconsistent with the fundamental rights provisions of the German Constitution – the assertion of a higher unwritten community 'bill of rights' by the European Court of Justice was formally confirmed by the European Community's political branches with the adoption by the European Parliament, the Council of Ministers and the Commission of a Joint Declaration on Fundamental Rights. The parties to the Declaration noted the 'prime importance they attach to the protection of fundamental rights, as derived in particular from the constitutions of the Member States and the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms', and stressed their commitment to respect these rights 'in the exercise of their powers and in pursuance of the aims of the European Communities'.

A third development was the adoption of a set of 'constitutional principles' by the Western Contact Group on Namibia, establishing a minimum framework as a precondition for an internationally acceptable resolution of the Namibian conflict. This was the international community's first application of substantive principles, beyond a simple exercise of self-determination through a national plebiscite, in the context of decolonization. While the notion of an internationally acceptable constitutional framework guiding the work of constitution-making bodies may be traced back to the relationship between the Allied powers and the constitution-making bodies of Germany, Italy and Japan after the Second World War, there was no attempt in these cases explicitly to codify specific constitutional principles. A similar and more explicit process of constitutional guarantees was developed in the context of international involvement in creating new constitutional orders in Cyprus in 1960 and Bosnia in 1995. Although tied to foreign occupations and/or guarantees following international interventions, these experiences provided the genesis of the notion of internationally recognized constitutional principles as a means to support and frame the negotiation of local conflicts.

Later incorporated into the United Nations Security Council’s peace plan for Namibia, the 1982 Constitutional Principles included both a process for constitution-making through a democratic election and the establishment of a Constituent Assembly, as well as a set of principles to guide the Constituent Assembly in its formulation of the constitution. These principles included: the supremacy of the constitution; an electoral democracy; a declaration of fundamental rights including rights to equality and the protection of property; and a right to judicial enforcement of these rights. While the newly elected Constituent Assembly unanimously resolved, at its first meeting, to adopt these principles as a 'framework to draw up a constitution for South West Africa/Namibia', it
has been widely argued that ‘as part and parcel of Security Council Resolution 435’ the 1982 Constitutional Principles had become ‘binding on all members of the United Nations, as well as on the internal political parties’.108 The argument that the Constitutional Principles incorporated in the UN peace plan for Namibia through Security Council Resolution 632 of 1989109 continues to bind the Namibian legislature as they form the ‘conditions of Namibian statehood’110 seems incorrect as a principle of international law, since it would clash with the principle of self-determination. The importance of this argument, however, lies in its understanding of the role of this mechanism as an attempt to shape the progress of constitutional transformations in the post-colonial context. It was this understanding of the role of constitutional principles that allowed the National Party government to relinquish the constitution-making power to an elected body in which it would be in the minority, while believing that the interests of its constituents would be protected. Francois Venter, who served as a National Party adviser and as a member of the Technical Committee on Constitutional Issues to the Multi-Party Negotiating Council, argued that the Constitutional Principles appended to South Africa’s 1993 Interim Constitution provided the basis for an analysis from which ‘an almost complete picture, though not the exact wording, of the new constitutional text emerges’.111 While this characterization of the constitution-making role of the Constitutional Assembly did not prove strictly true – and despite the contested nature of the claim that the constitutional principles should have some limiting effect on future constitutional change112 – it is important to note the significance of this mechanism in enabling democratically-elected constitution-making bodies to be formed in both Namibia and South Africa.

Fourth was the development of the CSCE’s human rights system, particularly through the follow-up process of intergovernmental conferences provided for in the Helsinki Final Act.113 Most significant of these was the Vienna Follow-up Meeting, which lasted from 1986 to 1989. Taking place in the context of transformation within the Soviet Union under Gorbachev, the Vienna Meeting saw a dramatic breakthrough on issues of human rights, with agreement on the holding of conferences to address the ‘human dimension of the CSCE’ and the establishment of the Human Dimension Mechanism to deal directly with allegations of failure by a party to uphold its human dimension commitments.114 Moving beyond a traditional human rights framework, the Copenhagen Meeting of the Conference on the Human Dimension agreed that ‘pluralistic democracy and the rule of law are essential for ensuring respect for all human rights and fundamental freedoms’.115

Finally, a fifth and significant development in the African context was the World Bank’s 1989 conclusion following a three-year study of Africa’s
economic malaise, that no economic strategy would reverse Africa's economic decline unless political conditions in the continent improved. This conclusion, placing the blame for economic decline on the lack of public accountability and disrespect for individual rights, pointed directly to a new focus on the rule of law as an essential component of good governance. By the late 1990s, approximately seventy-eight percent of all conditionalities imposed by the international financial institutions in loan agreements and structural adjustment programmes were aimed at legal reform and the propagation of 'the rule of law'.

GLOBALISM, CONSTITUTIONALISM AND THE 'RULE OF LAW'

Advocacy of the rule of law and the promotion of constitutionalism emerged as a major part of international development assistance and programmes in the 1990s. Well over a billion dollars is being spent in 'exporting what is called “the rule of law” ' by a host of different institutions from non-government organizations through to the United Nations. Programmes range: from that of the Ford Foundation, which has historically supported social movements struggling for democratic rights; through the United States Agency for International Development's programmes 'designed to support the creation of legal and political environments that will promote processes of democratization and market-based reform', in the former Soviet Union; to the World Bank's Economic Law Reform Project launched in October 1994 to assist China in the reform of its legal framework.

For participants in this rule of law advocacy community, there seem to be few questions about the substantive content and consequences of adopting the rule of law. The First Global Rule of Law Conference, held in July 1994 in Washington, DC, was told that 'not only is there international legal agreement on what the rule of law means, but international legal agreement on the obligations of states to protect those rights for its citizens'. Addressing the audience as people 'who have been on the ground in country after country carrying out the “Rule of Law” programs which are changing the lives of millions around the world', the Hon. Mark L. Schneider said: 'I know that you share my conviction that movement toward the rule of law is one of the most important factors in determining a country's progress ... The extent of access to justice to protect one's rights is a good indicator of the achievement of real democracy.' For critics 'this is the 1960s "law and development" movement all over again, only now operating on a global scale, with immense resources', but with all the same assumptions about modernization, progress and the nature of democracy.
While the imperial march of the 'rule of law' assumes a notion of democracy based on a "symmetrical" and "congruent" relationship between political decision-makers and the recipients of political decisions, the exact parameters of this newly hegemonic principle within international political culture remain deeply contested. While Louis Henkin deems it possible to define seven principal demands of constitutionalism: (1) popular sovereignty; (2) constitution as supreme law; (3) political democracy and representative government; (4) limited government based on the separation of powers and an independent judiciary; (5) respect for and guarantees of individual rights; (6) institutions to monitor and ensure respect for the constitutional blueprint; and (7) respect for self-determination, there are vast differences in how these principles may be framed or what effects they may have on the distribution of power in society.

Local Constitutions and a Globalized Constitutionalism
Despite widely differing notions of the role to be played by law and constitutionalism in political reconstruction, and even the tendency in comparative discussions of constitutions and constitution-making to emphasize the historical uniqueness of individual national constitutions and the futility of the imposition of 'foreign' constitutional formulations, it may be argued that the vast majority of the world’s constitutions reflect the appropriation of a heterogeneous range of constitutional principles from the 'prevalent international political culture'. Some analysts dismiss the significance of the normative impact of this constitutionalist tradition, arguing that in many cases constitutions – particularly in the Third World, especially Africa – are merely symbolic and bear no relation to reality within the particular polity, but Said Arjomand argues that constitutions are important social realities and, even when suspended or breached in practice, 'they delegitimize governments and constitute normative assets for the opposition'.

The international revival of constitutionalism in the last decade of the twentieth century provides the grounding for Arjomand’s argument, yet it remains necessary to trace both the general parameters of this new formulation of international political culture and to examine its engagement within the specific contours of South Africa’s constitution-making process. The end of the cold war, the extension of human rights at both the regional and international level, and the recognition by international agencies such as the World Bank that a country’s economic success may be in part related to the state of governance provide important markers in the changing international environment. Indeed, this new international situation may not only have made the democratic transition...
possible, as F. W. de Klerk argued in 1990, but the timing also reinforced particular political options, shaping the options of the participants in the constitution-making process.

It is within this general context then that the African National Congress's constitutional principles were first developed and in which the African National Congress sought the adoption of an internationally recognized framework for negotiations in South Africa. Likewise, the apartheid regime saw the opportunity of gaining international recognition of even a modified version of its racially-based 1983 Constitution collapse with the adoption of the Harare Declaration and its subsequent incorporation into the UN Declaration on Apartheid in 1989. While the various parties to the South African conflict would continue to clash over the nature and content of the political transition away from apartheid, in wider perspective the broad outlines of this transition were framed by the international context and the specific crystallization of the interaction between local and international processes.

Whether we understand this crystallization of possibilities as a product of foreign imperialism, the harmonization of local and international understandings, or alternatively as a hybridity between international consensus and local conflicts will depend to a large degree on our perspective on and understanding of local outcomes. If we view these outcomes solely in terms of the distance the major parties moved from their respective visions of apartheid and people's democracy to the embracing of constitutional democracy, then we may be tempted to view the outcome as dominated by an imperial framework in which the world is being progressively Americanized. If, however, we view these outcomes from the perspective of the debates and negotiations which dominated their formulation, then we may be tempted to argue that indeed there has been a progressive harmonization of views in which constitutionalism is adopted internationally and locally as an option most conducive to resolving conflicts of governance.

Finally, however, it may be more productive to view these outcomes as the product of a continuing hybridization both internationally and locally. While the processes of globalization are driving people and places into increasingly deeper interaction, in which conflicts are conducted within an increasingly common vocabulary of strategies and tactics, persistent differences – in resources, perspectives, understandings, desires and imaginations – require and allow a myriad of applications of similar and different, compatible and incompatible forms of governance – all bundled and presented as meeting the demands and standards of a globalized constitutionalism.
CHAPTER 4

CONSTITUTIONAL STRATEGIES

If apartheid, and the transnational social movement formed in opposition to it, helped shape the international political culture of the late twentieth century, how did South Africans come to embrace this culture of constitutionalism as a means to transcend their own bitter conflicts? Although law was central to the creation and maintenance of apartheid, reliance on law and the judiciary to overcome apartheid and its legacy was by no means a logical outcome of the struggle against apartheid. The dismantling of discriminatory laws and extension of democratic rights to the majority of South Africans had become a central demand of the international community from the mid-1970s, but the notion of a justiciable constitution as a necessary part of an internationally acceptable post-apartheid order would only come much later.

Despite the obvious internationalization of the question of apartheid and the struggle against it, the dominant view of South Africa's political transition is that it was a local 'miracle'. Accounts of participants in the negotiations\(^2\) and even the semi-official history of the constitution-making process now assert that there was no external role in this process.\(^3\) Of course this is formally correct. Unlike other processes of decolonization in Africa, there was no formal role for external parties, whether foreign states or international organizations; rather, the negotiations and constitution-making process were conducted as purely South African affairs. The problem with this 'correct' version of history is that it fails to acknowledge or understand that, in the post-imperial, post-colonial age, the modes of international interaction have changed.\(^4\) Indeed, the formal exclusion of foreign participation included, in the case of the South African Constitutional Assembly which produced the final 1996 Constitution, a specific prohibition on foreign advisers, as compared to the earlier
negotiated process in which foreign advisers at times played significant parts—such as that played by Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP) adviser Mario Ambrosini.\(^5\) As Christina Murray, one of the constitutional advisers to the Constitutional Assembly observed, the effect of this ban was that foreigners got real ‘hearings’ programmed into the Constitutional Assembly’s program, while local ‘experts’ remained silenced unless they worked for a political party.\(^6\) Thus, instead of direct participation, in which foreign or colonial states act as mediators or official observers—let alone as the conveyors of completed constitutions and formal political status—the new globalism involves processes of interactive exchange and the marking of boundaries, processes both more subtle and possibly more pervasive than the earlier forms of direct engagement.

Instead of envisioning international political culture as determinative, this chapter considers the historical legacies and the responses of the major political players in South Africa’s democratic transition in order to understand how domestic, or local, actors initiate the processes of incorporation—political and ideological—so central to a successful constitutional transformation. Before embarking on this exercise, however, it is necessary to address a number of obvious alternative explanations. First, it may be argued that the embrace of judicial review is the product of South Africa’s own particular constitutional history. But, as I have argued, this explanation must confront a history in which judicial review was explicitly rejected.\(^7\) Second, the anti-apartheid movement’s appeal to human rights and the old regime’s commitment to protect property and minority rights may be seen as the basis of an ‘élite pact’, of which the judiciary, empowered with constitutional review, could be seen as the guarantor. This explanation faces two difficulties. On the one hand, the history of the transition demonstrates that the process of negotiations was accompanied by unprecedented levels of violence and political mobilization, belying a notion of simple consensus. Rather it indicates a constant struggle for political advantage and the fragmentation of power which required political accommodation under the threat of mutual destruction. On the other hand, the struggles over the scope, content and meaning of constitutional guarantees, as well as the structure and appointment of the judicial organs, indicate the limits of any actual mutual trust in, or even ‘imagined’ reliance on, the judiciary. Third, the turn to constitutionalism could be understood as reflecting a fundamental faith in law and the judiciary rooted in the law’s impartiality, a joint faith shared by the majority of South Africans—oppressed and oppressor alike. As I have argued, such faith would be a surprising product of a system in which law and the courts were used as the basic building blocks and enforcers of apartheid’s discriminatory and oppressive policies.\(^8\) Furthermore, such a belief would have to accommodate the fact that as late as 1985, neither of the two major players in the negotiated transition—the African National Congress
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and the National Party – was even close to accepting the notion of constitutional supremacy. Even Kader Asmal, who argues that the African National Congress (ANC) was able to draw on a ‘much richer vein of historical support for its adoption’ of the notion of constitutional supremacy, acknowledges that both the major parties only came to this position in the run up to negotiations. Thus, the constitutional history of South Africa and the history of apartheid and even the struggle against apartheid make it clear that neither early path determination nor faith in the law is an adequate explanation for the constitutionalist shift that occurred in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Instead, this chapter will consider the historical, political and international sources which may explain this shift.

Explanations for South Africa’s dramatic shift to democratic constitutionalism are now being constructed in order both to understand and to justify the juridification of South Africa’s democratic transition. Central to these efforts is the theme of negotiations: from the first meetings between the apartheid government and their prisoner – Nelson Mandela; to contacts with the exiled ANC leadership; and then on to the series of minutes, accords, understandings and ultimately constitutions that are today the history of South Africa’s democratic transition. While the story of the negotiations is both extremely important in its own right and essential to the creation of post-apartheid South Africa’s founding myth of mutual discovery and national reconciliation, it fails to explain the turn to constitutionalism which so marks the outcome of this ‘negotiated revolution’. The stories of negotiation explain in part why South Africa embarked on a process of democratic transition when it did, and even show how the different parties managed to sustain the transition through the bleakest of moments. Perhaps even more significantly, they demonstrate how much the success of the democratic transition was based upon the vast experience of negotiating developed from the early 1970s, with the emergence of the independent trade union movement, in struggles over community boycotts and forced removals. This process is personified in the character of Cyril Ramaphosa, a lawyer who gained his negotiating experience as Secretary-General of the National Union of Mineworkers and became the ANC’s chief negotiator and finally Chairman of the Constitutional Assembly. What is left to be explained is how the notion of constitutional supremacy enters and becomes central in enabling and shaping the democratic transition.

TURNING TO CONSTITUTIONALISM

The simplest explanation is to argue that the political players realized that neither party could achieve its aims without some form of settlement, and thus there emerged the political will necessary for the acceptance of democratic constitutionalism as the guiding motif of a new South Africa.
However, if we look to mid-1985, less than ten years before the adoption of the 1993 Constitution, we see that both major political players in the South African context held positions that were inimical to even the notion of a bill of rights and judicial review. Furthermore, this suggestion must be squared with the reality that, only a few years before the adoption of the 1993 Constitution, such a turn to the judiciary seemed unthinkable. In fact, the ANC continued to question the legitimacy of the South African judiciary, accusing them in official policy statements, as late as 1989, of being ‘accomplices of murder, abduction and torture’ and suggesting that the death sentence was being meted out ‘so as to quench the judicial thirst for the blood of the Blacks’. On the one hand, then, the African National Congress, holding its second National Consultative Conference, or ‘council-of-war’, in mid-June 1985, committed itself to stepping up the ‘all-round political and military offensive ... directed at making apartheid unworkable and the country ungovernable’ in order to pursue the ‘aim of seizure of power by the people through a combination of mass political action and armed struggle’. On the other hand, the National Party Government responded to the popular uprisings which had began in late 1984 by declaring a limited state of emergency from mid-1985 and engaging in large scale repression and military occupation of the black townships – which despite the massive violation of human rights failed to end the insurrection. Instead, ‘by May 1986 South Africa was mired in an unstable and very violent impasse’.

The unlikelihood of democratic constitutionalism as the basic conception of democratic governance in a future South Africa was reflected also, in mid-1985, in the basic goals and understandings of the opposing parties. On the one hand, the ANC’s policy statements demonstrated a commitment to and particular understanding of people’s power. Furthermore, most activists in the movement in this period understood the call for people’s power in terms of notions of democratic centralism, which provided the justification for state socialism and one-party states, which at that time were the prevalent state form of many of the ANC’s closest allies. Nevertheless, others within the movement retained a conception of people’s power consistent with parliamentary and majoritarian democracy which also accorded with the post-colonial experience of other African countries. Common to and implicit in all these conceptions, however, was the unrestrained authority of a ‘democratic and sovereign parliament’.

On the other hand, for over a decade the National Party government had claimed, in response to international pressure, to be moving away from apartheid, yet remained committed to retaining at least a group-based veto-power over political developments. After a series of visits to South Africa in the first half of 1986, the Commonwealth Eminent
Persons Group concluded that 'while the Government claims to be ready to negotiate, it is in truth not yet prepared to negotiate fundamental change, nor to countenance the creation of genuine democratic structures, nor to face the prospect of the end of white domination and white power in the foreseeable future'. Instead, the National Party government's commitment to the 1983 Constitution's construction of group rights as the fundamental principle of governance — implemented through a vague distinction between 'own' and 'general' affairs — would be retained well beyond F. W. de Klerk's 2 February 1990 public call for a justiciable bill of rights. Dan O'Meara argues that, for at least two years following the beginning of the political opening in 1990, 'NP [i.e., National party] insiders saw the process of negotiations essentially as a simple extension and widening of the old “consociational” approach', and that in fact group rights and consensus decision-making remained de Klerk's bottom line. It was this bottom line that was reflected in the 1983 Constitution and the extension of the franchise to 'Indians' and 'Coloureds' in a tricameral legislature. However, while purporting to be a move away from white minority control, the 1983 Constitution had retained specific mechanisms ensuring that power remained safely in the hands of the dominant white party. First, the running of government was effectively centralized under an executive State President with extraordinary powers in both the executive and legislative arenas. Second, all significant decisions within the legislature — such as the election of the President — were to be automatically resolved by the 4:2:1 ratio of White, Coloured and Indian representatives, which ensured that even if the 'Indian' and 'Coloured' houses of Parliament voted in unison, the will of the 'White' house would prevail. The exclusion of the African majority from this scheme and resistance from within the two target communities — Indian and Coloured — meant that the 1983 Constitution was practically stillborn. The escalation of resistance and rebellion which began in late 1984 and led to the imposition of repeated States of Emergency from mid-1985 sealed its fate. It was in this context that the issue of protecting rights arose. Thus before addressing the central question — how the parties came to embrace constitutional supremacy — it is important to review South Africa's own, 'indigenous', rights tradition.

South Africa's Rights Tradition
The views of both the ANC and the National Party government must not be understood as rejecting claims of rights, but rather as a common understanding of representative democracy and parliamentary sovereignty shared by South Africans from all sides of the political spectrum. While both political groupings made claims of right as part of their respective political positions, neither assumed that these claims implied
the right of the courts to challenge a duly passed Act of Parliament. This interpretation is evident in their common rejection of the position of the neo-liberal Democratic Party, which, drawing on the tradition of the Progressive Party and its Molteno Commission of Inquiry, called for a justiciable constitution and a bill of rights to protect individual freedom and property rights in a federal system of government, even if it failed to give unconditional support to the democratic rights of the majority of South Africans.

If shared notions of legislative sovereignty did not preclude claims for rights, how do we understand the relationship between South African rights talk and its meanings before 1990, and the constitutionalist shift that took place then? Historically, the advocacy of human rights and demands for political and social rights kept the notion of inalienable rights alive within the anti-apartheid movement and within social movements inside South Africa. Two documents stand out as the products of these claims. First is the ANC’s *African Claims in South Africa*, which reformulated the Atlantic Charter’s principles of freedom and democracy from the perspective of Africans in South Africa. Adopted by the ANC on 16 December 1945, this ‘Bill of Rights ... made the revolutionary claim of one man one vote; of equal justice in the courts, freedom of land ownership, of residence and of movement ... claimed freedom of the press, and demanded equal opportunity in training and in work’.

The Freedom Charter, adopted on 26 June 1955 by the Congress of the People at Kliptown, is the second expression of the aspiration of the majority of South Africans for a charter of rights. The Congress of the People was launched by the Congress Alliance in 1954. It was not a single event but a series of discussions culminating in the adoption of the Freedom Charter. Professor Z. K. Mathews, who proposed the Congress of the People, called for ‘a gathering to which ordinary people will come, sent there by the people. Their task will be to draw up a blueprint for the free South Africa of the future’. While the Freedom Charter, with its guarantee of individual and collective rights, was to remain the blueprint of the ANC’s vision for a post-apartheid South Africa, it in no way contradicted the organization’s understanding of legislative supremacy. The assertion of both political and socio-economic rights in the Freedom Charter represented the claims of the people against the apartheid government and the promises of a future ANC government, not the justiciable rights of individuals or even collectivities.

While formulated in the language of rights, it must be recognized that the substance of these claims was for equal treatment and did not include a claim for the constitutional protection of rights, nor for the constitutional empowerment of the judiciary as the guardian of rights. Instead, it was assumed that these rights would be upheld by the courts as the legal
rights of citizens once the legislature removed all discriminatory laws — such as the 1913 Land Acts and franchise restrictions — which prevented the exercise of self-evident common law rights. It must, however, also be recognized that, as human rights claimants, the authors of both the African Claims document and the Freedom Charter did not apply themselves to the problem of how these rights would be enforced; rather they focused on demanding the recognition of rights they were denied. Neither the African Claims document nor the Freedom Charter mentions the enforcement or even entrenchment of the rights claimed; rather it is assumed that a sovereign and democratic government would both recognize and uphold the people's rights.

The first claim for a justiciable bill of rights in the contemporary period comes surprisingly enough from within the 'bantustan' system. Speaking at the Progressive Party Conference in September 1973 — in the wake of the largest workers' strikes of the era — Chief Executive Councillor of KwaZulu, Chief Gatsha Buthelezi, proposed that the 'bantustan' constitutions 'should have human rights constitutionally safeguarded and placed beyond the reach of fleeting majorities'. He also suggested that 'such judicial control of power would eliminate many fears from many a breast among our minority groups ... [and] if the homelands ended up in a federation, we would welcome the establishment by all States of a common constitutional court to interpret, enforce and expand these civil rights'. In fact, it was to be the adoption of bills of rights in the Ciskei and Bophuthatswana 'bantustans' in the 1980s that provided the first hesitant and often confusing experiments with constitutional review of a bill of rights by South African courts in the modern era. While the courts began to demonstrate a greater willingness to implement these documents after 1990, some of the early decisions provide an extremely incoherent account of the standards to be applied in constitutional interpretation. Significantly, the acceptance of justiciable bills of rights in these apartheid-created entities did not include an adoption of constitutional supremacy; rather, these bills of rights were entrenched statutes subject to amendment by supreme legislatures.

Although this brief foray into South Africa's rights tradition does not adequately recognize the common law sense of legal rights which remained a central part of South Africa's legal tradition, it does indicate that 'rights talk' was framed in the language of claims of right. It was not linked to the broader notion of constitutional supremacy, which emerged in the late 1980s and 1990s as a central component of the international political culture of democracy and human rights. What, then, is the significance of South Africa's rights tradition? First, it provides a legitimate historical basis for building an indigenous culture of rights in which a 'rights consciousness' may be built and supported by acknowledging the
claims of right which characterized the struggle against apartheid. Second, this history has already been repeatedly used to justify the constitutional shift to a bill of rights and constitutional supremacy itself. Even the history of ‘bantustan’ bills of rights and the original acceptance of constitutional supremacy by the Orange Free State Republic were presented as sources for the acceptance of human rights by the old order.42

**Changed Circumstances, Changing Imperatives**

According to Jeremy Sarkin, a prolific writer on the South African constitutional transition, the ‘new constitutional order ... must be seen to be the result of several factors: the strength of the old order during the negotiating process, the old order’s suspicion of the new environment, the adherence of the ANC to the notion of fundamental rights, and the strong belief ... that ethnicity and division, ought not be part of a post-apartheid South Africa’.43 Implicit in this argument is the mutual discovery of a justiciable constitution as a means to resolve two concerns or goals — the old order’s fear of the new environment and the ANC’s commitment to fundamental rights. This comports with the description given by Albie Sachs, who argues that the notion of a bill of rights in South Africa had, until around 1987, ‘usually been projected ... as serving as a mechanism to ensure that if one day, majority rule was indeed established in South Africa, the property, privileges, power and positions of the white minority would not be disturbed in any way’.44 In fact, at a conference organized under the auspices of the Society of University Teachers of Law at Pretoria University in 1986, even John Dugard, a long-standing supporter of a bill of rights for South Africa, expressed concern that those ‘who have suffered long outside the protection of the law are now unwilling to see their oppressors brought within the protection of the law’,45 and thus advocated the immediate adoption of a limited bill of rights as a strategic means to protect human rights through what he saw as an inevitable shift in political power. Others at this meeting advocated different roles for a bill of rights: from being a simple limitation on government power; to an aspirational standard against which government action could be measured; to the creation of a ‘socially activist document, in which the very real inequalities in our society were recognized, confronted and sought to be overcome’.46 Even here, constitutional supremacy was not assumed.

Furthermore, the notion that the ANC was committed to fundamental rights protected in a bill of rights is, according to Sachs, the product of an internal ANC discussion that began at a meeting of exiled members, organized by the Constitutional Committee of the ANC in Zambia in 1987. Even then, Sachs speaks of the trepidation he felt in arguing at that meeting for a bill of rights based on the principled reason that a future government could not always be trusted, rather than on merely
tactical and strategic grounds.\textsuperscript{47} In fact, even after this meeting the ANC continued to refer to the acceptance of an entrenched bill of rights in purely strategic terms— as a means to assure those who would fear the violation of human rights under majority or democratic rule. It is also clear that the ANC embraced the notion of individual rights in this period as a strategic means to argue against the notions of group and minority rights which were the basis of the apartheid regime’s proposals. Although strategic reasons for entrenching rights— including the recognition that the white minority would refuse to negotiate a transition without some guarantees of the outcome\textsuperscript{48}— may explain the constitutionalist shift that takes place over this period, a broader understanding of the turn to constitutionalism, which goes beyond the protection of rights and embraces constitutional supremacy over the very distribution and allocation of power within the state and among the different branches and levels of government, comes from placing the decisions of the parties in the changing international political context of the late 1980s.

Despite the tradition of rights and the ANC’s calls for the creation of a non-racial and democratic South Africa, the ANC’s ‘council-of-war’ conference at Kabwe, Zambia, in June 1985, placed negotiations low on its list of priorities: resolving that ‘we cannot even consider the issue of a negotiated settlement of the South African question while our leaders are in prison’.\textsuperscript{49} Yet it must also be recognized that it was at Kabwe that the leadership obtained two significant mandates from the membership which set the conditions for the transformation of the ANC’s position. First, in response to the bloody mutiny at the ANC’s Quatro Camp in Angola and complaints of brutality by ANC security personnel, there was a call for the creation of an internal code of conduct establishing standards of treatment as well as procedural guarantees for those accused of spying for the apartheid regime or of having committed criminal violations within the exiled ANC community. According to Albie Sachs, it was this concern and the effort to create an internal code of conduct based on acceptable international principles that directly introduced the concept of legality into ANC debates.\textsuperscript{50} As a consequence, Zola Skweyiya, who had received a doctorate in law in the German Democratic Republic, was recalled from his posting as the ANC’s diplomatic representative in Ethiopia and given the task of establishing a Legal Department.\textsuperscript{51} Second, the issue of negotiations with the apartheid regime was formally raised and, although the conference clearly rejected the notion of unconditional talks, it provided a framework within which the possibility of talks could be explored. Following these developments, the decision was also made to establish a Constitutional Committee in the President’s office. Created in January 1986, the Constitutional Committee was initially chaired by Jack Simons and drew on members of the Legal Department.
– including Zola Skweyiya, Penwell Maduna, Teddy Pakane and later Bridget Mabandla – as well as two internationally recognized ANC legal academics – Kader Asmal and Albie Sachs. With these internal developments, the ANC found itself well placed to respond to the dramatic changes taking place around it.

The launching of the Commonwealth mission to ‘facilitate a process of dialogue for change’ in South Africa, placed negotiations on the international agenda and linked them to the further isolation of the apartheid regime through the debate over the imposition of economic sanctions. The ANC also came under increasing pressure – as contacts increased with Western governments which had not previously recognized the ANC and with various groupings from within South Africa – to declare its position on negotiations and to begin to formulate a vision of South Africa’s future system of governance. Having observed the negotiations at Lancaster House which led to the independence of Zimbabwe in 1980, and also aware of the constitutional principles produced by the ‘western contact group’ on Namibia in 1982, the ANC was concerned not to have a future constitutional dispensation thrust upon it. Furthermore, the ANC was acutely aware of its own vulnerability in a changing world. Having experienced virtual exclusion from Africa with the closure of ANC military camps in Tanzania in 1969, as well as the impact on its activities as a result of the March 1984 Nkomati Accord between Mozambique and South Africa, the ANC was concerned at the danger of being excluded by either international or domestic developments.

By November 1986, when Oliver Tambo met with Mikhail Gorbachev in Moscow, it was becoming clear that internal developments in the USSR would have an impact on the amount and form of future military support the ANC could expect from that quarter. This was confirmed after the third Reagan–Gorbachev meeting in December 1987, when the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) Central Committee sent a confidential letter assuring the ANC that discussions with the Americans over the peaceful resolution of regional conflicts should not be construed as an indication of a withdrawal of ‘solidarity with the liberation struggle of peoples’. The beginning of talks linking the withdrawal of Cuban troops in Angola to the withdrawal of South Africa from Namibia clarified these concerns. It was immediately obvious that an Angolan–Namibian settlement would require the ANC to remove its military camps from Angola – further weakening the organization’s capacity to support or lead a sustained armed insurrection inside South Africa. This made negotiations inevitable; the only question was when and under what conditions.

Responding to these developments already in early 1987, the National Executive Committee reiterated the ANC’s ‘commitment to seize any
opportunity that may arise to participate in a negotiated resolution of the conflict', and began to outline the ANC's vision of the future political order. Although the statement made a clear commitment to multiparty democracy – barring those parties organized to propagate 'ideas of fascism, racism and ethnicity' – it carefully linked the guarantee of individual rights to equal treatment and substantive equality, arguing that the 'transfer of power to the people must ... be accompanied by the democratisation of the control and direction of the economy so that indeed the people share in the wealth of our country'. While the statement explicitly noted that the 'revolution will guarantee the individual and equal rights of all South Africans ... and include such freedoms as those of speech, assembly, association, language, religion, the press, the inviolability of family life and freedom from arbitrary arrest and detention without trial', it implied that these rights would be achieved by ensuring 'thorough-going democratic practice'. In October 1987, the ANC released a 'Statement on Negotiations', in which the organization outlined its preconditions for negotiation. Significantly, the statement also declared for the first time that, in order to guarantee the equality of South African citizens 'without regard to race, colour or ethnicity', the 'ANC accepts that a new constitution for South Africa could include an entrenched Bill of Rights to safeguard the rights of the individual'.

Rejecting the apartheid regime's call for a National Council in which negotiations would be held based on the recognition of 'group' interests, and following its own statement on negotiations, the ANC was compelled, according to Zola Skweyiya, 'to explain and expand on its thinking on a post-apartheid blueprint for South Africa and a constitutional model occupied a central place in this post-apartheid strategy'.

Another initiative would be a massive diplomatic effort aimed at framing the process of future negotiations. Given the framework established by the international 'Contact Group' on Namibia, the ANC recognized the importance of providing an internationally acceptable framework, and the advantage of having it adopted by the international community. This would be particularly important as a means to preclude an 'internal' settlement aimed at excluding the ANC. The apartheid government had in fact appointed a Special Cabinet Committee (SCC) in 1983 to investigate the constitutional position of Africans. The expansion of the SCC into a larger informal negotiating forum in mid-1985 was clear evidence of the regime's efforts to seek an 'internal' solution. The SCC would, in the words of State President P. W. Botha, 'enter into negotiations with black leaders who reject violence as a political solution', an explicit exclusion of the banned political organizations including the ANC. Again, the experience of the Smith regime's efforts to promote an internal settlement, including the creation of Zimbabwe-Rhodesia, with the
hope of achieving international acceptability while continuing to exclude particular groups or parties from participation, was well understood by the ANC. While the ANC was aware that the Zimbabwean liberation movements were able to defeat the internal settlement with military power, the prospect of simultaneous changes on the international and national fronts seemed to preclude this option for South Africa and required that the ANC take the initiative.

The first product of this initiative was the ANC’s publication in 1988 of a set of constitutional principles, which, according to the 8 January 1989 National Executive Committee (NEC) Statement, were ‘tabled for consideration by all the people of our country’. Denying that they amounted to an ANC blueprint for a future constitution, Zola Skweyiya told a conference of Afrikaans lawyers and legal academics in Harare, Zimbabwe, in early 1989, that the ‘ANC is of the opinion that the drafting of a constitution for a democratic nonracial South Africa can only be the task of elected representatives of all the people of our country in a constituent assembly’. The second product was the Harare Declaration, a set of principles produced by the ANC and adopted by the Organization of African Unity’s (OAU) Ad Hoc Committee on Southern Africa in August 1989. This document both outlined the minimum principles of a post-apartheid constitution acceptable to the international community and specified the procedural requirements of an acceptable negotiation process. The ANC, mainly in the persons of Oliver Tambo and Thabo Mbeki, waged an international campaign, having the Harare Declaration or its substantive equivalent adopted by the Non-Aligned Movement, the Commonwealth and the United Nations General Assembly. The success of this strategy, however, had important and possibly unintended consequences for the ANC. On the one hand, the key benefit of linking ANC strategy to the recognition of an explicitly democratic and internationally recognizable framework was that it undermined both the possibility of a unilateral and ‘limited democratization’ process and presented, in its embrace of individual rights, a strategic counterweight to the apartheid regime’s insistence on group rights. On the other hand, linking the ANC’s vision of a future system of governance to the emerging international consensus on democratic and constitutional norms meant that the Harare Declaration and the Constitutional Guidelines were out of step with the understanding among activists of the ANC’s rhetoric of a ‘people’s war’, ‘people’s power’ and ‘ungovernability’, which dominated the struggle in South Africa in the late 1980s.

While this had important implications for the ANC’s own vision of the future, the significance of this disjuncture for the organization’s revolutionary programme should not be exaggerated. Ever since the adoption of the Green Book in 1979, the ANC’s strategic perspective was based
on the primacy of political mobilization and the dynamics of the struggle articulated in terms of four distinct pillars of struggle: united mass action; underground organization; armed struggle; and the international isolation of the apartheid regime. Articulating the preparation for and advent of negotiations as merely a particular terrain of struggle for which the recognized pillars of the struggle needed only to be reconfigured provided the key to convincing at least the organization’s activists of the relationship between the different perspectives if not their mutual consistency. This is evident from the way in which the internal mass movement and ANC underground responded to these developments. In late 1989, despite ‘extreme hostility among organizations and activists on the ground to the idea of negotiations’, the Mass Democratic Movement (MDM) – a stand-in for the restricted United Democratic Front – organized the Conference for a Democratic Future (CDF). Conceived as a ‘way to bring organizations towards the idea of negotiations’, the CDF brought together a wide cross-section of anti-apartheid groupings, including the trade unions, churches and various political organizations, including: the black consciousness-aligned Azanian People’s Organization (Azapo), the Pan African Congress-aligned Azanian Students Movement (Azasm) and the ANC-aligned MDM. The Democratic Party was invited, but attended as observers only. The organizers received a clear message from the ANC in Lusaka, through the underground, that the ‘Harare Declaration was not to be presented as an ANC document but rather as an OAU document to be adopted by all’. Yet, despite the fact that the meeting took place after the UN General Assembly’s adoption of the Declaration on Apartheid, the nearly 5000 delegates at the CDF in Johannesburg ‘still adopted the Harare Declaration because they understood it to be the ANC’s version’.

Publication of the ‘Constitutional Guidelines for a Democratic South Africa’ in mid-1988 thus marked an initial shift away from unrestrained legislative authority in the perspective of the South African liberation movement. By publicly committing itself to the adoption of a bill of rights enforceable through the courts, the ANC assured fellow South Africans and the world of its commitment to the introduction of judicial review. Yet, despite this seeming acceptance of a constitutionally-entrenched bill of rights and the assumptions which may be drawn from this for the role of the judiciary, it is clear from the elaboration of these signals that at this time the ANC was still moving towards a full embrace of the notion of constitutional supremacy. In the paper – ‘Towards a Bill of Rights in a Democratic South Africa’ – which Albie Sachs delivered to the ANC In-House Seminar on Constitutional Guidelines held in Lusaka in early March 1988, he challenged the ‘assumption in most current writing on a Bill of Rights ... that its final watchdog should be a body of
highly trained and elderly judges, applying traditional legal wisdom in what is considered a neutral and unbudgeable manner'. Instead he argued, if the 'dog is to watch the interests of the formerly oppressed, it would have to have a totally different pedigree and training'. While this could be interpreted as warning against placing a new bill of rights in the hands of the old-order judges, the paper makes it clear that Sachs was thinking of what he terms 'the important and delicate question of the relationship of a Bill of Rights to the legislative power of Parliament'. Noting that the 'objective of a Bill of Rights should be to reinforce rather than restrict democracy', he argued that 'it is unthinkable that the power to control the process of affirmative action should be left to those who are basically hostile to it'. Instead he conceded: 'In later years, when the foundations of a stable new nation will have been laid and when its institutions will have gained habitual acceptance, it might be possible to conceive of a new-phase Bill of Rights interpreted and applied by a “mountain-top” judiciary.' According to this view, the Bill of Rights would be implemented by being 'entrusted to institutions that are democratic in their composition, functioning, and perspective, and that operate in a manifestly fair way under the overall supervision of the people’s representatives in Parliament'. Likewise, in January 1989 Zola Skweyiya described the Bill of Rights included in the Constitutional Guidelines as not only guaranteeing the fundamental rights of the citizen, but also 'the centrality of socio-economic liberties in the post-apartheid reconstruction policy'. Furthermore, he linked the enjoyment of human rights in the post-apartheid era to social development, arguing that the 'transition from one stage of ... development to another, we hope will bring about broader rights and freedoms and stronger guarantees for their implementation and effective protection'. Clearly, then, the architects of the ANC Constitutional Guidelines did not see the entrenchment of a bill of rights as altering the fundamental power of the democratically-elected legislature. However, given the participation of someone like Kader Asmal, who as a teacher of law at Trinity College in Dublin was well acquainted with the Irish Constitution and its functioning, it is clear that the notion of constitutional supremacy was not alien to the members of the ANC's Constitutional Committee, who must have understood the implications of their work. Yet, the focus was on a bill of rights, not the wider project of constitutionalism.

During the late 1980s, a number of academic and legal conferences were held, focusing on the specific contours of a post-apartheid order. Some of these conferences focused directly on the question of a bill of rights and served to bring together both progressive lawyers from inside South Africa and members of the ANC's Constitutional Committee, thus engaging the committee with longstanding debates within the South
African legal fraternity. Two of these conferences stand out as fora in which the exposure to different positions began to mediate the ANC’s perspective. First, at a conference organized by Louis Henkin and Jack Greenberg at Columbia University, several members of the ANC Constitutional Committee presented papers on aspects of the Bill of Rights. In ensuing discussions, these participants both explained the ANC’s view and began to mediate their own understandings of these issues. This meeting also saw the participation of Pius Langa, President of the National Association of Democratic Lawyers, who would later coordinate meetings between the ANC and lawyers inside the country before himself joining the ANC Constitutional Committee. Second, there was the now-famous Oxford conference organized by Ronald Dworkin, which for the first time brought South African judges together with some ANC lawyers. In this case the then National Party Minister of Justice became aware that ANC lawyers might attend and demanded that the judges immediately return to South Africa. Significantly, the judges present caucused and refused to obey the Minister, staying on to meet ANC lawyers (Albie Sachs and Oliver Tambo were precluded because they were considered ANC politicians) and progressive lawyers from inside South Africa, such as Pius Langa and Hugh Corder, with whom they might not have engaged in frank and open discussion in South Africa. At the same time, the ANC Constitutional Committee was expanding its own membership by incorporating a number of lawyers from inside South Africa who had long histories of representing opponents of apartheid in political trials or in the litigation that increasingly challenged apartheid laws – such as the pass laws – in the 1980s. After the unbanning of the ANC in early 1990, Pius Langa organized a number of lawyers, including both George Bizos and Arthur Chaskalson, to go to Lusaka to meet the ANC Constitutional Committee. Chaskalson and Bizos were then incorporated into the committee. Chaskalson notes that he and George Bizos only joined the committee on the condition that they would not become members of the ANC and would remain ‘independently minded’. The first task given this newly-reconstituted committee, now chaired by Zola Skweyiya, was to draw up a proposed bill of rights and a new constitution for the ANC itself.

The publication of two documents by the Constitutional Committee inside South Africa in 1990 introduced the ANC’s constitutional ideas to the public as well as to the ANC’s new legally-constituted membership. Significantly, the two documents demonstrated a dramatic recasting of the ANC’s position. While claiming merely to implement the Constitutional Guidelines and the Freedom Charter – which is presented as the source for the Bill of Rights – these documents now clearly adopted constitutional supremacy as the premise of a new constitutionalism.
The document entitled ‘What is a Constitution?’ explicitly noted that the ‘Constitution is the most important law of a country ... Parliament itself functions within the Constitution. The laws are made within the framework of the Constitution.’ Furthermore, the document introducing a proposed ‘Bill of Rights for A New South Africa’ now addressed the issue of implementation providing that ‘the fundamental rights and freedoms contained in this Bill of Rights shall be guaranteed by the courts’, and that ‘[p]rovision shall be made for the establishment of a constitutional court’. Significantly, in its introduction the document explicitly ties the ANC’s proposals to the international human rights documents – from the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, through the International Covenants to the European Convention, African Charter and to foreign constitutions including explicitly the Indian, German, United States and Namibian Constitutions. Thus the ANC made the journey from strategic engagement with international political culture in the last throes of the cold war to advocates of democratic constitutionalism. Whether it was the unintended consequence of linkage or the imperatives of a strategy which effectively prevented the ANC’s exclusion as the ‘new world order’ dawned, the outcome was a commitment to constitutional supremacy that now had to be won both inside the ANC and outside.

From the apartheid regime’s side, the need to give greater protection to human rights was only conceded as the country went into a spiral of economic decline and violent confrontation in the mid-1980s. The Minister of Justice, H. J. Coetzee, announced in April 1986 that he had requested the South African Law Commission ‘to investigate and make recommendations regarding the definition and protection of group rights ... and the possible extension of the existing protection of individual rights’. Despite recognizing the need to protect individual rights, this initiative remained within the apartheid paradigm of group rights, understood at this time as racial or ethnic group rights. Nor did it foresee the possibility of reducing the sovereign status of Parliament or adopting a supreme constitution. Significantly, after an extensive study of international law and human rights regimes – including specific reference to the protection of national minorities under the Helsinki Accords, which emerged from the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe – the Law Commission concluded that it would be ‘juridically unsound to adopt the standpoint that there are statutorily definable groups with statutorily definable “rights” in this country’. Thus, between the time of its appointment in 1986 and the issuing of its first working paper in March 1989, political developments internally and exposure to international frameworks had refocused the enquiry away from group rights and towards the adoption of an entrenched bill of rights, which could be applied by the courts to declare any laws or acts in conflict with the bill of
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This development within the Commission also refocused the National Party government, which in 1991 issued its Manifesto for the New South Africa, adopting the idea of a constitutionally guaranteed and justiciable bill of rights, protecting both the rights of all individuals and minorities defined on a non-racial basis.

While the major parties had thus come to embrace constitutional supremacy, it would only be jointly acknowledged with the adoption of the Declaration of Intent at the first meeting of the Convention for a Democratic South Africa (Codesa) on 21 December 1991. Here all the significant parties – except for Inkatha and the Bophuthatswana government, who refused to sign, and the Pan Africanist Congress, who had walked out of Codesa – adopted a set of principles which essentially conformed to the requirements of the Harare Declaration and the UN Declaration on Apartheid. Yet, they also included, separate from the reference to a bill of rights, the provision that the Constitution will be the supreme law and that it will be guarded over by an independent, non-racial and impartial judiciary.

CONSTITUTIONAL RESPONSES TO APARTHEID’S LEGACY

Apartheid was by definition premised on inequality. In contrast, the struggle against apartheid was premised on the promise of a future South Africa in which all people would enjoy equal rights and opportunities. Despite these high aspirations, the builders of a new South Africa face a formidable legacy of inequality, social dislocation and destitution. From the beginning they understood that only if this legacy was confronted directly would the promise of equality in South Africa be realized. Moreover, the extreme forms of inequality apartheid embodied were not only the product of colonial dispossession and economic exploitation, but were entrenched by a system of racially-constituted barriers, which prevented black economic advancement and stripped many black communities and families of economic resources. Significantly, this process of destructive social engineering and dispossession was achieved not through extra-legal mechanisms but through the creation and implementation of apartheid laws by a racially-exclusive white parliament and state. It therefore seemed natural that a democratically-constituted and elected legislature would seek legislative means to deploy the power of the state to confront these past wrongs. This was the context in which the ANC thought about the responsibility of governance and framed its constitutional options.

Recognizing this potentially fundamental shift in the role of the state, the leaders of South Africa’s white minority came, as they saw their hegemony collapse, to embrace notions of federalism, power-sharing, and the protection of rights as means to reduce and restrict the state’s role.
in society. Given a history of state lawlessness, the leaders of South Africa's democratic movement also recognized that a new democratic legislature and executive must be subject to the rights of the people. This principle motivated those within the ANC who became committed to the adoption of a bill of rights promised in the ANC Constitutional Guidelines. However, the ANC's Guidelines stressed the need for a new constitutional order to empower an affirmative state to address the vast inequalities and deprivations which were to be inherited from the apartheid state. This tension – between the need for state intervention to remedy the inequalities created by the apartheid state and the need for protection against the abuse of state power – was manifest in the alternative approaches to constitutionalism and in the bills of rights originally proposed by the African National Congress and the South African Law Commission.

These two documents represent the most substantial exposition of the constitutional starting points of the opposing sides in 1990 and therefore formed the initial parameters of constitutional discussion in the South African transition. It is from the perspective of these starting points, that the contents of South Africa's 'interim' and 'final' Bills of Rights and consequently the parameters of a constitutional programme to address apartheid's legacy may best be considered. To understand the interaction between global and local contexts in the shaping of constitutional possibilities it is necessary to have a general comprehension of the respective strategies proposed in the two drafts.

**Alternative Strategies to Confront Historical Injustice**

The South African Law Commission's draft weighed strongly in favour of the protection of existing rights against future state action. This emphasis was evident in the focus of the first article of the draft, which asserted that all the rights set forth in this Bill are fundamental rights to which every individual and, where applicable, also every juristic person in South Africa is entitled in relation to legislative and government bodies, and save as otherwise provided in this Bill those rights shall not be circumscribed, limited, suspended or infringed by any legislative or executive or administrative act of any nature.

Leaving aside the difficulties of constitutional interpretation that may arise from the description of all rights as fundamental and the reality of often-conflicting rights, the Commission's primary emphasis on limiting the scope of state action had profound implications for programmes designed to address the vast inequalities a democratic government would inherit from apartheid. For example, the Law Commission's draft made
no attempt to reach beyond the strictly formal notion of ‘equality before the law’. The draft framed the right to equality before the law as a negative restriction on the activities of the state rather than as a positive right of each citizen to equal treatment or equal protection of the law. Although this negative interpretation was not cited as the exclusive meaning of the article, nothing in the draft stressed the need to address the historic exclusion of the black majority by working towards equal participation in the society or even the lesser standard of equal opportunity.

The narrowness of the Commission’s approach to equal opportunity was confirmed in its handling of the problem of private discrimination. Tackling this issue, the Commission simply asserted that

> no legislation or executive or administrative act shall directly or indirectly make available to an individual who or a group which merely on the ground of race or colour refuses to associate with any other individual group, any public or state funds to foster the creation or maintenance of such discrimination or exclusion.\(^{116}\)

Under this formulation the state could not fund discriminatory action; however, at the same time the Commission proceeded to assert that the state could not ‘compel individuals or groups to associate with other individuals or groups’.\(^{117}\) This approach elevated, to constitutional status, a negative interpretation of the right to association – a right to dissociation – over the right to equality. Thus, while the state would be prohibited from funding discriminatory organizations and activities, the state would also be prohibited from outlawing or restraining private organizations that sought to limit their membership to certain groups, even if these limits were on grounds that were widely viewed as unacceptable, such as race and gender. The Law Commission assumed that a bill of rights should apply only to the relationship between the state and its citizens. However, given South Africa’s history of racist exclusion and economic inequalities, a constitutional principle of equality unable to pierce the shield of a purported right of dissociation would have protected private racial discrimination.

Confronted with demands for affirmative or corrective measures requiring the state to address racial and economic inequalities, the Law Commission adopted a circumscribed and strategic view. It characterized affirmative action as usually linked to ‘the recognition of socio-economic rights as fundamental rights’\(^{118}\) and argued for the inclusion of a restricted form of affirmative action ‘because idealism and enthusiasm for our new South Africa should not be dampened’.\(^{119}\) The Commission’s vision for constitutional provisions addressing apartheid’s legacy was, however, limited to enabling the legislature voluntarily to adopt ‘special programmes to guarantee that all members of society are afforded equal
opportunities of realising their potential ... [and] involves the application of funds to give all citizens an equal position at the starting line as far as possible'. The Commission's draft granted the highest legislative body the power, through the passage of legislation of general force and effect [to] introduce such programmes of affirmative action and vote such funds therefor as may reasonably be necessary to ensure that through education and training, financing programmes and employment all citizens have equal opportunities of developing and realising their natural talents and potential to the full.

Thus the Law Commission would have restricted affirmative action to the adoption and implementation of legislative programmes 'of upliftment'; it effectively collapsed two different concepts – affirmative action and governmental development programmes – into one. No distinction was made between a legislative programme to address issues of homelessness, educational reform, job creation, etc., which are the normal responsibilities of a democratic government, and the Commission's notion of affirmative action. This lack of distinction was based on the Commission's presumption that any government programme to aid the poor, or to improve social conditions in a particular area, would amount to an unequal distribution of benefits to one or other racial group, since poverty would remain racially segregated. For the Law Commission, such programmes would be a violation of equal treatment and therefore need to be validated by an affirmative action exception to the constitutional guarantee of equal treatment. As stated in its Interim Report, the 'Commission's view of affirmative action is therefore not one of reverse discrimination or retribution, but a vigorous programme of upliftment and guarantees of equal opportunities'.

The ANC's proposed Bill of Rights, on the other hand, introduced a constitutional vision of collective action to overcome South Africa's legacy of racial domination and inequality. This vision assumed a wider interpretation of the notion of equality, and both created, and incorporated a strategy for realizing, a constitutional duty – originally proposed in the ANC Constitutional Guidelines – actively to eradicate 'the economic and social inequalities produced by racial discrimination'. Central to this vision was the guarantee of formal equality, asserting – in contradiction to the essence of all prior South African constitutions – that 'all South Africans are born free and equal in dignity and rights'. Article 1 guaranteed that 'no individual or group shall receive privileges or be subjected to discrimination, domination or abuse on the grounds of race'. Herein lies the clue to the ANC's wider conception of equality. If this were to be interpreted in isolation from the draft's other provisions as guaranteeing simply equal treatment, the proposal would fail
to confront apartheid’s imposed inequalities. However, when read in the spirit of the entire draft, it becomes clear that the conception of equality in the draft envisaged a process aimed at achieving equal opportunity, to be attained by addressing past discrimination, and maintained through the guarantee of non-discrimination and ‘equal protection under the law’.

The ANC’s Draft strategy for attaining equal opportunity rested on five prongs. First, the Draft Bill of Rights guaranteed formal equality. Taken together with the guarantee of political rights – including the entrenchment of multi-party democracy to be ensured through ‘regular, free and fair’ elections – the promise of formal equality made it clear that legislative power would rest in the hands of the country’s majority – a majority which had thus far been excluded from political participation. And although this power would be bounded by individual and collective rights guaranteed in a justiciable bill of rights, a democratically elected government would clearly have the power to introduce legislation and pass laws to improve the lot of the now enfranchised victims of apartheid.

Second, the ANC Draft proposed an explicit, constitutionally-mandated and protected process of affirmative action. Based on the principle of redressing past discrimination, Article 14 would have facilitated the creation of programmes to ‘procure the advancement and the opening up of opportunities’, by both public and private bodies. The second clause of this article revealed the drafters’ textured understanding of the notion of equality. In stating that ‘any action taken in terms of the above [Article 14] shall not be deemed to contradict the principle of equal rights for all South Africans as set out in Article 1’, the draft makes it clear that the notion of equal treatment guaranteed by Article 1(2) and reiterated in the anti-discrimination provision in the section protecting children’s rights incorporated the prerequisite of equal opportunity. In fact, Article 14(2) was completely rewritten after it was pointed out that the wording of the earlier version, which stated that ‘no provision of the Bill of Rights shall be construed as derogating from or limiting in any way the general provisions of this article’, was vague and subject to broad interpretation. As the note to the new clause acknowledged, it ‘was interpreted to mean that the principle of affirmative action would be so powerful as to override all personal rights and freedoms’. This clarification makes it clear that the function of the affirmative action clause ‘is to supplement and strengthen the equality clause, not to override other provisions of the Bill of Rights’. Thus Article 14’s protection of affirmative action was designed to guarantee a process which would over time have confronted accumulated and structured patterns of inequality, while making it clear that the formal equality guaranteed by Article 1 was not a barrier to energetic action to redress apartheid’s legacy.
Third, there was the adoption of a type of enhanced affirmative action principle in Article 15’s mandate of ‘positive measures’. This section of the ANC Draft moved from a general assertion of the state’s duty to promote both racial and gender equality to the inclusion of very specific mandates to transform the racial composition of the public service – including the ‘defence and police forces and the prison service’. It also made explicit the legislature’s powers to enact laws to require ‘non-governmental organisations and private bodies to conduct themselves in accordance with the [articles’] principles’. Provision was thus made for a constitutional mandate of positive obligations or enhanced affirmative action to be applied to private non-state action. Moreover, the inclusion of a duty to work towards the achievement of social and economic rights, implicit in the adoption of mandatory provisions requiring the state to take action to guarantee a ‘progressively expanding floor of enforceable minimum rights’, provided the fourth prong in the ANC Draft’s confrontation with apartheid’s enforced inequalities. Although the inclusion of these socio-economic rights was understood as essential in confronting South Africa’s vast inequalities, this prong of the ANC’s Draft also promised that the new constitutional order would continue to be responsive to the rights and needs of the disadvantaged and less powerful beyond the necessary period of affirmative action. However, their application by the courts would be limited to a negative power to restrain interference with existing rights and as a means both to interpret legislation and to review subordinate legislation and administrative action. Finally, Article 11(4) of the ANC Draft provided an explicit power to divert resources from the richer to the poorer regions of the country. Although this power is obviously related to the extension of a minimum floor of socio-economic rights, it had a distinct impact of its own in that it provided for the distribution of resources away from the so-called ‘first world’ parts of South Africa to the underdeveloped ‘bantustan’ regions that were the stepchildren of apartheid.

Emerging in the context of the preliminary negotiations for the democratic transition, the different drafts reveal the underlying conceptions the two sides had of the role of a bill of rights and constitutionalism in a post-apartheid South Africa. On the one hand, the government-sponsored South African Law Commission conceived of a bill of rights as a means to protect existing interests and social relations from future state interference. Adopting a nineteenth-century liberal conception of the relationship between the state and civil society, the Law Commission strove to protect individual citizens by imposing significant restraints on state action, particularly through its guarantees of civil and political rights. This was a welcome development in a context where state lawlessness had been the hallmark of government domination of the disenfranchised
black majority. However, the only concession the Commission made to demands for a post-apartheid state to be constitutionally committed to addressing the legacy of apartheid was its reluctant acceptance of the state’s duty to provide for the education of its citizens. This understanding is confirmed by the Law Commission’s characterization of all rights as fundamental while simultaneously limiting their application to legislative and executive acts, that is, existing statutory provisions and prospective legislation or executive acts. Under this approach the Bill of Rights could not be applied to challenge existing common-law or customary-law rules that discriminate or violate any of its other provisions. It was this restricted notion of constitutionalism that revealed the essence of the Law Commission’s approach. Instead of an embodiment of people’s rights, the Bill of Rights proposed by the Law Commission would have built a wall between public and private action and in so doing have restricted the role of constitutional rights largely to protecting individuals and private interests from state interference. The consequence of this approach would have been to preserve areas of private activity from the process of legal and social transformation: in effect, protecting a privatized system of racial discrimination.

Taking a diametrically opposite approach, the ANC Constitutional Committee understood constitutionalism as a way both to enshrine rights and to direct state activity towards the achievement of the popular aspirations that infused the struggle against apartheid. While protecting individual autonomy from state interference by building protections against state lawlessness, the ANC Draft proposed the creation of a constitutional framework dedicated to the eradication of apartheid by exposing both public and private discrimination to legal attack. In its most innovative sections, the ANC Draft reached beyond the mere assertion of social and economic rights and attempted to frame so-called second and third generation rights — such as the rights to shelter and a clean environment — in a ‘negative’ way so as to make them justiciable in the same way as so-called first generation, or civil and political rights. Embracing an innovative constitutionalism, the ANC Draft tried both to empower the state and to place duties on the legislature to confront the legacy of apartheid. However, in one important aspect there was a convergence in the approaches of both the Law Commission and the ANC Constitutional Committee. Only in the areas of property and economic rights in the Law Commission’s draft and in the area of workers’ rights in the ANC Draft was emphasis placed on the recognition of individual and collective entitlements. Whether it was to restrain, or empower, both drafts retained a fundamentally statist approach to constitutionalism. Even the commitment to open government reflected in the ANC Draft’s inclusion of a right to information was
framed in limiting language, entitling recipients of the right only to 'all the information necessary to enable them to effective use of their rights'.

Finally, the incompatibility of these opposing approaches to constitutionalism reflected both the conscious and unconscious goals of their authors. The Law Commission was engaged in an attempt to prevent the future Constitution and Bill of Rights from mandating a fundamental restructuring of the South African political economy. By restricting the role of a bill of rights to the creation of a protective wall between the state and private activity the Law Commission’s proposals would have protected existing entitlements and deflected the impact of the shift in political power which was the consequence of the transition to democracy. On the other hand, the ANC Draft proposed to empower a future state to confront the inequalities created by the apartheid system. By requiring all South Africans – in both their public and private activities – to confront the separation and inequalities imposed by apartheid, the ANC’s proposed Bill of Rights aimed to provide the constitutional basis for nation-building – in which the task of addressing South Africa’s vast inequalities would serve to build a future citizenry with a common sense of belonging. In this view it is only by confronting the legacy of apartheid that South Africa would be able to move towards the creation of a single but diverse nation. It was with these alternative visions that the main parties entered negotiations and the constitution-making process.

**Entering Negotiations**

The apartheid government’s decision to launch a political opening by unbanning the ANC and other banned organizations in February 1990 brought the two sides into public engagement for the first time. However, when Codesa collapsed in mid-1992, the escalating communal violence led many to fear that a peaceful transition and a stable constitutional order was beyond South Africa’s reach. Faced with the consequences – social upheaval, mass action and escalating violence – of a failed Codesa, the negotiating parties entered into a series of bilateral negotiations which resulted in the formation of a multiparty negotiating forum. It was to be this body that would thrash out the interim Constitution, which went into force on 27 April 1994, as South Africans were taking part in their first ever democratic elections.
Understanding the impact of globalization or international processes on the ‘internal’ dynamics that led to South Africa’s constitutionalist shift does not however explain how such dominant international or global models are locally incorporated. Amidst the ideological celebration of markets, electoral democracy and justiciable rights – which were the products of the democratic transitions which dominated the last decade of the twentieth century – an open question remained as to the impact and sustainability of this newly globalized constitutionalism. While globalists of all stripes alternately celebrate, acknowledge or deplore the impact of global forces and developments on local or national possibilities, there is little discussion of how global models and norms play out in the local context. Exploring the interaction between global and local within the context of political reconstruction in South Africa, however, provides a way to explore the impact and incorporation of international political culture in a local context. By focusing on the dynamics of the constitution-making process as a particular source of pressures mediating the local incorporation of transnational norms, this chapter identifies the special role that constitutionalism may play in enabling a democratic transition.

In exploring this question, this chapter briefly considers what constitution-making options were available to South Africans, or argued for by the contending parties in the transition. Second, the chapter considers the relationship between the substantive aims of the different parties and the constitution-making processes they each advocated, as well as the role of political mobilization in either shaping debates or placing issues on the agenda at the negotiations. Finally, the chapter focuses on both the sources and significance of specific constitutional strategies and
mechanisms that provided the opportunity to drag this particular camel – a country slipping into civil war and economic chaos in which the political leaderships seemed to be steadily losing their authority over their supporters or combatants – through the eye of the needle.

SOVEREIGN POSSIBILITIES

The end of the cold war and the recognition by international agencies such as the World Bank that a country’s economic success may be in part related to how it is governed are important markers of the changing international environment in which South Africa’s constitution-making proceeded. The prevailing international situation may not only have made the democratic transition possible, as F. W. de Klerk argued in 1990, but the timing also reinforced particular political options, including options in the constitution-making process. The post–Second World War period has seen a variety of internationally recognized constitution-making processes. These ranged from General MacArthur’s imposition of a draft constitution on the Japanese legislature or the supervised post-war constitution-making bodies in Germany and Italy, to the emergence of India’s elected Constituent Assembly, which, despite its initially limited powers, emerged as a fully sovereign, unrestricted, constitution-making body. But the vast majority of constitutions adopted since the Second World War, particularly in the context of decolonization, involved the negotiated transfer of political power from a foreign state to local bodies. Crucial to these constitution-making processes was the role of the colonial power in formally passing new post-colonial constitutions. For the respective political élites – both colonial and indigenous – the issue of constitution-making generally took second place to the transfer of political power, particularly where the post-colonial constitution granted sovereign powers to the new legislature. Even where the post-colonial constitution gave the judiciary the power of constitutional review, and a justiciable bill of rights, as in Kenya, the impact of constitutionalism was limited by both positivist traditions within the judiciary and the political dominance of the legislature in which the special majorities required for constitutional amendment could be easily attained.

During most of the cold war era, the outgoing colonial power could actively frame the terms of the independence constitution before holding a national plebiscite in a country on the eve of independence. Indeed, in former British colonies, the Westminster Parliament formally enacted each post-independence constitution. Although the process of constitution-making in these cases often involved negotiations between the colonial power and representatives of the nationalist movement (and in the case of Zimbabwe, even with representatives of opposing political
factions within the colony), the former colonial power retained the initiative of framing the first post-independence constitution. While the Zimbabwean parties left the Lancaster House negotiations in London with an agreement that led to the country’s first democratic elections and independence, the Constitution inherited from that process and enacted by the British Parliament was replete with compromises – such as the ten-year guarantee of white seats – which the majority parties considered a necessary but temporary imposition. As soon as the ten-year period had expired, the Constitution was amended to remove the offending sections – however, long before then the practice of constitutional amendment as a means to avoid inconvenient restrictions on the ruling party’s power had become common practice.

If Zimbabwe’s new Constitution reflected the legacy of decolonization, the Namibian and South African constitutional processes, by contrast, reflected a new international moment. This moment has seen a new wave of constitutionalism – reflected in the proliferation of new constitutional orders since the end of the cold war – and is marked, even in existing constitutional democracies by the increasing politicization of constitutional change, accompanied by demands for greater participation. In Africa, Namibia’s process in 1990 marked the re-emergence of a democratically elected constituent assembly as the source of a legitimate constitution.

Even in established democracies, this new constitutionalism had its influence. Indeed, some might say it was born there. In Canada, for example, the First Ministers’ Conference, which brings together the political leaders of the federal government and the ten provincial governments, assumed a right in the 1970s to negotiate constitutional change. But increasing and diverse political mobilization shaped and changed the constitution-making process: women’s groups, First Nations, and broader public participation in hearings; in the Quebec referendum; and as an audience to whom politicians turned for support, opened up the process. Demands emanating from different sources and the establishment of different arenas significantly affected the constitutional agenda and introduced new participants into the process. This expansion of participation in the constitution-making processes of established democracies helped legitimate the demands of those in the midst of democratic transitions who were claiming the heritage of participation inherent in the promise of democratic constitutionalism.

PROCEDURE AND SUBSTANCE IN THE CONSTITUTION-MAKING PROCESS

While each of the three major parties negotiating South Africa’s transition to democracy – the African National Congress (ANC), National
Party government and the Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP) – preferred a particular process of constitution-making, these preferences were intimately bound up with each party’s substantive goals, goals that were premised on its particular conception of South Africa’s future constitutional identity. For the ANC, a future South Africa was to be based on a common citizenship and identity, which could only be achieved through a collective effort to overcome apartheid’s legacy. The IFP retreated from a national vision and sought regionalized protections that would allow it to maintain its political advantage in KwaZulu-Natal. The National Party conceived of a future South Africa in which local communities would be empowered to choose their own living arrangements without interference from the state.

To this end the National Party government entered the negotiations, promising its constituency that its bottom line would be a system of power-sharing designed to secure the interests of different communities. First expressed in racial terms, this notion of power sharing soon evolved into a more internationally acceptable call for the recognition of minority rights and the assertion that all ethnic groups in South Africa constitute distinct minorities requiring a permanent balancing of political power on the basis of minority representation. Attempting at first to provide an acceptable version of the failed ‘consociationalism’ of the 1983 Constitution, the National Party proposed a revolving presidency and a bicameral legislature with the upper house – consisting of ‘minority representatives’ – having veto powers over all legislation. After its proposals were rejected for their reliance on a thinly disguised framework of racial vetoes, the National Party modified its approach, demanding an extended period of transition and advocating what it described as ‘constitutional rule in a participatory democracy’. This proposal promoted a combination of individual rights, communal vetoes and consociationalism. Together these elements produced a framework designed to insulate private interests and action from public power, with the foreseeable effect of allowing those with the resources and desire to pursue a system of privatized apartheid.

At the national level, the protection of individual rights would be restricted to positively enforceable political and civil rights, while legislative power would be dominated by the regionally constituted upper house of a bicameral legislature. Significantly, regional representation, while analogized to the system of equal state representation in the Senate of the United States of America, would in fact have involved an additional level of parity, which would have ensured ‘minority’ veto power. While in the National Party’s vision the regions would have been represented by an equal number of representatives, each region’s delegates would be made up of an equal number of representatives from every
political party achieving more than five per cent of electoral support in the region. The effect of this scheme would have been to ensure that parties representing racial or ethnic minorities would receive enough seats in the Senate effectively to veto any legislation requiring a heightened majority, such as future constitutional amendments or legislation having regional impacts that might threaten their interests.

Relying on this particular construction of a bill of rights and federalism to protect individual and community interests at the national level, the National Party's focus shifted to the local level, where it advocated a system of local government conceived as a form of consociationalism based on property rights as a means of securing 'participatory democracy'. According to this proposal, votes for local government positions would be apportioned according to property ownership within each voting district. Thus, despite the fact that even in apartheid's exclusively 'white' suburbs resident African employees made up a large proportion of the residential population, voting rights for local government would under this scheme have been restricted to a disproportionately white group of property holders. Participation in this framework would have given rise to racially-based political access, because the geographic patterns of segregation enforced by apartheid could be expected to remain relatively stable given the likely slow movement in property ownership. Local government would consequentially reflect a consociational model, where the different racial groups consigned by apartheid to different geographic areas would each have controlled their local arrangements — providing local self-government based on the one hand on local property rights, and on the other on the erection of a constitutional firewall between public and private activity.14

While the National Party focused its concern on local control, the IFP early on committed itself to the consolidation of its interests in one region of the country, KwaZulu-Natal. Although at the beginning of the negotiations process the IFP asserted itself as a third major player demanding parity with the ANC and the National Party government, it retreated to the advocacy of regional autonomy in an attempt to perpetuate its existing advantage as a bantustan government into the post-apartheid era.15 The IFP’s proposal advocated complete regional autonomy, which it described as ‘federalism’, as a means to ensure the self-determination of particular communities. The IFP’s federalism envisioned a national government of limited, enumerated powers, and a national constitution which would remain subject to the constitutions of the individual states of the federation.16 The IFP’s notion of federalism was that the different regions of South Africa would constitute autonomous states whose constitutions would dictate interpretation of the ‘federal’ constitution. Applications of the federal constitution to
problems within a region or to conflicts between regions would have to be consistent with the constitutions of the relevant regions.

This conception of 'autonomous federalism' was explicated in the IFP's proposed constitution of KwaZulu-Natal. Declaring the sovereignty of KwaZulu-Natal to be 'indivisible, inalienable and untransferable', the proposed constitution would have required South African armed forces to obtain permission before entering Natal; required South Africa to obtain local consent before levying taxes; created an 'autonomous' Central Bank; granted the KwaZulu-Natal Constitutional Court exclusive jurisdiction to decide whether South African laws were valid within the region. At the federal level, the IFP proposed a government of limited powers, whose actions would be limited to defined areas, including: a common monetary system, national defence, nationality and immigration, foreign affairs, federal judicial organization, intellectual property rights and external commercial relations. The national legislature was to be further empowered to pass general principles of legislation in the areas of environmental regulation, banking, interstate commerce and economic development, as well as to provide a framework to facilitate interstate negotiation over policies in these areas. Finally, any federal legislation would have to be passed by both houses of Parliament giving the Senate – made up of four representatives of each state – a final veto over national legislation.

The federal government would have been further disempowered under the IFP's proposals by the establishment of a series of independent commissions created to control and regulate federal government activity. Apart from a number of internationally recognizable bodies such as a Judicial Service Commission, Civil Service Commission and Electoral Commission, the proposal introduced the notion of independent policymaking institutions into the heart of traditionally government controlled activities such as economic regulation. The proposal called for the establishment of a series of such commissions including a Privatization Commission, Regulatory Relief Commission – to repeal or amend burdensome, unnecessary or inadequate regulations – an Environmental Commission, Consumer Affairs Commission and finally an Economic Development Commission. A significant feature of these commissions was that their membership was to be appointed from a variety of sources, including the President, federal Parliament and private bodies, such as the national Chamber of Commerce, consumer groups and representatives of industry. This introduction of different factions into the heart of government was a unique aspect of the IFP proposal, which in the South African context would have worked to promote established interests whose racial character was defined largely by apartheid's allocation of economic and social resources.
The different substantive goals of the major players in the democratic transition shaped in large measure the practices and procedures for constitution-making that they advocated. Significantly, the extent and nature of the participation allowed or conceded by each party (to party members, allies or the general public) in the formulation of its own proposals was likewise related to the party's substantive goals and had a profound impact on its procedural preferences.

The ANC, under pressure from its membership and the democratic movement, campaigned for an open democratic process in which a constitution was ideally to be drawn up by an unfettered, democratically elected, constituent assembly. However, confronted with escalating violence, endless talks-about-talks and the National Party government's commitment to a lengthy transition -- including some form of power-sharing in which the white minority would continue to have a veto over power exercised by the black majority -- the democratic movement launched a mass campaign demanding an interim government and a democratically elected constituent assembly. Despite this preference for a democratically controlled constituent assembly, the ANC Constitutional Committee decided to launch a public debate on the ANC's constitutional proposals and proposed Bill of Rights in 1990. This process was important both in engaging the ANC's own constituency and in reaching out to a broader South African and international audience. To this end the ANC Constitutional Committee participated in a series of broadly inclusive conferences to formulate and discuss the detail of these proposals. These conferences focused on the following substantive areas: electoral systems; constitutional courts; bills of rights; affirmative action; structures of government; and the composition of the judiciary.

This series of about ten conferences between 1990 and 1993 focused on the elucidation of substantive constitutional issues. Their format, however, was as important as their focus. They exhibited a degree of participation, by both ANC-aligned and independent (including foreign) participants, unique in the South African process. This was achieved first by the linkages between the ANC Constitutional Committee and a number of university-based legal institutes, allowing the co-hosting of these events. Second, invitations to different ANC regions, political structures, and members of the tripartite alliance (the ANC, South African Communist Party and Congress of South African Trade Unions) ensured the participation of a range of activists from the trade unions, non-government organizations and community-based organizations. Third, international participants and local academics were involved in most of these conferences.

The ANC Constitutional Committee was at times criticized by ANC membership for not bringing the constitutional debates down to the
grass roots, since the distribution of documents and proposals was hap Hazard and unreliable at the branch level. Although many ANC branches in the cities held discussions or political education sessions around many of the Constitutional Committee’s documents, there is little evidence that these processes were characteristic of ANC branches in either the rural areas or for that matter in the urban ‘townships’, where violence and basic organizing consumed the available resources. Nevertheless, the impact of the Constitutional Committee’s work profoundly reshaped the ANC’s constitutional posture. This change was reflected in the results of the ANC’s first national conference after its unbanning held in Durban in July 1991. The conference declared:  

We reiterate our adherence to the principles of a united, non-racial, non-sexist and democratic South Africa as enshrined in the Freedom Charter. These include the guarantee of the fundamental human rights of all South Africans, reinforced by an entrenched Bill of Rights, a multi-party system of government, a representative and independent judiciary and regular elections ...  

Although the 1988 Constitutional Principles were ostensibly based on the ANC’s political manifesto – the 1955 Freedom Charter – their elucidation by the Constitutional Committee went well beyond the Charter, and, in retrospect, involved a significant shift in the ultimate vision. This shift was made possible by the participation and engagement of activists, regional representatives and the ANC leadership itself in the discussions and debates initiated by the Constitutional Committee. This culture of participation asserted itself in the change from constitutional debate to negotiations within the ANC by the demand for participation by the membership in the negotiations process, where many felt the negotiators were becoming increasingly distanced from their democratic base. Again the ANC responded by attempting to establish internal party-based negotiations fora at a regional and local level so as to keep a link between the negotiations process and membership. These, too, stretched the limits of resources and the representative capacities of local leaderships.  

In stark contrast, the National Party government at first resisted calls for a democratically-elected constituent assembly, envisaging instead a long transition period in which a future constitution would be negotiated between the parties. As the holder of state power, the National Party was determined not to relinquish power before securing effective safeguards against the future exercise of state power by the black majority. This aim was, however, coupled with an understanding of political participation based on the relatively unrestrained exercise of executive power and the achievement of political change through the negotiation of élite interests.
While ANC analysts tended to view the National Party's insistence that all 'recognized' political entities – including the minuscule political parties of respective self-governing bantustan governments, and the governments of 'independent' bantustans – be equal participants in the negotiations, as an attempt to stack the table in the regime's favour, in fact this demand accurately reflected the National Party's notion of participation, based on a notion of how competing political élites form a compact to govern. This type of élite decision-making reflected the National Party's own internal policy-making processes – which historically involved secret caucuses based on Broederbond membership and negotiations between the provincial leaderships of the party – as well as the state-centred tradition of investigating constitutional options through appointed government commissions. The government's constitutional proposals were indeed substantially informed by two reports issued by the South African Law Commission in 1991.

From the outset, the structure of formal participation in the negotiation process was premised on a notion of consensus building between contending élites. This was given clear, if realistic, expression in the notion of sufficient consensus – agreement between the National Party government and the ANC – which became the formal deadlock-breaking mechanism within the negotiations process. The Conference for a Democratic South Africa (Codesa), formed by a joint agreement of the parties to negotiate the transition to a new constitutional order, thus reflected National Party demands for an élite pact-making process. Nevertheless the National Party government still refused to permit Codesa to exercise legal powers, insisting that legal continuity required the approval of any new constitution by the National Party–dominated tri-cameral Parliament. This assertion of the need for legal continuity carried the additional advantage for the National Party of precluding a democratically-elected constitution-making body and requiring that any future constitution be negotiated between the parties. In fact the apartheid government argued that there could not even be a non-racial election until a new constitution allowed a legal basis for universal adult franchise. For the National Party government, any suggestion that there should be a legal break with the apartheid past before this was legitimated by a new constitution enacted in terms of the existing legal framework raised issues of the sovereignty of the South African state and the legitimacy of its position as a de jure government and was thus non-negotiable. As holder of state power for over forty years, the National Party was determined to project its power into the future, if not to control the outcome, at least to ensure certain basic property and social interests through the insulation of private from state power in the post-apartheid order. This project was threatened by claims asserting the right to
immediate participation regardless of the provisions of the existing 1983 tricameral Constitution.

The IFP adopted an even more non-participatory position, viewing the very notion of a democratically-elected constituent assembly as inherently undemocratic.4 In an astounding exercise of formal logic, the IFP argued that, since the purpose of a justiciable constitution and a bill of rights is to protect minorities from the tyranny of the majority, the minorities to be protected must give their assent to the particular framework. This requires that all parties which are going to live under this framework give their prior consent. In other words, the IFP and every other minor party at the negotiating table – regardless of the extent of their support – must reach consensus on the final constitution. As the IFP stated, it had ‘on numerous occasions made clear its objection to any majoritarian approach to the drafting of the fundamental law of the land. Therefore the IFP would insist that even in such interim parliament the rule of consensus should be applied instead of special majority, whether such special majority be two-thirds as proposed by the ANC or seventy-five per cent as proposed by the government.'35 Any other result would, by the IFP’s definition, be antidemocratic.36 Significantly, the IFP reversed its position after 1994 at least with respect to the making of provincial constitutions, insisting that, as the majority party – with less than fifty per cent of the vote – in KwaZulu-Natal, they had the right as the majority to determine the contents of the provincial constitution despite the constitutional requirement of a two-thirds majority. Frustrated at their inability to get their own way in the KwaZulu-Natal legislature, the IFP threatened new elections, claiming that they would secure a two-thirds majority so that they could pass their own constitution – a far cry from the demand for consensus which they continued to maintain at the national level. Unhappy with the direction of the Constitutional Assembly at the national level, the IFP boycotted Constitutional Assembly proceedings from late 1994. While virtually all systems of constitutional rule-making require super-majorities or even unanimity among particular constitutionally-defined institutions – such as the provincial governments under Canadian federalism – the IFP’s demand for universal consensus among political participants whose electoral support was completely untested and whose constitutional standing was equally unspecified was indeed unique.

Recognizing the difficulties of obtaining universal consensus, the IFP called for a depoliticized process of constitution-making, with a group of constitutional experts retained to produce a constitution to be adopted by parties and endorsed in a national plebiscite.37 The assumption that a constitutional framework can be inherently neutral and that its neutrality can
be ensured by the appointment of constitutional experts is itself questionable; but the IFP's proposal for a national referendum to confirm a negotiated 'consensus' constitution reflects a Machiavellian conception of democracy. If all the parties were to reach official agreement on a constitution, a national plebiscite to endorse the result would involve only the shadow of formal democracy. While it is true, as happened in Canada with the Charlottetown constitutional proposals – which were finally agreed to by all the official parties in Canada but rejected in a national plebiscite – that the people could always reject what the élites presented, it is a highly unlikely scenario in the post-colonial context. While the Canadian experience provides an interesting example of the weakness of political parties in the constitutional politics of some developed democracies, this situation may be easily distinguished from that prevailing in newly emerging post-colonial democracies such as South Africa. In these circumstances, the anti-colonial political movements usually carry a significant degree of legitimacy in the immediate post-colonial situation, such that the possibility of public rejection of a consensus including the major anti-colonial party or parties would be very remote. The IFP itself failed to invite any other significant political formations to participate in drafting its original KwaZulu-Natal Constitution. However, it was consistent in its commitment to an expert-led process. IFP constitutional proposals were produced by a group of experts – dominated by two American constitutional lawyers, Professor Albert Blaustein and Dr Mario Ambrosini – and, in the case of the first KwaZulu-Natal Constitution, endorsed without discussion by the IFP-dominated KwaZulu 'bantustan' legislature.

After nearly two-and-a-half years of slow progress, South Africa's democratic transition ground to a halt in mid-1992, when Codesa collapsed. The ANC refused to concede the National Party's demand – which would have given the National Party an effective veto over future constitution-making – that the adoption of final constitutional provisions on the 'bill of rights, principle of three-tier government, multiparty democracy and effective participation of political minorities would require a majority of seventy-five per cent'. While this refusal marked the outer limits of the National Party government's ability to assert a purely élite constitution-making process, the gunning down of ANC protestors outside Bisho in the Ciskei bantustan emphasized the ANC's inability either to seize power through insurrection or to insist upon an unfettered constituent assembly. Although overcoming this stalemate would require concessions from both sides, it was the post-cold war international consensus on the parameters of democratic transitions which enabled the ANC to overcome both the National Party's and IFP's determination to avoid an elected constituent assembly.
ANC leader Joe Slovo’s ‘sunset clause’ proposals, adopted by the ANC National Executive Committee in February 1993, seemed to represent the epitome of an élite pact. The essential feature of the ‘sunset’ proposal was the acceptance of a constitutionally entrenched system of executive power-sharing for five years after the first democratic election. During this period, the democratically-elected Parliament would be empowered to write a new constitution which could exclude these entrenched provisions – whose sun would thus set. In accepting the National Party’s continued participation in government and the establishment of bilateral agreements which each party would respect in a future constituent assembly, the proposals seemed to grant the National Party’s key demands: a negotiated constitution and future power-sharing. While initially criticized within the ANC and rejected by other parties such as the Pan Africanist Congress, these proposals provided the linchpin enabling the political transition to continue.

In fact, Slovo’s notion of a government of national unity was clearly distinct from the National Party’s or other consociational power-sharing models. Most importantly, where the National Party had called for a compulsory coalition government with a Cabinet drawn equally from the three major parties and a rotating presidency, Slovo proposed an election to determine the proportions of who would represent the different parties in executive government – a less static and more representative vision.

By conceding a government of national unity in November 1992, the ANC was responding to a more fundamental set of concessions implied in the National Party government’s acceptance of an elected constituent assembly to write a final constitution, in the wake of the Bisho killings in mid-1992. In a Cabinet bosberaad on 23 and 24 July 1992, the National Party and government leadership found itself caught between the urgency of restarting the negotiation process and increasing international concern and criticism of the government. International frustration over the breakdown of Codesa and the continuing violence began to be reflected in a growing irritation with the National Party’s proposals for the transition. Reflecting the sea-change in international consensus on democracy, Herman Cohen, United States Assistant Secretary of State for the Bureau of African Affairs in the Bush administration, told the Africa subcommittee of the US House of Representatives Foreign Affairs Committee on 23 July 1992, that all sides must recognize the ‘right of the majority to govern, while assuring that all South Africans have a stake in their government’, and rejected the right of any party to insist on ‘overly complex arrangements intended to guarantee a share of
power to particular groups which will frustrate effective governance'. Laying out a set of principles acceptable to the Bush administration, he insisted that although 'minorities have the right to safeguards; they cannot expect a veto'. This implicit rejection of the National Party's notion of power-sharing may have been a decisive element in the National Party cabinet's decision to accept an elected constituent assembly.

The National Party's concession of an elected constituent assembly and the ANC's acceptance of a government of national unity under a transitional constitution provided the key elements of agreement in South Africa's democratic transition. By accepting a democratic constitution-making process, the National Party made it possible for the ANC to agree to the adoption of a negotiated interim Constitution, which would entrench a government of national unity for five years and ensure the legal continuity the National Party government required. The architecture of this agreement, reflecting continuity and change, negotiation and participation, allowed the multiparty negotiations to resume at the World Trade Centre outside Johannesburg.

A New Process, a New Constitution: Negotiating the Interim Constitution

If South Africa's democratic transition was able to go forward on the premise of a two-stage process of constitution-making, it was the promise that the first stage would have some lasting impact that held the key to this agreement. While the first round, buffeted by popular participation and strengthened by elements of internal participation within the ANC alliance, was ultimately under the negotiating parties' control, the next round would clearly be controlled by the democratic majority. Even as the Multi-Party Negotiating Process put the negotiations back on track with the understanding that a final constitution would be created by a democratically-elected body, the problem of constitution-making continued to dog the process. The task of suggesting solutions to this problem was given to the Technical Committee on Constitutional Issues (TCCI), one of a number of technical committees established by the Negotiating Council of the Negotiating Forum to facilitate discussion. Among its members, Arthur Chaskalson played a central role in the work of the committee.

The first reports of the TCCI to the Negotiating Council, between May and July 1993, reveal the unfolding of a solution – the development of a set of constitutional principles that would bind a future elected constitution-making body. In its first report to the Negotiating Council, the TCCI argued that a 'multiparty agreement on constitutional principles would in the first place provide fundamental direction to the constitutional debate', and, if adopted 'as a set of principles binding on future
constitution-making, they will give direction and security to all relevant issues’. It then noted that the ‘Declaration of Intent on the Negotiating Process adopted by the Negotiating Council on 30 April 1993 records a commitment by the Council to reach agreement on binding constitutional principles’. Despite this seeming accord, the second report of the TCCI noted that the debate on the constitution-making process and regional powers and functions continued to reflect the tension between those concerned about the legitimacy of the constitution-making process and those concerned that ‘their interests will not adequately be protected if decisions are taken by a majority in a democratically elected constitution-making body’.

Attempting to bridge this gap, the TCCI noted that it was mandated to provide a report on constitutional principles. It then proceeded to outline what it entitled an emerging consensus: democracy in the form of universal adult suffrage at all levels of government; supremacy of a rigid constitution, justiciable by an independent judiciary; inclusion of a set of fundamental rights; the constitutional separation of executive, legislative and judicial powers; the constitutional distribution of government powers among democratically elected national, regional and local institutions; and finally, the constitutional recognition and accommodation of the variety of cultures and religions being practised and languages used by various segments of the population. Significantly, the same Report addressed the concerns of those parties in the Negotiating Council who at this time were still insisting on a confederal solution, by requesting them to ‘provide us with more clarity on their proposals and in particular the territory and population of the envisaged separate state, and how it will meet the international law requirements of secession and self-determination’. This division of the parties into those whose positions could be refined into an emerging consensus and those whose proposals required further clarification and would by implication have to ‘meet the international law requirements of secession and self-determination’, demonstrates the manner in which the TCCI worked both to build consensus and to question the viability of those options that could not be incorporated into the emerging consensus. It is also extremely telling that this division also marks the difference between those options that accorded most closely with the universal principles of the dominant international political culture of constitutionalism in this period, and those which were equally at odds with the positions of the Organization of African Unity (with respect to the secession or alteration of the boundaries of African States), or the United Nations (with respect to the question of national self-determination in the process of decolonization). Significantly, both these issues – secession and self-determination – would undergo, in a matter of a few years, important shifts in their application and legal status.
INTERNATIONALALLY, YET THEY REMAINED IMPORTANT BULWARKS AGAINST THE DEMANDS OF THE IFP AND ITS ALLIES IN THE SOUTH AFRICAN TRANSITION.


WITH THE ADOPTION OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL PRINCIPLES BY THE NEGOTIATING FORUM, THE TCCI WAS INSTRUCTED BY THE NEGOTIATING COUNCIL TO DRAFT A CONSTITUTION FOR THE TRANSITION.64 EVEN THEN, THE PARTIES COULD ONLY AGREE
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that this interim Constitution would provide for limited subject matter to facilitate the transition. Although the notion of ‘developing a set of constitutional principles at the Negotiating Forum, which [would] be binding in the elected constitution-making body’, provided a means to resolve the irreconcilable conflict between the demands for either a ‘pouvoir constituant’ or a ‘pouvoir constitu’; in fact, at every step of the way, the ANC argued for a less detailed interim Constitution, while the National Party insisted that the interim Constitution be as detailed as possible. Although the National Party assumed, and the ANC was concerned, that a comprehensive negotiated constitution would gain a life of its own and prevent or at least confine the scope of the Constitutional Assembly's constitution-making activity, it soon became clear that, in order to ensure the transition, the interim Constitution would address all major constitutional issues. Thus, in addition to the Constitutional Principles included in Schedule 4, the interim Constitution provided for the governing of the country in the period between the first elections and the adoption of a final constitution. In a further concession to the National Party, the ANC then accepted the provisions constitutionalizing the Government of National Unity for the full five-year term of the first government – until the 1999 elections – beyond the creation and possible adoption of the final constitution.

The sections of the interim Constitution providing for the creation of a final constitution clearly influenced the distribution of power in the Constitutional Assembly. Requiring that a new Constitution be passed within two years from the first sitting of the National Assembly, Chapter 5 of the interim Constitution provided that at least two-thirds of all the members of the Constitutional Assembly must vote for the new Constitution. In addition, sections of a final Constitution dealing with the boundaries, powers and functions of the provinces had to be adopted by two-thirds of all the members of the regionally constituted Senate, giving the provinces established under the interim Constitution an important lever of influence in the Constitutional Assembly.

Given the possibility that the Constitutional Assembly could fail to obtain the necessary two-thirds agreement on either a new constitution or on the provincial arrangements, the interim Constitution provided elaborate deadlock breaking mechanisms. First, a panel of constitutional experts appointed by two-thirds of the Constitutional Assembly (or alternatively, by each party holding forty seats in the Constitutional Assembly) was required to seek amendments to resolve deadlocks within thirty days. Second, if the draft text unanimously agreed upon by the panel of experts was not adopted by a two-thirds majority then the Constitutional Assembly could approve any draft text by a simple majority of its members.
members. However, in this latter case, the new text would have to be first certified by the Constitutional Court, then submitted to a national referendum, requiring ratification by at least sixty per cent of all votes cast. Failure to obtain a sixty per cent ratification would force the President to dissolve Parliament and call a general election for a new Constitutional Assembly. The new Constitutional Assembly would then have one year to pass a new constitution; however, the majority required for passage of the constitution would be reduced from two-thirds to sixty per cent.

Although the interim Constitution allowed any of these requirements to be amended by a two-thirds majority of a joint sitting of the National Assembly and Senate, section 74 prohibited the repeal or amendment of both the Constitutional Principles contained in Schedule 4 of the 1993 Constitution and the requirement that the Constitutional Court certify that the new constitutional text comply with those principles. The possibility of amending the constitution-making procedures thus effectively reduced the interim Constitution's framework for producing the new constitution to three key elements. First, any amendment of the constitution-making procedures required a two-thirds majority of all the members of the National Assembly and Senate, requiring agreement between at least the ANC and the National Party or IFP. Second, under all circumstances the Constitutional Assembly was bound by the Constitutional Principles agreed to by the parties at the multiparty talks and included in Schedule 4 of the interim Constitution. And third, the Constitutional Court had to declare that the new constitutional text complied with the Constitutional Principles.

The tension between adherence to Constitutional Principles and the unfettered powers of a democratic constitution-making body was explicitly addressed in the negotiations and was reflected in the 1993 Constitution. Invoking the need for legal continuity and minority guarantees, the National Party government always insisted on entrenching basic constitutional principles agreed upon through negotiations. Although this stance was at odds with the ANC's demand for a democratic constituent assembly with unlimited freedom to draft the final constitution, the ANC nevertheless accepted the need to provide certain assurances as to the future constitutional framework. To this end the ANC had itself introduced the practice of constitutional principles by both publishing its own constitutional guidelines in 1988 and lobbying for their international endorsement as the minimum conditions for an internationally accepted solution to the South African conflict. Conversely, while the National Party government eventually accepted that a new constitution would fail to gain popular acceptance unless it was adopted by an elected constitution-making body, it attempted to ensure that the
Constitutional Assembly would be bound to produce a constitution within a framework acceptable to the National Party.

PARTICIPATING FROM THE OUTSIDE: MOBILIZATION AND POPULAR PRESSURES ON THE MAKERS OF THE INTERIM CONSTITUTION

If Slovo's sunset clauses appeared to provide an example of elite pactings, mass action, demonstrations and petitions provided simultaneous illustrations of popular participation. Mass action played an important part in the ANC-alliance's campaign to shape the transition, and various forms of public display of claims, outrage and strength continued to be employed by groups on all sides, trying to ensure that their concerns or demands be placed on the agenda at the multi-party talks. These claims for the recognition of different identities and social interests took on new urgency, both as a consequence of, and in the context of, the highly charged circumstances. Although subject to continuing dispute, many of these claims were ultimately accommodated in the interim Constitution.

For example, victims of apartheid-forced removals marched on the site of the talks protesting the proposed constitutional protection of existing property rights, while from a completely different perspective the IFP joined with two other bantustan governments and ultra-right-wing racists to demand a halt to the negotiations and the cancellation of the April 1994 elections in order that the 'self-determination' of different ethnic groups be recognized. Although many different interests worked to influence the negotiations on the interim Constitution – including the publication of a host of books, pamphlets and newspaper articles offering specific constitutional alternatives or contributions to the constitutional debates – the three most important areas of mobilization and contest involved issues of gender, ethnicity and labour. The assertion and relative success of gender claims in the making of the interim Constitution, through the multiparty Women's National Coalition and within different political groups, provides an example of a successful multifaceted strategy.

The ANC's Women's League staged a sit-in at the negotiations and won the requirement that each delegation at the negotiations have a woman as one of its two negotiating council representatives. South Africa is the first case where a constitution-making body was formally constituted by an equal number of men and women. At the same time the Women's League continued to press for greater participation within the ANC, winning a recommendation from the ANC's national working committee that one-third of all ANC candidates in the April 1994 elections be women. Gender equality was, as a consequence, formally recognized in the interim Bill of Rights, and the interim Constitution included specific pro-
visions for the establishment of a Commission on Gender Equality 'to advise and to make recommendations to Parliament or any other legislature with regard to any laws or proposed legislation which affects gender equality and the status of women'. In addition, as part of a general attempt to pre-empt negotiations, the de Klerk government ratified the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women in January 1993, binding the South African state to particular international obligations in this area. This successful inclusion of the principle of gender equality in the interim Constitution was the product of the interaction of local women's mobilization against gender discrimination and the increased recognition of gender equality as an internationally-accepted norm of human rights and constitutionalism.

These gains did not reflect universal consensus, nor were they simply accumulative. Despite these breakthroughs in an otherwise deeply sexist society, and despite the popular repetition of the democratic movement's vision of a 'non-racial and non-sexist' South Africa, women active in the negotiations process had to fend off a challenge resulting from the interim Constitution's recognition of indigenous law. Traditional leaders' claims for the recognition of indigenous culture led to an attempt to include provisions in the interim Bill of Rights recognizing 'customary law' and regulating the contradictions between indigenous law and other 'fundamental rights'. Although it was rejected, one proposed interim Bill of Rights granted 'any court applying a system of customary law' the power to determine the extent to which customary law undermines the equality provision and to decide when and to what extent these rules – even where they discriminated against women – should be brought into conformity with the constitutional requirement of equality. In the end, the interim Constitution came down in favour of gender equality, making indigenous law 'subject to regulation by law', implying its subordination to the fundamental rights contained in the Constitution, and gender equality in particular.

Claims for the recognition of ethnicity posed the greatest threat to the democratic transition. While all the parties at the negotiating table said they wished to respect South African cultural diversity, dispute over the nature of that diversity forced negotiators to confront claims made by the ruling party and its allies since the early 1970s that the policy of separate development was based on the protection of different cultures. Although this justification ignored the reality of ethnic and racial hierarchies and of racist domination of the black majority, it remained a significant source of separatist claims during the negotiations.

While ANC negotiators remained committed to building a non-racial South Africa, the power and fear generated by a history of ethnic identification could not be ignored. Through the past forty years at least, South
African ethnic diversity has been recreated through government sponsorship of separate ethnic administrations and separate language radio and television stations which, although controlled by apartheid propagandists, purported to serve the needs of cultural diversity. The reproduction of this ‘diversity’ in the creation of bantustan élites and the preservation and promotion of ethnic ‘tribalism’ created an apartheid legacy which will continue to affect debates and political struggles over issues of national development and democracy. In contrast, the African National Congress was premised at its founding in 1912 on the desire among African leaders to create a single nation, unifying Africans against colonial domination regardless of ethnic affiliation. Over the century, the quest for national liberation witnessed numerous reformulations aimed at extending the category of oppressed in ethnic and class terms while simultaneously presenting an alternative vision of a single non-racial South African nation free of ethnic domination.

Despite the nonracial project’s success in creating a united front against apartheid – most visibly in the Congress Alliance and later the United Democratic Front – questions of cultural diversity and language and education policies have continued to plague the democratic movement. This tension between a commitment to non-racialism and the recognition of cultural and other group-based differences has mediated the ANC’s communitarian traditions and led to an embrace, in part, of individualism, constitutionalism and preferential policies. These proposals have not, however, placated those whose political standing remains tied to distinct group or ethnic identities and difference.

Although opinion polls revealed limited popular support for any ethnic-based party, ethnic assertions began to resonate across the political spectrum both during the negotiations on the interim Constitution and the election campaign. Addressing a 20 000-strong Inkatha rally on 5 April 1994, an Inkatha regional secretary threatened that ‘if our demands cannot be addressed, then there is no election on the 27th of April... We will do everything in our power to destroy any attempt by any state organ used by the ANC to divide the Zulu nation.’ Like Buthelezi’s Inkatha, hardline white separatists continued to insist on ethnic diversity. Faced with the conclusion of negotiations for the transition to a democratic order in October 1993, an odd assortment of parties, including Inkatha and right-wing white segregationists, formed the ‘Freedom Alliance’, demanding that the new Constitution enshrine ethnic identities. This trend led to the appearance of new and as yet unsupported claims, the most flamboyant being made by a ‘coloured separatist movement’ demanding an independent state stretching across the Southern and Western Cape with Cape Town as its capital. The ANC was forced to respond by challenging Buthelezi’s claim to speak for South Africa’s
eight million Zulu-speakers as it did when Nelson Mandela celebrated Zulu history as part of the struggle to build a nation, telling 60 000 ANC supporters at an ANC rally in Durban that 'it is impossible to separate the threads that make the weave of our South African nation'. Although not overtly addressed in the interim Constitution, the impact of mobilized ethnic claims on this first round of constitution-making is reflected in a range of constitutional provisions – including the structuring of a government of national unity – designed to ensure minority participation in governance.

The interim Constitution contained a variety of provisions designed to reflect and offer protection to South Africa's acknowledged cultural diversity, yet it also laid the foundation stones for continued ethnic claims and divisions. Claims of cultural diversity and difference have come to reflect a complex interaction between real cultural and ethnic identities on the one hand and the claims of political leaders on the other. These leaders' assertions of cultural and ethnic particularities are intertwined with their own attempts either to preserve existing power or to seek future political advantage. It is this continuing ambiguity which is reflected in the interim Constitution's recognition of cultural diversity and the special accommodations made to Zulu and Afrikaner nationalists in the weeks prior to the April 1994 elections.

Cultural diversity was constitutionally recognized in a number of ways – first, in the recognition of eleven official South African languages, whose equal use and enjoyment should be promoted. A Pan South African Language Board has been created to promote the official languages as well as 'other languages used by communities in South Africa', of which a further eleven are recognized in the Constitution. Second, an individual's right to 'use the language and to participate in the cultural life of his or her choice' was guaranteed as a fundamental right, along with an individual right to instruction in the language of choice 'where this is reasonably practicable'. Furthermore, the interim Constitution guaranteed the right to 'establish, where practicable, educational institutions based on a common culture, language or religion, provided that there shall be no discrimination on the ground of race'.

Third, while language and cultural rights were expressed in individual terms, the interim Constitution's recognition of traditional authorities and indigenous law and the establishment of a Volkstaat Council were phrased in the terminology of collective rights. The recognition of 'the right to self-determination by any community sharing a common cultural and language heritage', introduced a notion of collective rights on the basis of cultural identity and even cultural self-determination which strengthened the hand of those claiming power on the grounds of ethnic particularity.
A significant countervailing influence and source of identity for those who might otherwise have placed more weight on the social linkages of language, family, clan and eventually ethnicity, has been the proletarianization of South Africa's workforce and the impact of class politics. As a countervailing source of identity, the labour movement's mobilization of working-class support for a non-racial order was central to the ANC's success. However, the labour movement also launched an important claim for recognition beyond the formal management-worker relationship, asserting its right to represent workers as a class and arguing for the explicit recognition of socio-economic or class interests in the new constitutional order. Labour's claim received a significant degree of recognition in South Africa's democratic transition. Given apartheid's effective amalgamation of race and class, advocates and representatives of the working class, both in the South African Communist Party and the Congress of South African Trade Unions (Cosatu), are clearly influential in the democratic movement. Moreover, the trade union movement – as the most tightly organized segment of the democratic movement – won significant recognition in the constitution-making process. Although the unions were refused direct representation in the constitutional negotiations, the ANC included extensive constitutional protections for workers in its proposed Bill of Rights and supported Cosatu's call for a National Economic Forum for negotiating South Africa's economic and development priorities. Despite these gains, the interim Bill of Rights coupled workers' and employers' rights and tied the right to strike to an employer's right to lock workers out. The trade unions also complained that in the interim Constitution the right to strike, which was protected for the 'purpose of collective bargaining', was unduly circumscribed as it appeared to exclude strikes on social and economic issues. Correspondingly, unionists argued that the inclusion of an employer's right to impose a lock-out fails to recognize the fundamental disparity between the power of individual workers and individual employers in the labour market. Thus labour argued that, while the right to strike is fundamental, 'the issue of lock-outs is at best a matter left to statutory regulation'.

The alliance between Cosatu and the ANC ensured that this issue was reopened in the Constitutional Assembly.

Constitutionalism, Self-Binding, Representation and the Limits of Participation

Ultimately the most important issue resolved in the first round of constitution-making was how South Africa would adopt a new constitution as the final marker of the democratic transition. The centrality of this decision must not however distract us from acknowledging that the
interim Constitution marked a dramatic, substantive revolution in South African law. This revolution was represented by the triumph of constitutionalism over parliamentary sovereignty and, while its impact was yet to work its way fully through the labyrinth of South African law, its basic premise – a justiciable constitution – was fully guaranteed in the Constitutional Principles which guided the democratically elected Constitutional Assembly.

The context of constitution-making in South Africa was thus fundamentally changed. Unlike the drafting of the interim Constitution the next phase of constitution-making was controlled by a democratically elected Constitutional Assembly. This shift, from a non-elected negotiations forum to an elected body, had at least two major consequences for participation. First, it shifted the emphasis of participation away from mass action or public demonstrations towards a more individualistic, yet equally active, form of participation in the attendance of discussion-meetings and the making of formal submissions to the Constitutional Assembly. The only visible protest action in late 1995 was by groups who felt that they were not adequately represented, including: traditional leaders from both the IFP and the ANC who joined in protest outside the Union buildings in Pretoria; anti-abortion activists who were holding a vigil outside Parliament in Cape Town; and residents of the small KwaZulu-Natal hamlet of Hillcrest who displayed placards demanding the reimposition of the death penalty following the brutal murder of an elderly woman in a day-time car hijacking in the centre of the village. Second, with the failure of ethnically-based parties to make a significant impact in the national elections, there was less attention given to ethnically-framed demands and instead claims focusing on issues of material and individual equality, class and gender, received greater attention from the constitution-makers. This included a refocusing of attention on to questions of how to introduce social and economic rights and away from the recognition of cultural and ethnic demands. As a result, the 1996 Constitution includes new clauses in the Bill of Rights creating new rights to ‘reasonable and progressive legislative measures’ for the provision of housing, land, health, food, water and social assistance, but reduced the status of traditional leaders from that granted in the interim Constitution. Instead of being guaranteed a national and provincial role in the legislative process, traditional leadership and law are now subject to both the Constitution and legislation. While local, pre-existing, traditional authorities were recognized and the courts required to apply indigenous law – subject to the Constitution – when that law is applicable, the constitutional status of the councils of traditional authorities provided for in the interim Constitution was down-graded to an enabling clause allowing national or provincial legislatures to provide for such councils.
Finally, the Constitutional Court rejected attempts to use the Constitutional Principles to frustrate the will of the majority. When, for example, the National Party (whose relative influence in the constitution-making process diminished as a result of the electoral process) in the Western Cape asserted that any national interference in the province’s restructuring of local government was a violation of the principle of provincial autonomy, the Constitutional Court argued that the principles were only relevant as a guide to the Constitutional Assembly and could not be used to interpret the interim Constitution. Thus, while some members of the Constitutional Assembly may have been tempted to question South Africa’s newly adopted constitutionalism as the product of an undemocratic negotiating process, the second round of constitution-making entrenched an essential feeling of belonging. Despite their origins, constitutional rights and their protection under a system of constitutionalism were remade in the process of constitution-making as a product of South African participation.

EMBRACING CONSTITUTIONALISM, ENABLING DEMOCRACY

By examining the visions of the major domestic or local political actors in the previous chapter, and by understanding their interaction with global perspectives and forces before and during the political transition, we are able to see how the local visions of political possibilities were first formed and later mediated by both global imperatives and local demands. While the global often worked to create boundaries around particular options and possibilities, local constraints framed the spaces within which alternative possibilities were successively claimed and contested. South Africa’s new-found constitutionalism was not just the product of an elite pact, but was in many ways also a precondition to an internationally acceptable democratic transition. It also flowed directly from the claim to equal rights, which characterized the anti-apartheid struggle and which motivated popular participation in the constitution-making process. While a democratically-elected Constitutional Assembly could revolt against attempts to frustrate land reform or to exclude other socio-economic programmes in the first round of negotiated constitution-making, the question of whether the Constitutional Assembly could have rejected constitutionalism must be understood in a wider international context. Although the Constitutional Principles contained in the 1993 Constitution represent a compact of internal precommitments between the parties designed to facilitate the democratic transition, they also represent local acceptance of a broader international consensus on democratic governance. The emergence of this supranational commitment to democratic constitutionalism seems, in turn, to impose a
prior obligation – to adopt democratic forms of governance – on national constitution-making processes. It is this realm of hybridity, created by the interaction of local participation, context and history with international influences and conditionalities, that shaped the conditions within which the Constitutional Assembly began its work.
Despite the particularities of South Africa’s history and democratic transition, the basic features of the new constitutional order – including a Bill of Rights, Constitutional Court, and a plethora of independent institutions – conform to the basic elements of the post-cold war international political culture as expressed in the processes of state reconstruction characterizing the last decade of the twentieth century. However, the constitutional outcomes – the 1993 ‘interim’ and 1996 ‘final’ Constitutions – of South Africa’s democratic transition also reflect the post-cold war international political culture in a particular hybridity, reflecting the specific political struggles and historical legacies which shaped and gave legitimacy to each particular constitutional option. It is this interaction, between the authority of particular alternatives and the conflicting demands of local politics, that is revealed through the debates, negotiations and compromises which surrounded the adoption or exclusion of particular constitutional options.

Understanding the constitutive role of law in processes of state reconstruction, and in the South African case in particular, requires a brief exploration of the origins and conflicts surrounding the inclusion of different elements of South Africa’s new constitutional order. While it is possible to identify those elements which clearly reflect South Africa’s embrace of the dominant international norms on the one hand, and also those elements that reflect the particularities of South African culture and history on the other, the clearest way to explore the interaction between these different elements will be to focus on those elements whose fate – inclusion, exclusion or hybridization – was the product of intense political conflict during the constitution-making process. First, however, it is instructive to consider the fate of those elements of the
dominant international political culture that were embraced by all the major political players in the South African transition – a bill of rights, constitutional supremacy and a series of independent institutions seeking to guarantee democracy and human rights.

Despite very different agendas and interpretations, the parties came to accept the inclusion of a constitutional court and bill of rights at a very early stage in the transition. In fact, the African National Congress (ANC) had issued a list of constitutional principles as early as 1988, which committed the organization to the adoption of a bill of rights, while the National Party regime had requested the South African Law Commission – a government-sponsored law reform body – to investigate group and individual rights as part of its own preparations for the reform of apartheid. Thus, despite an initial ambivalence the central legal development in implementing the ‘transitional’ 1993 interim Constitution was the embrace of constitutional supremacy, institutionalized through the establishment of a Constitutional Court to give effect to the supremacy of the Constitution and the new human rights culture introduced by the commitment to constitutionalism.

The inclusion in the 1993 interim Constitution of a plethora of institutional checks and balances, however, reflects the attempt to fragment state power so common in post-cold war constitution-making. At one level, these were rooted locally in the difficulties of the political transition. First, in the need for an independent body to oversee the first democratic elections and, second, in the creation of a range of institutions designed to secure a level political playing field and accommodate the *de facto* exercise of dual power during the period leading up to the first elections. At another level, these institutions were inspired by the existence and practice of Independent Electoral Commissions in a number of foreign jurisdictions, including Guatemala. The idea of an Independent Electoral Commission was, in fact, introduced at an ANC Constitutional Committee-organized conference on electoral systems after the ANC was invited by the National Democratic Institute to send a delegate to join their election observer mission – headed by Bruce Babbitt – to Guatemala in October 1990.

While the dangers of governmental abuse of power were well recognized by the different parties, agreement to include mechanisms designed to disperse and control the exercise of power in the 1993 interim Constitution was facilitated by the emphasis on accountable and transparent government, reflected in the international debate on governance during this period. On the one hand mechanisms were introduced designed to distance certain decisions from party political or purely government control and to ensure transparent and clean government, while on the other hand there were various institutions designed
to further human rights and to prevent the abuse of government power. The first category included the Independent Electoral Commission, the Judicial Service Commission, the Public Service Commission and the Financial and Fiscal Commission, which served to insulate the electoral system, judicial and public service appointments, as well as the distribution of financial allocations and resources between the regions, from purely party political dynamics. Provision was also made for the appointment of an ombudsman called the Public Protector, an Auditor-General and a parliamentary standing committee with powers of parliamentary supervision over the National Defence Force. The procurement of goods and services by government was also to be insulated from political interference by the creation of independent tender boards at every level of government.

The second category of mechanisms established to check abuses of power and to promote human rights includes the Human Rights Commission, with a mandate to develop an awareness of fundamental rights and to investigate any alleged violation of human rights, and the Commission on Gender Equality which was constitutionally charged with the duty to promote gender equality. Apart from an advisory function with respect to proposed legislation and the power to educate and investigate, the Human Rights Commission was empowered to receive complaints and to assist, even financially, those adversely affected by a violation of their fundamental rights to seek redress before a competent court.

Significantly, it was the embrace of independent institutions within the new state structure that permitted the emergence of a new form of independent institution designed to address certain particularities of the South African situation. Given the fact that democratization would most likely preclude the old political élite from political power, institutions were developed to ensure the participation of all formal political factions in particular decision-making processes. The Financial and Fiscal Commission, for example, was appointed by the President but was required to include representatives from each provincial executive council. Although designed to render advice and to make recommendations to the relevant legislative authorities on the distribution of financial resources between the different levels of government, the constitutional requirement that the Commission be consulted prior to the allocation of revenue and that its recommendations be taken into account will give significant weight to the Commission’s advice. The Parliamentary standing committee to monitor the National Defence Force also provided for the participation of all political parties in the control of a vital state institution.

This transmutation of the global form was taken a step further with the Constitution’s recognition of traditional authorities — tribal chiefs or amakhosi. While the establishment of provincial Houses of Traditional
Leaders, which elect a national Council of Traditional Leaders, went a long way towards recognizing South Africa’s heritage of legal pluralism, it also served to ensure the representation of social forces which would otherwise be excluded by the democratic process. Although they had only limited consultation functions, these bodies were empowered to delay legislation related to their own status and indigenous law. However, the ex officio governmental status accorded to traditional leaders – who were entitled to be members of local governments within whose jurisdictions they may reside – created a form of local autonomy based on ethnic status and provided access to governmental representation reminiscent of the consociational demands formally rejected in the negotiating process. Significantly, these provisions were downgraded in the final 1996 Constitution. Instead of the mandatory recognition of traditional leaders provided for in the interim Constitution, the Constitutional Assembly, from which the Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP) excluded itself, only granted constitutional recognition to the ‘institution, status and role of traditional leadership’, while simultaneously providing that the role of traditional leaders in local government institutions and the regional and national houses and council of traditional leaders may be provided for by legislation. In effect this removed the constitutional mandate and threw the question of the role of traditional leaders back into the political arena. While customary law is still recognized in the final Constitution, it is clearly subjugated to both the Constitution and statutory law.

The constitutional introduction of specific institutional mechanisms for the incorporation of particular interests – traditional leaders and Volkstaat adherents – reintroduced a degree of corporatism otherwise precluded by the central individualism of post-cold war constitutionalism. This in turn enabled the new South African legislature to take a further step back (or forward in social democratic terms) towards social corporatism by creating a statutory body to institutionalize negotiations between capital, labour, organized communities and the state.\(^9\) Although this latter form of corporatism had many international precedents, the constitutional introduction of bodies designed to ensure the participation of traditional leaders and those ‘who support the establishment of a Volkstaat for those who want it’\(^{10}\) was a unique ‘local’ feature of the 1993 interim Constitution. Not consociational in form, nor corporatist in effect, these semi-corporatist institutions provided a unique attempt to recognize specific cultural identities within a formally democratic constitutional structure that recognized only one category of citizenship – South Africans. Both the Council of Traditional Leaders Act 31 of 1994 and the Volkstaat Council Act 30 of 1994 reflected this tension in their failure adequately to define the identity of persons competent to participate in these institutions. Unlike the National Economic, Development and Labour
Council Act 35 of 1994, which established the identity of participants as representatives of particular interest groups and defined in detail the manner in which participants would be elected, the *Volkstaat Council Act* and the *Council of Traditional Leaders Act* were deliberately vague as to the source of identity of their participants. The *Volkstaat Council Act* defined its participants purely in negative terms – for example a person could not be a member of the Council if they were not a South African citizen, or if they were an unrehabilitated insolvent or of unsound mind – and relied, for a positive criterion, on s 184A(2) of the Constitution’s definition of participants as those ‘20 members elected by members of Parliament who support the establishment of a Volkstaat’. This vagueness, born out of a conflict over the definition of the Afrikaner nation, must be unique in the history of struggles for the expression and protection of cultural identity. Similarly, the *Council of Traditional Leaders Act* referred to the participants as those who ‘shall be elected by an electoral college constituted by the members of the Houses’. It relied on the notion of traditional authorities contained in sections 181–184 of the Constitution to give specificity to the notion of a traditional authority. While the Act relied on the establishment of a House of Traditional Leaders in each province, as provided for in s 183(1)(a) of the Constitution, in effect the definition of a traditional leader was left unspecified. This opened the door to increased contestation and conflict over the identity of traditional leaders, particularly in a context where the removal and replacement of chiefs was an active component of ‘native policy’ under the colonial and later apartheid state. It is ironic that a post-apartheid Department of Constitutional Affairs is so actively engaged in the negotiation of an increasing number of claims to traditional leadership and also succession disputes, so reminiscent of the apartheid regime’s encouragement and perpetuation of ethnicity and tribalism.

Most of these independent institutions embraced as part of the transitional agreement became permanent features of the post-apartheid state through their inclusion in the ‘final’ 1996 Constitution – including the Public Protector, Auditor-General, Electoral Commission, the Human Rights Commission, and the Commission for Gender Equality. They also achieved a significant consolidation of their status through their collective characterization as state institutions supporting constitutional democracy. Significantly, however, both the Council of Traditional Leaders and the Volkstaat Council lost their constitutional standing in the ‘final’ 1996 Constitution. Instead, these interests were given a more general recognition, recognizing traditional leadership on the one hand, and granting recognition on the other, to ‘the notion of self-determination of any community sharing a common cultural and language heritage, within a territorial entity within the Republic or in any other way, determined by
national legislation'. These institutions were replaced, however, with a
general Commission for the Promotion and Protection of the Rights of
Cultural, Religious and Linguistic Communities, included among the
State Institutions Supporting Constitutional Democracy.

Another central feature of the post–cold war process of political
reconstruction has been the de-linking of the control of currency values
and fiscal policy from the government of the day through the creation of
constitutionally independent central banks. Even the United Kingdom,
which does not have a written constitution, saw the newly elected Labour
Party government in 1997, in one of its first official acts, grant indepen-
dence to the Bank of England. Similarly, both the 1993 ‘interim’ Consti-
tution and the 1996 Constitution provide for an independent central
bank along with a number of other mechanisms designed to ‘stabilize’
the financial structure of the state by removing political discretion as to
the distribution of revenue between different spheres of government –
national, provincial and local – as well as an independent commission for
determining the remuneration of public officials.

Despite this clear adherence to the dominant post–cold war paradigm
of fragmented power and the insulation of financial powers from the
‘instability’ of democratic politics, the attempt to constitutionalize a par-
ticular economic orientation as well as to constitutionalize the relation-
ship between capital and labour – through the inclusion of a right to
engage freely in economic activity and a labour relations clause in the
1993 Constitution’s Bill of Rights – proscribed the limits of the post-cold
war paradigm in the context of South Africa’s constitutional politics.
First, the broadly crafted right to economic activity clause of the 1993
Constitution – interpreted by its proponents as guaranteeing a free
market economy – was replaced by a more limited clause guaranteeing
the right of individuals freely to choose their trade, occupation or pro-
fession. Second, due to the labour movement’s central place within the
ANC alliance and through its repeated protests and threats of strike
action, Cosatu succeeded in its demand that the interim Constitution’s
compromise giving equal rights to capital and labour be rewritten. As a
consequence, the right to strike remained enshrined in the final Consti-
tution, but the provision guaranteeing the employer’s recourse to lock-
out was removed.

Despite the emphasis in the post–cold war paradigm on limiting state
power and leaving redistributive issues to the market, the South African
process of reconstruction also brought forth particular mechanisms
designed to address the legacy of apartheid. Significantly, the attempt to
follow the dominant post–cold war paradigm by constitutionalizing
economic priorities and existing property relations created political
space for the inclusion of a counter-hegemonic trend which was further
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consolidated in the 'final' 1996 Constitution. Thus, the 'final' Constitution includes various mechanisms designed to address the legacy of apartheid, including: constitutional protections for state policies of affirmative action; provisions for the restitution of land as well as specific protections for land reform; and also the introduction of socio-economic rights as justiciable rights within the Bill of Rights.

AT THE CORE IS PROPERTY

The conflicts, debates and final compromise on the inclusion of a property rights clause in the South African Constitution provide a window through which this particular interaction between global and local imperatives may be viewed. While the internationally endorsed process for the transition away from apartheid included a commitment to the rule of law and the inclusion of a justiciable bill of rights, there was no clarity on the contents of this commitment. As a result, the different political parties and interest groups entered into a process in which they sought to shape the meaning of these commitments so as to achieve their particular goals. While this 'debate' over the content of particular commitments or rights reflected the political goals and assumptions of the different parties, it was also substantially framed by the available intellectual resources. These included primarily the historical 'text' of local experience as well as the 'text' of international and foreign jurisdictions, which served simultaneously as exemplary resources in the pursuit of particular goals and as the bounded universe constraining the choices and options of the parties.

My own introduction to the debate over property coincided with de Klerk’s February 1990 public announcement of the political opening that would set the stage for South Africa's democratic transition. At that moment I was at the headquarters of the ANC in Lusaka, Zambia, helping to organize a workshop on the 'Land Question', which had been initiated by fellow-ANC activists Bongiwe Njobe and Helena Dolny. While the workshop focused on analysing the state of rural South Africa, all the participants — ANC members who ranged from scholars and traditional leaders to peasant activists — seemed to assume that nationalization of existing land holdings, given a history of dispossession and the vast inequalities in land holdings between black and white, would be high on the agenda of an ANC government. This shared assumption was based in no small part on our commitment to the 1955 Freedom Charter — recognized by the ANC as expressing the will of the South African people — which declared in part that the 'national wealth of our country ... shall be restored to the people', and 'all the land redivided amongst those who work it, to banish famine and land hunger'.
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Despite our assumptions and the liberation movement's general rhetoric on the 'Land Question', activists at the workshop had a realistic view of the low priority rural issues had on the mainly urban-based ANC's political agenda in the late 1980s. We were, however, encouraged by the 'Economy and Land' sections of the ANC's constitutional guidelines, which had been issued in 1988 as part of the ANC's preparations for negotiations with the apartheid regime. Here, the ANC signalled its future intentions to both the international community and the apartheid regime, by announcing its intention constitutionally to protect property. While this promise went further than what might have been expected, given the rhetoric of socialization, nationalization and redistribution so dominant in the ANC at the time, the limited focus on property for 'personal use and consumption', allowed these conflicting visions of redistribution and property rights to coexist. This coexistence was aided by the document's commitment to 'devise and implement a land reform programme ... in conformity with the principle of affirmative action, taking into account the status of victims of forced removals'. With the exact modes of implementation still open to debate, the Lusaka workshop opted to institutionalize the issue within the ANC by calling for the formation of an ANC Land Commission to address the lack of specific policies within the organization.

It was as a member of the ANC Land Commission's secretariat (first alone and joined later by two others) that I returned to South Africa in June 1990. In setting up the Land Commission, we soon began to work with the already well-established community of lawyers, NGOs and activists who had long struggled against forced removals in the courts and on the land. This informal coalition provided both the organizational basis, knowledge and experience which sustained the struggle for the recognition of dispossessed land rights during the political transition and constitution-making process. While the ANC Land Commission had access to the ANC's internal policy-making processes and could evoke strong public reaction as a voice of the ANC – as we experienced in the public furors over a suggested wealth tax to pay for compensation to landowners whose land would be expropriated for redistribution, or when suggestions were made about claims on land within the national parks – it was the return to land campaigns of land claimants, and their lawyers' continued engagement with the de Klerk government, that frustrated the apartheid regime's attempts to pre-empt future claims. This the apartheid government attempted to do by repealing the Land Acts in 1991 and establishing an Advisory Commission on Land Allocation with the purpose of settling all claims before the political transition to democratic rule could be completed.
It was from this perspective then, that I was able both to participate in\textsuperscript{28} and to view the debate over property rights and how the rules of the game were framed for the new South Africa. At first, discussion centred on the ANC’s Draft Bill of Rights, which was published in 1990 and which contained a single Article addressing the ‘economy, land and property’.\textsuperscript{29} Within the ANC, the Land Commission began hearing from its constituency and opening debates on land reform, nationalization and restitution. This process began with newly formed branches and communities locked in land conflicts around the country, but increasingly focused on a series of internal discussions, joined at times by activists and lawyers of the land movement, with members of the Constitutional Committee\textsuperscript{30} as well as in engagements with other activists and sectors in a series of conferences initiated by the Constitutional Committee – at which special sessions or subgroups focused on the issue of land and property. Outside the ANC, the Land Commission built links and worked closely with lawyers and activists of the return to land movement and became engaged in wider public debates over land claims and land redistribution. Central to these debates was the status that property rights would have in a future constitution.

Although the ANC’s Draft Bill of Rights only protected, in our view, limited rights to personal property, it became clear at the May 1991 conference convened by the ANC Constitutional Committee, that the ANC was under a great deal of pressure to grant greater recognition to property rights. In fact, attempts at that conference to question whether there should be any constitutionally protected property rights at all elicited a highly charged response from one member of the Constitutional Committee, who warned that the rejection of property rights would directly endanger the democratic transition. In response, the participants at the conference called for a reworking of the draft in which land would be recognized as a specific form of property and treated separately from property in general. As such, concern was expressed about the recognition of property rights before the implementation of the necessary process of redistribution. Furthermore, participants made a commitment to include positive rights to land for the landless.\textsuperscript{31}

While this internal debate sought simultaneously to limit the reach of existing property rights and to secure a more equitable distribution of property in the future, the response of the regime and the existing economic interests was expressed most clearly by the South African Law Commission – a nominally independent statutory body. In its August 1991 ‘Interim Report on Group and Human Rights’, the Law Commission launched a sustained attack against the ANC draft, charging that the ‘ANC’s bill ... provides, in a manner which hardly disguises the aim, for nationalization of private property without objectively testable norms
for compensation', and that what the ANC intended was 'in fact nothing but nationalization under the cloak of expropriation ... designed to secure state control over property'.

Instead, the Law Commission called for the protection of private property and for the payment of just compensation in the event of expropriation in the public interest. Likewise, the Democratic Party, traditionally the party of big capital and white liberals, proposed a comprehensive right to property, which could only be derogated by lawful expropriation in the public interest, and only then, when subject to the 'proper payment of equitable compensation, which in the event of dispute, shall be determined by an ordinary court of law'. Neither of these proposals provided for the restitution of property taken under apartheid and as such failed to comprehend the threat to property rights, and even the very notion of constitutional rights, that the legal entrenchment of apartheid's spoils entails.

While attention was focused on the question of property rights, the ANC Land Commission continued to hold meetings around the country to discuss land issues. Furthermore, activists working in or identified by the ANC Land Commission were being exposed to international experiences of land reform, including a Ford Foundation-funded, six-week, mini-course organized by the Land Tenure Center at the University of Wisconsin, Madison. These activities aimed both to increase awareness within the ANC, as well as to begin the formulation of a land policy for adoption by the movement. The first target of this campaign was to commit the organization to a set of principles upon which a policy could be built. With this as its goal, the ANC Land Commission held a national conference in June 1991 at which we produced a set of guidelines for the development of land policy. These guidelines were then presented and adopted at the ANC's National Conference in July 1991. The most important features of the Land Manifesto were: its simultaneous commitment to both land restitution and land redistribution; its recognition of a diversity of land tenure forms; and the advancement of a policy of affirmative action as the main device to achieve specific policy goals.

With these guidelines the ANC effectively endorsed a strategy against the simple constitutional recognition of private property as recognized by the apartheid state. First, by demanding both restitution and land reform, it questioned and threatened the legitimacy of existing property rights. Second, the recognition of different forms of tenure de-centred private land ownership and provided a basis for the recognition of communal and other forms of land tenure. Finally, the manifesto recognized that affirmative action-type policies would provide a structure in which the multitude of specific policy goals and claims of different constituencies within the ANC could be accommodated and targeted to address land issues and the interests of the rural poor.
At the October 1991 National Conference on Affirmative Action, convened by the ANC Constitutional Committee, a report back to the plenary session from the subgroup on land concluded that a ‘wealth tax’ would be necessary to fund land redistribution. Given the demand that any expropriation be compensated, we concluded that the only way to achieve the redistribution of land necessary to overcome the legacy of the 1913 Land Acts was to create a specific compensation account. In order to achieve the equitable redistribution required, this dedicated account would need to be funded by those who benefited from the limited land market created by the Land Acts, which had reserved eighty-seven per cent of land for white ownership and control. This could be achieved, it was argued, by the imposition of a ‘wealth tax’ similar to the equalization tax adopted in the Federal Republic of Germany in the aftermath of the Second World War. While the idea of special taxes to overcome the vast disparities created by apartheid has continued to raise interest, in 1991 the reaction was immediate – the major white-controlled newspapers went ballistic and within hours I was once again receiving death threats from those who had attempted to silence opposition during the height of apartheid. Although senior ANC leaders supported our right to conduct a debate on the ‘wealth tax’, it also became clear that any attempt to conduct an effective redistribution of land rights would meet extremely stiff opposition from the ancien régime as well as conflict with alternative demands for resources among the ANC’s own constituencies.

Despite this fierce public exposure, when formal negotiations began at the Convention for a Democratic South Africa (Codesa) in December 1991, it seemed as if the land issue would, once again, be pushed into the background as the parties clashed over the very nature of the political transition. As far as property issues were concerned, they were subsumed in the larger debate over whether the purpose of Codesa was to produce a detailed interim constitution or broad constitutional principles, which would guide, but not frustrate, the work of a future democratically elected constitution-making body. Despite this marginalization of substantive issues in the negotiations, for land claimants and those active in support of their demands, the struggle over land and property rights continued simultaneously on two planes: first, in actual land occupations and attempts to return to land, from which communities had been forcibly removed – whether by occupation or legal and administrative negotiations with the Advisory Commission on Land Allocations and the de Klerk government; second, at the level of ideas, with debates over different policy options continuing at a series of conferences and meetings, either organized by the ANC Constitutional Committee together with various university-based institutes or directly by the academy. One of the most important of these was organized by long-time land activist
Aninka Claassens through the Centre for Applied Legal Studies (CALS), to discuss ‘the effect that a constitutionally entrenched right to property might have on future land reform legislation and programmes’.36

The opening of a discussion on particular options for the recognition of land rights and the consequences a property clause might have on land claims was, at this stage, a vital intervention, making it clear that the issue of land rights could not be divorced from the wider question of property. Furthermore, when this conference is placed in the context of the series of conferences, meetings and workshops held in this period,57 its significance, as one in a series of intellectual loci of the South African transition, may be recognized. At these events, new substantive ideas were introduced into the public debate while simultaneously being framed through their presentation in the context of different international histories and examples. Among the important substantive interventions made at the CALS conference was the public floating of the suggestion for a land claims court – in the form of a report to the conference from a group of lawyers and activists from the ‘land claims movement’ who were working on this option at the behest of the ANC Land Commission.58 Other important substantive interventions at this conference included Geoff Budlender’s construction of a legal right to land for the landless,39 as well as the work of Catherine Cross, who demonstrated the continued vitality and existence of an alternative understanding of land rights in opposition to the prevailing legal notions of individual private property rights.40 Presentation of the Canadian decision to preclude the explicit recognition of property rights from their 1982 Charter of Rights41 and the history of constitutional conflict over land reform in India in the post-independence years42 introduced both substantive examples of alternative approaches and provided grist for debate over the dangers of, and alternatives to, the constitutional enshrinement of property rights.

It was these interventions that forced the ANC to re-evaluate its own proposed ‘Draft Bill of Rights’. After several meetings with land activists and members of the Land Commission, Albie Sachs proposed new sections on Land and the Environment as well as a separate Property clause for the revised text of the ANC Draft Bill of Rights.43 These new sections essentially expanded the ANC’s proposals, making it clear that land rights would remain a central claim of the anti-apartheid movement and that the protection of property would remain subject to these claims. While property rights were given separate recognition for the first time in the new text, the text also suggested that these references to property, along with all other ‘principles governing economic life’ might be better placed outside the Bill of Rights in non-justiciable or interpretive sections of the constitution defined, as is the case in India, as ‘Directive Principles of State Policy’.44
By the time this revised text was first published in May 1992, negotiations with the de Klerk government had formally broken down – collapsing Codesa into a morass of mutual recriminations. At the same time the government’s land claims forum was being rejected by communities who were threatening physically to reoccupy their lands and the ANC Land Commission was being thrust into an engagement with new actors – both national and international – who had recognized the centrality of land to the struggle over property rights. The first engagement, which culminated in a meeting in late 1992, was with the Urban Foundation, a policy institute funded by South African big business, who asked for a meeting with the ANC Land Commission to discuss land claims and the question of creating a land claims court. At this meeting, the ANC delegation, which included members of the Constitutional Committee as well as the Land Commission and its allies in the land movement, were presented with the argument that, while some form of limited land claims process might be necessary to legitimize future property relations, both the demand for land among the African majority and the reality of resource needs and allocations for future development required that this process be tightly circumscribed. While we recognized the problem of competition over resources under a future democratic government, we argued that any attempt to engage in an all but symbolic process of restitution would fail to build the legitimacy they seemed to recognize was needed to secure property relations in the new South Africa.

The second of these new engagements began in mid-1992, when the World Bank launched its own initiatives in South Africa. Our immediate response was to ask who had invited it to South Africa, and to reject the notion of engagement with this institution. Soon, however, we realized that the World Bank was developing its own strategy towards the ‘new’ South Africa and would continue to do so whether or not we engaged. Refusal by definition meant lack of knowledge and influence. The Bank, at the same time, had been rebuffed by other sectors of the anti-apartheid movement – particularly the urban sector activists – and responded to our own hesitations by organizing an initial seminar outside South Africa, in Mbabane, Swaziland, in November 1992. To this event they invited representatives from different South African political groupings, government and non-government bodies to discuss a set of papers prepared by the World Bank and its consultants.

These two engagements presented radically alternative possibilities and opportunities. While the Urban Foundation (UF) was convinced that the demand for land reform among Africans was being grossly exaggerated, Hans Binswanger, the senior World Bank adviser who dominated the Swaziland seminar, presented a vision of comparative development in which success depended upon the carrying out of a successful land
reform.\textsuperscript{50} While the UF suggested a limited process of restitution in order to legitimize property rights, Binswanger argued that land claims and even land invasions would drive a process of land reform and suggested that by facilitating land reform the government would be providing an essential catalyst for sustained economic development. Although the ANC Land Commission remained extremely sceptical of the equities of the World Bank’s proposals – for a market-driven reform focused on small-scale producers – we realized immediately that the World Bank’s position could be deployed as a way to keep the issue of land reform on the political agenda. With this aim we encouraged Binswanger to persuade the de Klerk government that land reform was and should remain an essential part of South Africa’s political transition. At the same time we introduced Binswanger to members of the ANC’s leadership, including the Constitutional Committee, facilitating ANC agreement to engage with the World Bank on these issues.

This engagement was pursued through the newly formed Land and Agricultural Policy Centre (LAPC) and was structured by the tension between the ANC’s historic concerns about the role of the Bretton Woods institutions and by our concerns to retain some influence over the Bank’s activities in the political transition. As we began to negotiate our working relationship with the Bank’s representative, Robert Christiansen, I attended a meeting of NGOs in Johannesburg at which Martin Khor of the Malaysian-based Third-World Network and representatives of a World Bank monitoring group from Washington, DC, explained the structure and workings of the institution. Although we had already experienced the dramatic impact that interest by the Bank could have on an issue, the understanding we gained from these activists of the manner in which the Bank’s missions operated convinced us of the need to engage the Bank closely and to retain some influence over the Bank’s own information gathering and analytical process.

While the World Bank both wanted and needed our endorsement of its plan to prepare a Rural Restructuring Program (RRP) for South Africa, we demanded that the initial research work be conducted by and remain under the control of South Africans. This was made possible through the creation of terms of reference for the preparation of a series of background reports that would form the basis of the preparation of the RRP. The resulting ‘aide memoire’ was concluded on 15 June 1993, in which Christiansen committed the Bank to a process that would ‘be fully transparent, consultative and collaborative at all stages’.\textsuperscript{51} To this end, I was asked to head the legal research team, and to prepare the report on the constitutional requirements of a land restitution and reform process. Later, as a member of the World Bank’s mission to South Africa in late 1993, I participated in the formulation of the Bank’s
propose a radical reordering of property law, with the intention of creating a more equitable distribution of property. While there were many parts of the report with which I was not in complete agreement, its importance from the perspective of the ANC Land Commission lay in its clear assertion that both land restitution and land reform were central to rural restructuring. Furthermore, even though our argument that a constitutionalized property right would impede land redistribution was excised at the last moment, in favour of the Bank's ideal of a market-driven process, we were able to obtain a clear statement in the report to the effect that land restitution and even redistribution were so important that, in the event of market failure, government intervention would be both justified and necessary. When the World Bank's RRP was presented in South Africa at the LAPC-organized Land Redistribution Options Conference in October 1993, it had to compete with a range of suggestions and received serious academic and political criticism. As a result, the programme never gained a life of its own, but became yet another source of the smorgasbord of alternatives both enabling and constraining the options available to policy makers in the new South Africa. Its most enduring impacts may be its endorsement of land restitution and reform on the one hand and its emphasis upon the market in achieving these reforms on the other.

Prior to the beginning of substantive constitutional negotiations in early 1993, however, the ANC and government still held dramatically alternative notions of how property should be constitutionally protected. On the one hand, the ANC was willing to protect the undisturbed enjoyment of personal possessions, so long as property entitlements were to be determined by legislation and provision was to be made for the restoration of land to people dispossessed under apartheid. The Government's proposals, on the other hand, aimed at protecting all property rights and would only allow expropriation for public purposes and subject to cash compensation determined by a court of law according to the market value of the property. In response, the ANC suggested that no property clause was necessary.

As negotiations with the de Klerk regime gained momentum in 1993, conflict over the property clause began to focus on specific issues. Although the ANC had initially insisted that an 'interim' constitution contain only those guarantees necessary to ensure an even political playing field, the momentum for entrenching rights could not be slowed, and before long we recognized that we were in the process of negotiating a complete bill of rights. It was in this context that the apartheid government insisted that property rights be included in the 'interim' Constitution and that the measure of compensation include specific reference to the market value of the property. In response, the ANC insisted that the property clause not frustrate efforts to address land claims and that the state must have the power to regulate property
without being obliged to pay compensation unless there was a clear expropriation of the property. Although the regime agreed that explicit provisions guaranteeing and providing for land restitution should be included, its negotiators insisted that such provisions should not be located within the property clause. Instead, it was proposed that if they were to be included, they should be incorporated into the corrective action provisions of the equality clause.

Fearing that their rights to land, long denied and actively destroyed by the apartheid regime, would be shut out by the constitutional recognition of existing property rights, communities active in the return to land movement joined those who brought their claims in the form of mass demonstrations, petitions, etc., directly to the World Trade Centre in Kempton Park – the site of the multiparty negotiations. A march on the World Trade Centre in June 1993, in which a land rights memorandum was delivered to the negotiators, was followed by a march in central Pretoria in September 1993, in which about 600 people from twenty-five rural communities threatened to reoccupy land from which they had been removed by the apartheid government as a way of highlighting their demands for the unconditional restitution of land, the establishment of a land claims court and guaranteed security of tenure for farm workers and labour tenants. The Transvaal Rural Action Committee, which organized the march, also called for the rejection of the proposed property clause in the Constitution.57

Answering these demands and conflicts, the interim 1993 Constitution provided a separate institutional basis for land restitution, which was guaranteed in the corrective action provisions of the equality clause,58 and compromised on the question of compensation by including a range of factors the courts would have to consider in determining just and equitable compensation.59 Significantly, as Matthew Chaskalson argues, the final outcome in terms of the specific wording adopted was as much a result of serendipity, legal ignorance and the particular quirks and concerns of the individual negotiators, as the logical product of an informed or even interest-based political debate and compromise.60 This is demonstrated most aptly in the choice of the terminology of public purpose over public interest in the expropriation clause, despite agreement among the parties to give the state as much leeway as possible in this regard.

Even then, however, the substance of the outcome reflects both the general contours of the political conflict over the property clause and the bounded alternatives available to the parties – from the recognition of existing property rights on the one hand to the recognition of land claims on the other. Significantly, the factors to be considered in the determination of just compensation reflect this outcome. On the one hand, they were directed at the problem of land claims and included ‘the use to
which the property is being put, the history of its acquisition, the value of
the investments in it by those affected and the interest of those affected’,61
while on the other hand, at the insistence of the ancien régime and making
possible the inclusion of other factors, they enshrined ‘market value’. It
was under this constitutional regime that Mandela’s government and
South Africa’s first democratic Parliament began to address land claims.
Acting in terms of the specific clauses of the 1993 Constitution, which pro-
vided for the establishment of a land claims process, Parliament passed
the Restitution of Land Claims Act in 1994, setting up regional Land Claims
Commissions and the new Land Claims Court.62

Despite predictions that there would be very little change in the Con-
stitution during the second phase of the constitution-making process, par-
ticularly on such sensitive issues as the property clause and the Bill of
Rights, the property issue, in fact, once again became one of the unre-
solvable lightning rods in the Constitutional Assembly. Although the com-
mittee charged with reviewing the Bill of Rights was at first reluctant to
change the formulation of the 1993 compromise, challenges centred on
the question of land restitution and reform63 once again forced open the
process.64 In this case the impetus came from a Workshop on Land Rights
and the Constitution organized by the Constitutional Assembly’s sub-
committee, Theme Committee 6.3, whose task it was to resolve issues
related to specialized structures of government such as the Land Claims
Commission and Court provided for in the 1993 Constitution. Focusing
on the land issue, this meeting once again raised the problem of property
rights in the Constitution. While some participants again questioned
whether there should be any property protection within the final Consti-
tution, the major change from the period in which the 1993 Constitution
was negotiated was that the participants in this workshop, even those rep-
resenting long established interests like the National Party and the South
African Agricultural Union, now agreed on the need ‘to rectify past
wrongs’ and on land reform. Disagreement here was over the means. The
South African Agricultural Union, for example, continued to assert that
‘it should be done in a way without jeopardising the protection of private
ownership’, while the National Party now embraced the World Bank’s
proposals, arguing that land reform should ‘be accomplished within the
parameters of the market and should be demand-driven’.

The outcome of this workshop and the submissions made to Theme
Committee 6.3 was a report to the Constitutional Assembly which both
challenged the existing 1993 formulation of property rights and called
for a specific land clause to provide a ‘constitutional framework and pro-
tection for all land reform measures’.65 While Theme Committee 4,
which was responsible for the Bill of Rights, had thus far uncontrover-
sially adopted a property clause which merely incorporated the 1993
Constitution’s restitution provisions into the property clause itself, the report on Land Rights threw the proverbial cat among the pigeons. Some objected to Theme Committee 6.3’s very discussion of property rights, while others sensed an opportunity to reopen the debate on property rights and to once again question their very inclusion in the Bill of Rights. As a result, the Draft Bill of Rights published by the Constitutional Assembly on 9 October 1995 included an option that there be ‘no property clause at all’.

It was in this context that an alternative option, a property clause including within it specific land rights, as well as a subclause insulating land reform from constitutional attack, began to gain momentum. While a strategy to insulate land restitution and land reform from constitutional attack had been implicit from early on in the debate, it was a suggestion in a submission to Theme Committee 6.3 that the property clause include a specific subclause insulating state action aimed at redressing past discrimination in the ownership and distribution of land rights, that the negotiators were able to rely upon as a compromise between those demanding the removal of the property clause and those who, like the Democratic Party, remained opposed to even the social democratic formulation modelled on the German Constitution. Still the debate raged on and the draft formulations of the property clause continued to evolve. Political agreement on the property clause was only finally reached at midnight on 18 April 1996, when subsection 28(8), the ‘affirmative action’ or insulation subclause of the property clause, was modified so as to make it subject to s 36(1), the general limitations clause of the Constitution.

The final property clause reflects the democratic origins of the Constitutional Assembly. It not only guarantees the restitution of land taken after 1913 and a right to legally secure tenure for those whose tenure is insecure as a result of racially discriminatory laws or practices, but also includes an obligation on the state to enable citizens to gain access to land on an equitable basis. Furthermore, the state is granted a limited exemption from the protective provisions of the property clause so as to empower it to take ‘legislative and other measures to achieve land, water and related reform, in order to redress the results of past racial discrimination’.

Despite agreement in the Constitutional Assembly, the property clause was presented to the Constitutional Court as violating the Constitutional Principles, this giving grounds for denying certification of the Constitution. Two major objections were raised: first, that unlike the Interim Constitution, the new clause did not expressly protect the right to acquire, hold and dispose of property; second, that the provisions governing expropriation and the payment of compensation were inadequate. The Constitutional Court rejected both of these arguments. First, the Court noted that the test to be applied was whether the formulation
of the right met the standard of a ‘universally accepted fundamental right’ as required by Constitutional Principle II. Second the Court surveyed international and foreign sources and observed that ‘[i]f one looks to international conventions and foreign constitutions, one is immediately struck by the wide variety of formulations adopted to protect the right to property, as well as by the fact that significant conventions and constitutions contain no protection of property at all’.75 In conclusion the Court argued that it could not ‘uphold the argument that, because the formulation adopted is expressed in a negative and not a positive form and because it does not contain an express recognition of the right to acquire and dispose of property, it fails to meet the prescription of CPU’.76 The second objection, against the standards for compensation, met the same fate, with the Court concluding that an ‘examination of international conventions and foreign constitutions suggests that a wide range of criteria for expropriation and the payment of compensation exists’, and thus the ‘approach taken in NT 25 [new text s 25] cannot be said to flout any universally accepted approach to the question’.77

Although it may be argued that the property clause in the final Constitution is unique to South Africa and is the product of South Africa’s particular history of dispossession, it is also important to note how resolution of the property question was framed by international options. While the Constitutional Court could argue that the particular formulation of the clause was compatible with global standards – given the variety of formulations in existence – it is also true that those who advocated that there should be no property clause in the Constitution were compelled by the politics of recognition of property rights to accept its inclusion.

The politics of constitution-making in this instance were thus bounded on both sides. Both the option of widespread nationalization initially advocated by the African National Congress, which may have been facilitated by the exclusion of a property clause, and the demands for a strict protection of property guaranteeing market-value compensation for any interference were silenced. Instead the parties were able to use the international and foreign lexicon of treaties, constitutions and case law to formulate a specifically South African compromise. This resolution both enabled the political transition and left open, for future fact-specific confrontations, the exact interpretation to be given to the new Constitution’s property clauses.

SHAPING LOCAL OPTIONS: GLOBALISM AND HYBRIDIZATION

While I have tried to trace the contribution international forces, examples and legal sources had on the making of the property clause in South Africa’s new Bill of Rights, as well as the impact of local histories, ideas
and struggles on its ultimate form, I will conclude by trying to specify the conditions that made such hybridity possible and the often unintended consequences of these developments. First, it is important to recognize why 'the international' might have had such valence in South Africa's transition. While the specific examples drawn upon by the particular players had no individual significance – from the United States, German and Canadian constitutional formulations, to the histories of the Indian Claims Commission in the United States, land reforms in Taiwan and South Korea and the equalization tax in postwar Germany, to constitutional conflicts over land reform in post-colonial India and the affirmative land rights provisions in the Papua New Guinean Constitution – their role as part of an international text had a major impact on the shaping of the alternatives open to the South African participants. The power of 'international experience', I would suggest, came not only from a fundamental belief that international norms provide an external point of reference for conflicting parties, as well as the ANC's strategic commitment to international norms as a means of precluding some of the most cherished claims of the ancien régime, but also from a history in which the anti-apartheid movement had long looked to international norms to sustain its critique of apartheid. As Nelson Mandela argued in explaining the ANC's adoption of a 'human rights programme' at the opening of the ANC's workshop on a future Bill of Rights in May 1991:

International human rights standards have provided the legal and moral inspiration for the struggle against the antithesis of civilised values: apartheid. By characterizing apartheid as a crime, by protecting our combatants, by describing certain aspects of apartheid as genocide, international rules have validated our struggle. As a result, the apartheid regime has treated such developments with disdain and contempt. We have been cut off from full membership of the international community through South Africa's refusal to adhere to the basic international texts governing human rights.78

Second, the process of negotiation and even serendipity – whether political or intellectual – in which the different interest groups and players posited alternative and often conflicting examples and formulations, created an unconscious process of hybridization. As some possibilities – such as nationalization or the total protection of all existing property rights – were precluded, other imaginable alternatives were produced from the remnants of past hopes and viable possibilities. These alternatives then became the building blocks of each successive formulation and reimagining.

Third, the two-stage constitution-making process adopted in the South African transition enabled the recognition of legitimate claims to
restitution, even if narrowly defined, in the first phase, to become the basis for the explicit limitation of property rights in the final Constitution. Not only was it possible to bring the right of restitution into the property clause, where it logically belonged, but the shift in power enabled the Constitutional Assembly – despite desperate struggles to the contrary – to include positive rights to land and an explicit affirmative exception for future land and water reform to be included within the property clause of the final Constitution.

Finally, despite the obvious gains made by those who participated in the struggle for the restitution of land taken by the apartheid regime through acts of forced removal, which will always represent the darkest face of the crime of apartheid, it is also necessary to face up to the unintended consequence of our victory – the protection of the wealth of apartheid’s beneficiaries. While it may be argued – and indeed was argued, at the ANC Conference on a Future Bill of Rights in 1991 – that a peaceful transition to democracy required important compromises including the recognition of existing property rights, it is also true that the focus on land left the country’s real wealth – now in companies, mines, stocks and bonds as well as urban housing – completely unchallenged.
Introducing a supreme Constitution has fundamentally changed the place of the judiciary in South Africa's constitutional and political order. Analysis of the judicial role, and the Constitutional Court in particular, has in consequence focused on developing an understanding of how the Court will go about its task of applying and interpreting the Constitution, and the Bill of Rights in particular. This approach relies, it has been argued, upon comparative constitutionalism to trace the history of 'ideological and jurisprudential struggle on the part of the judiciary to develop a coherent set of constitutional values which emanate clearly from a Bill of Rights and which can act as reliable signposts en route to a decision'. While this approach may be central to understanding the practice of advocates before the courts and indeed for identifying the relevant issues to which the Court will look in formulating its opinions in particular cases, I will argue that this approach provides only a part of the answer to the 'mighty problem' of judicial review.

Focusing on constitutional interpretation, and the explication of particular constitutional rights by courts in different parts of the world, fails to question how courts achieve the power, often in direct contradiction to a legislative majority or a popularly elected executive, to decide on issues of fundamental social importance. The doctrinal response is, of course, to point to the sections of the Constitution which explicitly grant the Court the power of judicial review, or failing which, to refer to case law in which the power was assumed. This response, however, fails in the face of a history in which courts, even when explicitly granted powers of judicial review, have either been 'executive-minded' in their deference to the executive or just failed to exercise this authority. This trajectory is evidenced even in the Supreme Court of the United States, which for long
periods of its history failed to uphold the rights of citizens against government and private violation.  

In the late twentieth century there was a globalization of the notion that individual rights, inscribed in written constitutions, are an essential part of democratic governance. However, little attention was paid to the institutional requirements and consequences of placing greater reliance on the courts, in introducing a justiciable bill of rights or constitutional supremacy, even though in the United States, which provided the model for constitutional review, the issue of reliance on the courts has been much discussed. The capacity of the courts – and a constitutional court in particular – is an essential prerequisite to the judiciary’s effective assertion of the power of constitutional review and thus becomes a central element in securing the future vibrancy of constitutional rights. I will argue that only an institutional analysis of how courts achieve, over time, the power to decide who decides, will enable us to develop a balanced understanding of the role the judiciary is now called upon to play in South Africa.

CREATING THE NEW CONSTITUTIONAL COURT

However, before turning to explore the role of the Constitutional Court, in both introducing constitutional review and managing the irreconcilable fissures of political conflict that continue to plague the new South Africa, it is necessary to look briefly at the creation of the Court itself. Once the parties in the Multi-Party Negotiating Process reached agreement requiring a future Constitutional Court to certify the consistency of the final Constitution with the Constitutional Principles, thus enabling the democratic transition to proceed, the parties focused their attention on the content of the Constitutional Principles as a way of continuing their struggles for particular outcomes – especially over regional powers and racially or ethnically-defined governance. Similarly, the crucial role of the future Constitutional Court brought increased attention to bear on the process of appointment for the Constitutional Court. In fact, the conflict over this process brought the multiparty negotiations, once again, perilously close to deadlock.

Initially little political attention was paid to the Technical Committee’s proposal that Constitutional Court judges be nominated by an all-party parliamentary committee and be appointed by a seventy-five per cent majority of both Houses of Parliament. However, as the significance of the Constitutional Court became increasingly clear, a major political conflict exploded. Although Chief Justice Michael Corbett submitted two separate memoranda on behalf of the judiciary, objecting to the proposals for a separate Constitutional Court contained in the Twelfth
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Report of the Technical Committee on Constitutional Issues, it was only after the National Party and African National Congress (ANC) reached a bilateral agreement in the closing days of the multiparty talks that the issue exploded. The Democratic Party was particularly concerned because in its view the proposals gave the executive 'the decisive say in the process of appointment to the Constitutional Court'.

The resolution involved an elaborate compromise, in which the executive appoints various members of the Constitutional Court for a non-renewable period of seven years, following three distinct processes. First, the President appoints a President of the Constitutional Court in consultation with the Cabinet and Chief Justice. Second, four members of the Court are appointed from among the existing judges of the Supreme Court after consultation between the President, Cabinet and the Chief Justice. Finally, the President, in consultation with the Cabinet and the President of the Constitutional Court, appoints six members from a list submitted by the Judicial Service Commission, which is dominated two-to-one by members of the legal fraternity. While the process of appointment remained essentially unchanged in the 1996 Constitution, the period of appointment was extended to twelve years and provision made for the terms of the existing justices to be extended subject to the requirement that they retire at age seventy. The result is the creation of a process in which due to the ages of various justices — and now also due to the promotion of Justice Mahomed to Chief Justice and the untimely death of Justice Didcott — the composition of the Constitutional Court will evolve, ensuring continuity.

The appointment in October 1994 of the last six of the eleven Constitutional Court judges, 'chosen after public hearings from a shortlist of 10 candidates compiled by the Judicial Services Commission', completed the first public process of judicial appointments in South African history. Despite criticism by opposition political parties of President Mandela's selection of judges from the list provided by the Judicial Service Commission, political commentator Steven Friedman argued that there was little public understanding of the Court's power. This he considered particularly worrying in a context where the political 'negotiators left parts of the constitution dealing with key political issues so vague that the court will have to use political judgment when it rules on them'. Given the deliberate postponement of so many unresolvable political conflicts in this first stage of negotiated constitution-making, including the constitutionality of the death penalty, Friedman argued 'it is particularly crucial that [the Court] be as representative of society as possible: all the major political viewpoints should be represented on it'. Although Friedman expressed concern that the public and the minority parties misunderstood the import of constitutionalism — believing that
the Court would be a purely technical, legal, body - and were thus 'destined for an unpleasant surprise', the Constitutional Court has, after only four years, become a central institution in the new South Africa. Despite popular attacks on some of its decisions - including the outlawing of the death penalty - and a unique political attack calling on five justices to recuse themselves on the grounds that they were personal friends of and had been appointed by President Mandela, the stream of election cases brought to the Court in the lead up to the 1999 elections demonstrated the institution’s capacity to incorporate and thus diffuse issues of intense political conflict.

INTRODUCING CONSTITUTIONAL REVIEW
The German constitutional scholar Brun-Otto Bryde uses the histories of the German, Hungarian and South African Constitutional Courts to demonstrate the important institutional roles these courts have played in stabilizing democracy in the context of constitutional transitions. His analysis describes the different courts’ specific roles as educator, protector of acquired rights and past interests, or as arbitrator in the context of these particular democratic transitions. Bryde identifies ‘institutional interests and preferences’ as being of primary significance in explaining a court’s strategic behaviour in protecting the constitution as ‘the basic source of its own institutional power’. He remains skeptical, however, about the ability of courts to play a major political role, concluding that this is dependent upon the acceptance of the court’s role by the wider legal culture and political system. It is, however, in my view, precisely the institutional dynamic of this ‘acceptance’ that is key to the institutionalization of judicial review.

To understand how a court achieves the institutional prerogative to decide who decides, it is necessary to focus on the judiciary’s early exercise of the power of constitutional or judicial review, particularly, on those cases when the courts first strike down the actions of the highest democratically-elected bodies. While Marshall CJ in *Marbury v Madison* implies that the courts must have the final word, as it is the role of the court to declare the law and there is no one else to resolve the meaning of the Constitution, in fact constitutional interpretation is continually engaged in by other organs of government. This section focuses on the question of how the courts achieve the institutional authority to decide who decides. It does not discuss the perhaps more fundamental issue of the differing capacities of competing institutions to make and implement particular decisions – or the normative claims of competing institutions to make particular constitutional decisions. In this analysis, ‘deciding who decides’ has two distinct aspects. The first is when the
courts must decide which institution – judicial, legislative or market – is best suited to resolve a particular social problem. The second involves the court’s assumption of the role of the institution which is the ultimate and final source of constitutional understanding and decision-making, in which the court of last instance assumes the right to decide who decides on the correct understanding of the constitution and the constitution’s allocation of decision-making powers. It is this latter aspect of the problem of institutional power that is the focus of my concern.

As a general proposition, I wish to begin by proposing that we should understand judicial or constitutional review as the historical consequence of two interacting elements. First, an objective element, produced by the interaction of two factors: (1) the traditional judicial role, as the determiner of rights; and (2) the emergence of systems of governance premised on the dispersion of governmental powers both horizontally among different branches of government and vertically among different levels of government – local, regional and national. On the one hand, judicial review is implicit in the judicial function and the adjudication of rights under the common law. Notions of natural rights and of the repugnancy of local laws to colonial statutes prefigure the assertion of the ‘testing right’. Perhaps, as some have implied, these elements lead inevitably to the development of the wider power of judicial review.28 On the other hand, the power of judicial review is implied in the creation of a supreme constitution and its allocation of governmental powers. The power to determine who decides is thus implicit, but remains largely unspecified, in a written constitution’s claim of legal supremacy.

While written constitutions have increasingly based the structure of government on the separation of powers and the distribution of powers across jurisdictions or levels of government – local, regional or national – it is only recently that explicit provision has been made for the courts to resolve conflicts over these allocations of power.29 For example, the question of jurisdiction over conflicts between branches of government became an issue of debate in the South African Constitutional Assembly and, while the power of constitutional review was extended to the Supreme Court of Appeal (former Appellate Division) and the High Courts (former Divisions of the Supreme Court), which have been given the power to declare an Act of Parliament invalid upon confirmation of the order by the Constitutional Court, the power to decide constitutional disputes between organs of state has been explicitly limited to the Constitutional Court.30 Prior to this type of explicit constitutional assignment, however, the judicial assumption of power to decide on the allocation of governmental powers flowed from the court’s common law role as determiner of rights in general and the law’s claim, since Magna Carta, to limit the powers of government. The implementation of this right to decide
who decides is one of the most important moments prefiguring the emergence of a vibrant constitutional democracy. It is the outcome of this moment, often repeated, in which the exercise of constitutional review by the judiciary is institutionally accepted, which secures the role of judicial review despite the oft-cited countermajoritarian dilemma.

A second, or subjective, element provides the space within which the court is able to develop increasing institutional legitimacy. It is interesting to note that in constitutional democracies as culturally and historically different as the Federal Republic of Germany and India, it is the Constitutional Court and the Supreme Court respectively that have consistently enjoyed, as institutions of governance, the highest degree of public approval and confidence. This second, or legitimating, element is premised, particularly in the early exercise of judicial power, on what may be termed – with no pun intended – judicious politics. Particular histories and context – both international and local – play a significant part in setting the stage upon which judicial review is introduced. While its ability to build legitimacy through its formal judicial role is a source of strength, the comparative institutional weakness of the judicial branch, by its very nature, requires the judiciary to be circumspect in its exercise of authority over the more resourced and powerful arms of government.

Human Rights, Constitutional Values and the Assertion of Judicial Authority

In its first politically important and publicly controversial holding, the South African Constitutional Court struck down the death penalty. Although there had been a moratorium placed on executions from the end of 1989, as part of the initial moves towards a negotiated transition, as many as 400 persons were awaiting execution at the time of the Court’s ruling. In declaring capital punishment unconstitutional, the Court emphasized that the transitional Constitution established a new order in South Africa, in which human rights and democracy are entrenched, and in which the Constitution is supreme.

The unanimous opinion of the Court, authored by the President of the Constitutional Court Arthur Chaskalson, was, however, judiciously tailored. Finding that the death penalty amounted, under most circumstances, to cruel and unusual punishment, Chaskalson P’s opinion declined to engage in a determinative interpretation of other sections of the Bill of Rights that may also have impacted upon the death penalty, such as the right to life, dignity and equality. The individual concurring opinions of the remaining ten justices were not as restrained. Despite their concurrence in Chaskalson P’s opinion, the remaining ten members of the Court went far beyond the majority opinion in their interpretation of other rights and in their prescriptions on the future trajectory of the
Court's jurisprudence. However, all the judges did join Chaskalson P in giving explicit and great weight to the introduction of constitutional review. They emphasized that the Court 'must not shrink from its task' of review, otherwise South Africa would return to parliamentary sovereignty and by implication to the unrestrained violation of rights so common under previous parliaments. Even the recognition that public opinion seemed to favour the retention of the death penalty was met with a clear statement that the Court would not 'allow itself to be diverted from its duty to act as an independent arbiter of the Constitution', and that public opinion in itself is 'no substitute for the duty vested in the Courts to interpret the Constitution and to uphold its provisions without fear or favour'. If public opinion were to be decisive, Chaskalson P argues, 'there would be no need for constitutional adjudication'.

The Court's blunt dismissal of public opinion is, however, mediated by a second line of argument which appears in a number of the concurring opinions. Here the Court grounds its approach to the death penalty in the recognition of a national will to transcend the past and to uphold the standards of a 'civilised democratic' society. Society's will to break with its past and to establish a community built on values antithetical to capital punishment is evidenced, according to the Court, in the adoption of a new Constitution and Bill of Rights. As O'Regan J argues, the 'new Constitution stands as a monument to this society's commitment to a future in which all human beings will be accorded equal dignity and respect'. In these arguments the justices seem to embrace the legal fiction of the 1993 Constitution's preamble, which, despite its negotiated status and formal adoption by the unrepresentative tricameral Parliament, announced that: 'We, the people of South Africa declare that ... [and] therefore [adopt] the following provisions ... as the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa.'

Embracing the 'altruistic and humanitarian philosophy which animates the Constitution enjoyed by us nowadays', as the true aspirations of the South African people Didcott J simultaneously rejected the undue influence of public opinion. First, Didcott J repeats Chaskalson P's citation of the statements by Powell and Jackson JJ of the United States Supreme Court, who argued respectively that the 'assessment of popular opinion is essentially a legislative, not a judicial, function', and that 'the very purpose of a bill of rights is to withdraw certain subjects from the vicissitudes of political controversy, to place them beyond the reach of majorities'. Didcott J then argues that the decision to abolish or retain capital punishment is a constitutional question, the determination of which is the duty of the Court and not of representative institutions.

This concurrent rejection of public opinion and embracing of national values is repeated by Kentridge AJ. Arguing that public opinion, 'even if expressed in Acts of Parliament, cannot be decisive', Kentridge
AJ suggests that, while clear public opinion ‘could not be entirely ignored’, the Court ‘would be abdicating from [its] ... constitutional function’ if it were ‘simply to defer to public opinion’. Kentridge AJ then proceeds to discount any evidence of public opinion on the grounds that there had been no referendum or recent legislation and instead he suggests that the reduction in executions after 1990 and the official executive moratorium on the death penalty, ‘while not evidence of general opinion, do cast serious doubt on the acceptability of capital punishment in South Africa’. These countermajoritarian concerns over the ‘appeal to public opinion’, are overshadowed, however, by a reliance on the ‘evolving standards of civilization’ which the Court infers are incorporated into South African jurisprudence by the country’s aspiration to be a free and democratic society. It is this national ambition, contained in the constitutional commitment ‘to promote the values which underlie an open and democratic society based on freedom and equality’, which the Court presents as the source of social mores underlying the new constitutional dispensation. It is in this context then that Kentridge AJ concludes that the ‘deliberate execution of a human, however depraved and criminal his conduct, must degrade the new society which is coming into being’. A similar reliance on the Constitution’s inherent morality as a source of a public or national will which supersedes simple public opinion can be found in Langa J’s argument that ‘implicit in the provisions and tone of the Constitution are values of a more mature society, which relies on moral persuasion rather than force; on example rather than coercion’.

The Court reached its unanimous conclusion despite evidence that capital punishment was subject to extensive debate in negotiations before and during the constitution-making process, which presented the Court with two interrelated problems. First, the Court had to position itself in relation to the constitution-making process, indicating what weight to give the views of the Constitution’s framers in interpreting it. Adducing evidence of the intent of the framers – despite their presence in society and even among members of the Court – presented a second problem, requiring the Court to consider the role of legislative history in the interpretive process. While South African courts have traditionally limited the use of legislative history to evidence on the ‘purpose and background of the legislation in question’, the Constitutional Court noted that courts in England, Australia and New Zealand had recently relaxed the exclusionary rule. Furthermore, that in ‘countries in which the constitution is similarly the supreme law, it is not unusual for the courts to have regard to the circumstances existing at the time the constitution was adopted, including the debates and writings which formed part of the process’. Following these developments, the Court accepted
the reports of the Technical Committees to the Multi-Party Negotiating Process as the ‘equivalent of the travaux préparatoires relied upon by the international tribunals’, to provide evidence of context for the interpretation of the Constitution.58 The Court, however, limited the scope of its reliance on these materials to the specific context of this and similarly situated cases ‘where the background material is clear, is not in dispute, and is relevant to showing why particular provisions were or were not included in the Constitution’.59

Although the founders are present, in society and in the Court, any attempt to ascertain their intent or to base interpretation of the Constitution on their original intent, is, according to the Court, confounded by the constitution-making process itself. While accepting the usefulness of background evidence provided by the record of the negotiations the Court cautions against reliance on the comments of individual participants in the constitution-making process ‘no matter how prominent a role they might have played’, as the Constitution is the ‘product of a multiplicity of persons’.60 The Court thus recognizes from its inception the problem of which most constitutional theories of original intent fail to take cognisance – the collective nature of the constitution-making exercise. While legislative history may provide a context in which to understand why various issues, such as the restitution clauses, were included or excluded as products of political compromises and exchanges between the negotiating partners, the rules of aggregation in fact provide a completely separate source of delegation to future generations of the need to decide on particular meanings or issues.61 Thus the Court manages both to recognize the relevance of framers’ intent and to free itself from claims to know that intent which many of the living framers might muster.

Having accepted the salience of legislative history, the Court argues that the ‘clear failure to deal specifically in the Constitution with this issue [the death penalty] was not accidental’.62 Support for this conclusion is found in the ‘Solomonic solution’ proposed by the South African Law Commission in its Interim Report on Group and Human Rights in 1991, under which ‘a Constitutional Court would be required to decide whether a right to life expressed in unqualified terms could be circumscribed by a limitations clause contained in a bill of rights’.63 Thus the Court concludes that the failure of the founders to resolve this issue left to the Constitutional Court the duty to decide whether the ‘provisions of the pre-constitutional law making the death penalty a competent sentence for murder and other crimes’, are consistent with the fundamental rights enshrined in the Constitution.64

In striking down the death penalty, the Constitutional Court, boldly and unanimously, asserted its constitutional authority despite concerns that its decision might have flown in the face of the democratic will.
However, it is important to remember here that despite what might have been general public support of the death penalty, here the Court was, as a new post-apartheid institution, striking down the practice of the old regime, a practice which had been laden with racial disparity and seen as a tool used against those who fought against apartheid – such as Solomon Mahlangu,65 the young ANC guerilla after whom the exiled-ANC's Solomon Mahlangu Freedom College in Arusha, Tanzania, was named. In this context, then, it was possible for the Constitutional Court both to assert its authority as the new guardian of human rights and to assert its authority as interpreter of the Constitution.

Conflicting Powers and the Insinuation of Authority

The South African Court's bold assertion of its constitutional powers in the Death Penalty Case stands in marked contrast to the Court's dramatic shift in approach to the use of its power, just three months later, in a case involving the demarcation of local government boundaries and constituencies – the Western Cape Case66 – in which the Court declared s 16A of the Local Government Transition Act 209 of 1993 (LGTA) an unconstitutional delegation of legislative power to the executive. Here the Court carefully crafted its assertion of constitutional authority so as to placate all the contending parties. In order to understand the Constitutional Court's response in Western Cape, it is necessary to provide some background. While South Africa's first democratic elections were held on 27 April 1994, the final demise of apartheid governance and the completion of the formal process of democratization would only be completed in 1999 with the full implementation of the 1996 Constitution. The second wave of democratization – the local government elections – took place in November 1995 and was to have extended democratic participation to local government. However, a number of areas including the whole of the province of KwaZulu-Natal and the important metropolitan area of Cape Town, were only able to hold local government elections in the first half of 1996.

Recognizing the difficulty of creating democratic local governments in a situation characterized by racial segregation and apartheid town planning, the negotiating parties established a special transitional regime for the restructuring of local government prior to the holding of local elections. Issues surrounding the restructuring of local government were, however, politicized by the determination of the National Party to protect a high degree of local autonomy, as a way to ensure local community control of resources. Furthermore, the ANC acknowledged that, given the system of proportional representation employed to elect national and regional government, it was important that there be some
degree of direct representation at the local level so as to bring government closer to the people.

Tensions over the question of local government were resolved through a political compromise requiring that half the wards of any local government be assigned to formerly white, coloured and Indian race zones. This compromise was entrenched in the interim Constitution so as to ensure that within any local government area the ‘minority’ vote could prevent the African majority from obtaining the two-thirds majority needed to pass a local budget on its own. This consociational guarantee was negotiated by the apartheid regime as part of the transitional Constitution in order to prevent any dramatic transfer of local resources from the wealthy ‘white’ suburbs to the resource-starved African townships. The LGTA was negotiated under this constitutional framework as a mechanism to recreate local government before the holding of democratic local government elections.

It was within this contested political context and with the backdrop of the victory of the National Party in the provincial elections in the Western Cape that the demarcation case arose. The conflict erupted when President Mandela, acting in accordance with amending powers granted the executive in s16A of the LGTA, amended the Act: (1) transferring the power to appoint members of local demarcation committees away from provincial government – where it had been assigned when the administration of the LGTA had been assigned to provincial governments; and (2) limiting the wide powers of local administrators of the Act to make rules relating to the demarcation of local government structures and the division of such structures into wards. Mandela’s actions were motivated by, and effectively reversed, an attempt by the National Party provincial government in the Western Cape to demarcate the Cape Town metropolitan area so as to concentrate all the resource-poor African areas into one local government area, thus excluding any of these areas from a neighbouring, extremely wealthy, white, Afrikaans-dominated area. Given the historic structure of the Western Cape, this would have excluded all Africans from voting in this particular area. While the ANC objected to this process of demarcation, the National Party in the Western Cape accused the national government of interfering in provincial matters. When the Provincial Government lost its first challenge to Mandela’s directives, the National Party vowed to take the fight for Western Cape independence into the streets if the courts could not defend what they believed to be a constitutional right to provincial autonomy.

In rejecting the Western Cape claim, the Provincial Division of the Supreme Court said that the Parliament’s amendment of the LGTA had effectively transferred Parliament’s highest legislative powers to President
Mandela by ‘allowing the President to make laws in its place’. On appeal, the Constitutional Court was faced with resolving a crisis that by early September 1995 was threatening to prevent the holding of nation-wide local government elections and to halt the very process of democratic transition away from apartheid. Deflecting the potentially explosive issue of provincial autonomy and avoiding the politically sensitive issue of local government demarcation, the Constitutional Court raised the constitutionality of the legislature’s delegation of amending powers to the executive, calling into question the constitutionality of section 16A of the Act, which was the legal basis upon which President Mandela had acted.

In reversing the lower court and striking down Mandela’s proclamations and Parliament’s amendment of the LGTA, the Constitutional Court was hailed by opponents of the government as defenders of the Constitution, for standing up to the ANC-dominated executive and legislature, and for fulfilling the promise of judicial review. However, when President Mandela publicly praised the Constitutional Court’s decision, stating that ‘this judgment is not the first, nor will it be the last, in which the Constitutional Court assists both the government and society to ensure constitutionality and effective governance’, it became clear that the Court had effectively traversed the ‘fundamental questions of constitutional law’ and ‘matters of grave public concern’ which Chaskalson J had raised in the opening paragraphs of the Court’s decision.

The sting of the ruling against the legislature was removed, in part, by the remedy granted – giving the legislature a period of time to correct the defect in the Act – and executive concern was addressed by the Court’s tacit support for the powers of central government over the provinces in controlling the restructuring and regulation of local government. To be sure, the Constitutional Court had, for the first time, struck down intensely politicized legislation passed by a democratically elected Parliament and a highly popular President, but closer examination of the Court’s handling of the division of powers – particularly the transitional powers granted to the President by the Constitution for the purpose of moving the society beyond apartheid – reveals a judicious style of intervention reminiscent of Marbury v Madison in its satisfaction of the immediate interests of one side while asserting for itself, and in this case for the majority government, powers that were far more important over the long run.

The Western Cape provincial government’s argument was based on three elements: first, on the constitutional protection of provincial autonomy in the constitutional requirement that the majority of Senators of a province must approve any legislation affecting the boundaries, powers or functions of the province; second, on similar protections of provincial autonomy in the amending sections of the interim Constitution;
and third, on the argument that the national government’s action encroached upon the geographical, functional and institutional integrity of the province as guaranteed in Constitutional Principle XXII contained in Schedule 4 of the 1993 Constitution. Instead of finding for the Western Cape on issues of provincial autonomy, which would have played directly into the continuing and growing conflict between the ANC-dominated national government and the two provinces – Western Cape and KwaZulu-Natal, controlled by non-ANC governments – the Court determined that there was a larger, prior question that required it to declare the President’s actions in the Western Cape unconstitutional. Simultaneously, however, the Court made it clear that control over local government is constitutionally assigned to the National Parliament. While the Western Cape won the case, it not only failed to achieve the degree of provincial autonomy it was seeking, but also established a precedent denying it that autonomy.

While the case focused on the constitutionality of s 16A of the LGTA and whether the President’s proclamations could nevertheless be saved from constitutional attack by reliance upon the President’s transitional powers, the case effectively introduced a constitutional scheme guiding the exercise of Presidential authority under the transitional sections of the Constitution and determining the allocation of powers between national and provincial government. Rejecting the President’s argument that, despite the unconstitutionality of his amending powers, his actions were saved by the transitional powers granted to the executive in the Constitution, the Court carefully detailed the scope of Presidential power in terms of the transitional sections of the Constitution. Preserving the bulk of Presidential actions in the transition, the Court carefully crafted a clearer basis upon which the President could continue to act to facilitate the democratic transition.

The crafting of these powers illustrates the way in which the Court asserted its power to decide who decides while creating the opportunity for the dominant institutional powers to embrace its role. The Court’s argument followed a number of steps. First, the Court argued that in order to ensure constitutional continuity, the interim Constitution contained specific mechanisms dealing with the continuation of laws and transitional arrangements for the allocation of executive authority. Second, the Court argued that the Constitution facilitates this process by empowering the President to assign the administration of particular categories of laws to ‘competent authorities’ and to amend or adapt such law to the extent that the President considers it necessary for the ‘efficient carrying out of the assignment’.67

While the court easily agreed on the constitutional framework created to achieve these transitional goals, there was dissension over the definition
of the President's powers to amend such laws in terms of s 235(8). While there seems to be agreement among the justices that the exercise of presidential authority under s 235(8) was limited to the degree an amendment was necessary for the efficient carrying out of the assignment, there were differing opinions as to the extent of amendment allowed once this jurisdictional fact entitling the President to amend or adapt had been satisfied. There were three distinct positions taken by the justices in this regard. The most expansive declaration of Presidential authority was articulated by Madala and Ngoepe JJ, who argued that the interim Constitution adopted 'a robust attitude towards the plethora of laws which were in force at the commencement of the Constitution', and therefore the President is granted fairly extensive powers to deal with 'deficiencies which are already inherent in the law'. Although this analysis seemed to grant the President fairly extensive powers of amendment, it was in fact limited by the requirement that these powers address 'deficiencies which are already inherent in the law', which would raise doubts as to whether the President could amend in order to deal with deficiencies which arise in the post-constitutional period and which were not 'inherent in the law'. The most restrictive analysis of the President's power was that implicit in the judgments of Chaskalson and Kriegler JJ (joined by Langa and Didcott JJ), which limited the President's power to amendments that make the old laws 'fit the new situation', or which 'tailor existing laws to suit the new provincial structures' in order to 'achieve efficiency in the functional administration of the assigned laws'. The third analysis of the President's authority to amend in terms of s 235(8) is offered by Mahomed J, who argued that the amendment would not be subject to challenge so long as it 'is rationally capable of facilitating the efficient carrying out of the assignment and rationally capable of regulating the application or interpretation of the law'.

While handing a public victory to the Western Cape provincial government, the Court achieved a number of important goals. First, the Court demonstrated its willingness to protect provincial governments from unconstitutional national interference, giving those who demand greater regional autonomy space in which to imagine the continued vitality of their own constitutional visions. Second, it clarified the President's powers to facilitate the political transition through executive amendment of pre-constitutional laws. Third, and most significant for the implementation of constitutional review, the Court asserted its own right to determine, through constitutional interpretation, to whom or to which institution the power to decide particular matters has been constitutionally assigned.

Differences between the Death Penalty Case and the Western Cape demarcation case are clear. The Death Penalty Case involved the interpretation of
fundamental rights and the striking down of law and practice that was closely associated with the violations and inequalities of the apartheid era. The demarcation case involved the allocation of powers between levels of government under an Act negotiated by all parties as part of the transition to democracy. The salience of this difference lies in the distinction between a court’s role in the adjudication of rights and in the allocation of powers. In deciding on the relative powers of the legislature and the executive and of the national and the provincial, the Court faces the threat that any of these sites of governmental power could ignore or publicly disregard the Court’s decision.73 As Chief Justice Warren Burger noted with respect to Marbury: ‘the Court could stand hard blows but not ridicule, and the ale houses would [have rocked] with hilarious laughter’ had Chief Justice Marshall issued a mandamus that the Jefferson administration ignored.74

Although the Constitutional Court could present itself in the Death Penalty Case as the guardian of human rights, declaring itself in contradiction to the old judiciary to be a new and different court created specifically to overcome the legacy of apartheid, striking down the acts of both President Mandela and the new democratic Parliament posed greater dangers. Here was both the opportunity to consolidate the Court’s role as guardian of a supreme Constitution and also the danger of being perceived to be upholding the anti-democratic designs of the former apartheid ruling party in the Western Cape. Ultimately, the Court’s handling of this problem – despite initial uncertainty within the Court – was masterful. The Court took the opportunity to demonstrate the centrality of constitutional supremacy and its own authority as final interpreter of the allocation of constitutional power in the new constitutional order, but in a manner which drew acceptance if not unqualified support from all the parties.

Law’s Majesty and Deference to Democratic Institutions
While the conclusion in the Death Penalty Case, that the issue of the death penalty was left for the Constitutional Court to resolve, was logically drawn from the history of the death penalty discussion in the negotiations, it simultaneously revealed how the Court’s constitutional jurisdiction is viewed by both the participants in the constitution-making process and the members of the Court. While the justices of the Court understand their jurisdiction ‘as the court of final instance over all matters relating to the interpretation, protection and enforcement of the provisions of this Constitution’,75 the assumption that the framers of the Constitution, in the name of ‘We the people’ would simply delegate such an important decision to the Court, is extraordinary. This extraordinary degree of delegation was, however, repeated and magnified in the role the Constitutional Court was
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given to determine whether a new ‘final’ Constitution, once sanctioned by at least two-thirds of the members of the democratically-elected Constitutional Assembly, was substantively in accordance with the Principles contained in Schedule 4 of the interim Constitution. While these delegations of constitutional authority reflected both a postponement of conflicts among the framers of the interim Constitution as well as their faith in judicial processes, it also reflected a failure to understand the delicate institutional role the Court would find itself in. Poised as the lightning rod for claims of right and struggles to transform the country, the repeated concern of the Constitutional Court to address its countermajoritarian dilemma is understandable.

While the exercise of constitutional review in Western Cape may be viewed as an example of the Court mediating a conflict between different levels of government, its significance lies in the Court’s exercise of its role as final arbiter in a conflict over the Constitution’s allocation of the power to decide highly politicized questions of democratic participation. The certification process, in which the Constitutional Court was required to certify that the constitutional text produced by the Constitutional Assembly met the parameters of the Constitutional Principles contained in the 1993 Constitution, provides a further, unique example, in the context of a democratic transition, in which a Constitutional Court is required to exercise its role as final arbiter on constitutional scope and meaning, and in so doing is required to skirt the outer reaches of its institutional capacity. While unique in its specifics, the certification process reflects issues of constitutional review which may in the future arise in the context of challenges to duly enacted constitutional amendments similar to those that have been reflected in the ‘basic structure’ jurisprudence of the Indian Supreme Court. Not only is the Court being asked to interpret a Constitution adopted by ‘the people’, but in the case of constitutional amendments the Court is called upon to evaluate the very constituent power of ‘the people’ upon whose will its legitimacy as guardian of entrenched rights is premised.

Declaring the new text of the final constitution ‘unconstitutional’, despite its adoption after last-minute political compromises by eighty-six per cent of the democratically elected Constitutional Assembly, was on its face a bold assertion of the power of judicial review. Yet, the Constitutional Court’s denial of certification was far more measured and subtly crafted than this bold assertion of ‘unconstitutionality’ implies. In fact, the Constitutional Court was careful to point out in its unanimous, unattributed, opinion, that ‘in general and in respect of the overwhelming majority of its provisions’, the Constitutional Assembly had met the predetermined requirements of the Constitutional Principles. In effect then, this was a very limited and circumscribed ruling. This view was confirmed.
when the major political parties rejected any attempt to use the denial of certification as a tool to reopen debates; instead the Constitutional Assembly focused solely on the issues raised by the Constitutional Court.77

This outcome was implicit in the Court's handling of its own role in the certification process. Instead of trumpeting its constitutional duty to review the work of the Constitutional Assembly, the Court was careful to point out that the Constitutional Assembly had a large degree of latitude in its interpretation of the principles and that the role of the Constitutional Court was judicial and not political. While this may be dismissed as the posture of a Court merely hiding behind legalism, in fact this deference to the democratic constitution-making process shaped the Court's approach to its task. In defining its mode of review, the Court specifically identified two separate questions. First, the Court would examine whether the 'basic structures and premises of the NT [were in] ... accordance with those contemplated in the CPs [i.e., Constitutional Principles]'. Conducting this inquiry, the Court established a minimum threshold which the Constitutional Assembly had to meet and found that in fact the New Text satisfied those standards. The significance of this approach is that, despite arguments that the certification judgments are unique, in fact the Court is granted jurisdiction and called upon in the final Constitution to determine the constitutionality of any future Constitutional Amendment.78 Significantly, at least two justices of the Constitutional Court have made reference to the notion of the basic structure of the Constitution used by the Indian Supreme Court in its jurisprudence striking down validly enacted Constitutional Amendments. To this extent the Constitutional Assembly and the Court have left open the future of the Court's role in the formal constitution-making or amending process under the final Constitution.

Second, the Court's methodology held that only once the Court decided that the New Text accorded with the basic structure and premises would the Court turn to an analysis of whether the details of the New Text complied with the Constitutional Principles. In making this turn to a detailed analysis of the content of the New Text, the Court asserted both its power and its duty to ensure compliance by testing the text against the Constitutional Principles, but the Court was also very careful to limit the scope of this review. This limiting strategy was accomplished by asserting the formal legal distinction between politics and law.79 The Court noted that it 'has a judicial and not a political mandate' and that this 'judicial function, a legal exercise' meant that the Court had 'no power, no mandate and no right to express any view on the political choices made by the CA [i.e., Constitutional Assembly] in drafting the NT [i.e., New Text]'80 While the Court asserted that its interpretation of the Constitutional Principles was consistent with its jurisprudential commitment to a
purposive and teleological application that gives 'expression to the commitment to “create a new order” based on a “sovereign and democratic constitutional state” in which “all citizens” are “able to enjoy and exercise their fundamental rights and freedoms”'

In contrast, however, the Court took a robust view of its judicial role of establishing legal precedent. Faced with the dilemma of alternative constructions in which one interpretation could be held to be in violation of the Constitutional Principles, the Court adopted the traditional judicial strategy of upholding that interpretation which would avoid a declaration of unconstitutionality. This raised the spectre of a future Court revisiting the issue and adopting an interpretation which would have been in violation of the Constitutional Principles. In this 'judicial' context the Court claimed the power to bind the future, holding that a 'future court should approach the meaning of the relevant provision of the NT on the basis that the meaning assigned ... in the certification process ... should not be departed from save in the most compelling circumstances'.

The Court took a similarly robust attitude to its judicial role in its second certification judgment, when it finally certified the final Constitution. In this case the Court was faced with attempts by political parties and other interested groups to reopen issues which had not been identified as the basis for the Court's refusal to certify in the first round of the certification process. While accepting these challenges, the Court noted the 'sound jurisprudential basis for the policy that a Court should adhere to its previous decisions unless they are shown to be clearly wrong ... [and that] having regard to the need for finality in the certification process and in view of the virtual identical composition of the Court that considered the questions barely three months ago, that policy is all the more desirable here'. As a result, the Court made it clear that a party wishing to extend the Court's review beyond those aspects identified in the first certification judgment would have a 'formidable task'. Through this reliance on a classic judicial strategy of deference to past decisions, the Court was able significantly to limit the scope of its role in the final certification judgment. It was this change in posture towards the certification process and the fact that the Constitutional Assembly fully addressed all but one of the Court's concerns that ensured a swift certi-
fication on the second round. Significantly, the Court now relied less on the specifics of the Constitutional Principles and instead emphasized the fundamental elements of constitutionalism contained in the text – ‘founding values which include human dignity, the achievement of equality, the recognition and advancement of human rights and freedoms, the supremacy of the Constitution and the rule of law’. While the Court still had to recognize that the powers and functions of the provinces – the most contentious issue in the whole constitution-making process – remained in dispute between the parties, the Court held in essence that the removal of the presumption of constitutional validity of bills passed by the National Council of Provinces (NCOP) had tipped the balance. Thus, despite the recognition that provincial powers and functions in the Amended Text remained less than or inferior to those accorded to the provinces in terms of the interim Constitution, this was not substantially so, and therefore no longer a basis for denying certification.

Thrust into this unique role of arbiter in the second and final phase of the constitution-making process, the Constitutional Court was faced with a number of distinct pressures. First, the democratically-elected Constitutional Assembly represented the pinnacle of the country’s new democratic institutions empowered with the task of producing the country’s final Constitution – the end product of the formal transition. Given a history of parliamentary sovereignty and the failure of the courts to check the anti-democratic actions of the executive in the dark days of apartheid and during the States of Emergency, how was a newly appointed Constitutional Court going to stand up against the first truly democratic constitution-making body in South African history?

Second, the credibility of the Constitutional Court was at stake. As the Court heard argument on the Certification of the Constitution, numerous sectors, including important elements within the established legal profession, openly speculated whether the Court had sufficient independence to stand up to the Constitutional Assembly, particularly over the key issue of the entrenchment of the Bill of Rights. Had the Court not refused certification on at least this ground, it would, in this view, have amounted to a failure of the certification function and proof that the Court lacked the necessary independence.

Third, the Constitutional Court’s certification powers were not only unique but were to be exercised on the basis of a set of Constitutional Principles negotiated in the pre-election transition. The Principles had, in the dying days of the multiparty negotiations and in the context of the Concerned South Africans Group (Consag) rebellion, become the focus of unresolved demands leading to the incorporation of a number of contradictory principles designed more to keep the contending participants within the process than to establish a coherent set of constitutional
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principles by which a future draft Constitution could be judged. Significantly, however, the basic framework of Principles, tracing their heritage from the ANC's Constitutional Principles of 1988, the Harare Declaration, the United Nations General Assembly Resolution on Apartheid, the Conference for a Democratic Future and finally adopted by the major parties at the Convention for a Democratic South Africa (Codesa) remained at the core of the Constitutional Principles. It was this basic framework, guaranteeing broad democratic participation, a justiciable bill of rights and an independent judiciary, that provided the fundamental assumptions of the Constitutional Court's analysis of both the content of the text and the Court's role in the certification process.

Fourth, the Constitutional Court's review of the text was permeated with the Court's own unarticulated assumptions with respect to the institutional implications of the new constitutionalism. These assumptions are exposed in the Court's response to those elements of the text which held implications for its own institutional role. In fact, many of the grounds upon which the Court declined to certify the text had institutional implications for the Court. This may be seen, for example, in the Court's demands to strengthen the procedures and threshold for amendment of the Bill of Rights, its striking down of attempts to insulate the labour clause from judicial review, and the use of the presumption that a bill passed by the NCOP could indicate a national interest overriding separate regional interest to tip the balance against the adequacy of the basket of regional powers. Thus, without explicit acknowledgment, nor even necessary awareness, the Court's approach to the new text indicated a profound concern with guaranteeing the institutional prerogatives of the Court as the institutional repository of the power to decide who decides. It was the imperative to secure the role of the Court as guardian of a constitutional democracy based on the explicit foundations of constitutional supremacy that weighted the balance in the First Certification Judgment.

DEFENDING THE COURT’S LEGITIMACY

In asserting its constitutional powers the judiciary constantly recognizes its ultimate reliance on both the executive and legislative branches to enforce its holdings on the one hand and to protect its independence on the other. As a consequence of this weak institutional position, the Court carefully negotiates its way through conflicts which could elicit direct attacks on the independence of the judiciary or the tenure of individual judges, and even attempts to restructure the Court's jurisdiction so as to limit the institution's power. It is the Court's ability to embrace and control the power of institutional choice – to allocate the right to decide as
between the different coexisting jurisdictions – without becoming the

Of course this is no guarantee that the Court will avoid becoming embroiled

In each the Court managed to issue a decision that asserted its ultimate authority to decide without drawing the fire of other governmental institutions or appearing to shake things up so much that its own institutional legitimacy was questioned. When a challenge did come in an application for the recusal of justices, which if acceded to would have destroyed the Court’s quorum, it had little if any impact on the Court’s growing legitimacy.

In this sense the judiciary’s source of institutional legitimacy and power lies as much in its ability to insinuate itself institutionally in conflicts over the separation and distribution of powers as it does in its defence of rights. According to this understanding, it is the Court’s success in achieving a viable institutional role vis-à-vis the co-ordinate branches of government which enables it to insist upon its role as the interpreter of rights. Thus it escapes questions over its self-appointment as the institution of choice for deciding the meaning and scope of constitutional rights. In this way the judiciary draws upon its legacy as the determiner of rights between parties and creates a space, or node of power, from within which continually to assert its institutional right to be the final arbiter of the meaning of the Constitution.

The legitimacy of judicial review in South Africa, but elsewhere as well, is built instead on twin foundations. First, on a strategy of judicial deference, in wielding the power of institutional choice between the more powerful sites of governmental power. Second, in the judicial seizing of a supreme role in the interpretation of constitutional rights, which is both historically consistent with the judicial function and is premised upon the self-allocation of the interpretive power. It is only in times of heightened social conflict – whether based on a rights consciousness engendered by constitutionally endorsed yet frustrated aspirations, or on social changes beyond the Court’s responsive capacities – that the power of the Court to make these determinant institutional choices is politically exposed and brought into question, and when the co-ordinate branches of government will successfully assert a greater role in either deciding on the parameters of the Constitution or abandoning it altogether.
The adoption locally of a globally bounded notion of democratic constitutionalism both enables political reconstruction in the democratic transition and tests the capacity of the incorporated framework to address the conflicts arising from often irreconcilable political demands. The realm of bounded possibilities created by the introduction of constitutionalism is constantly infused with the incompatible constitutional imaginations of local contestants. The challenge in this context is whether constitutionalism may provide an institutional mechanism that would in effect civilize the political conflicts which until now have tended to degenerate into violent confrontation.

The creation and legitimation of a constitutional court provides a unique institutional site within which the process of mediation between alternative constitutional imaginations may be sustained. It creates the possibility that the judiciary in its role as ultimate interpreter of the Constitution will be able to sustain and civilize the tensions inherent in the repeated referral and contestation of essentially irreconcilable political differences. This chapter will explore how the introduction of constitutionalism creates a political space in which alternative and often irreconcilable visions may be pursued and contested. Focusing on particular struggles over participation, equality and social resources, I will seek to show how the constitutional aspirations of contesting forces may be simultaneously bounded and incorporated. I will argue that the impact of constitutionalism is to allow these different political factions the opportunity to continue to imagine their own place within a common constitutional future by keeping alive alternative spaces or possibilities of justice.

THE PARAMETERS OF CONSTITUTIONAL IMAGINATION

Despite the institutional fragility of constitutional review, its successful insinuation into public life provides a unique institutional mechanism
for the management of irreconcilable political conflicts. Unlike the executive and legislature, which are viewed as dominated by particular, even if frequently changing, political interests, an independent constitutional court may provide a forum in which to seek goals or protections that are at least temporarily otherwise politically unattainable. This process requires, however, the applicants to mould their positions so that their claims will resonate with the social and normative commitments enshrined in the Constitution. Furthermore, the incremental approach taken by courts – deciding only what is absolutely necessary to dispose of each case – and the increasing application of or reliance on ‘universal’ values, makes it a prime site for the moulding of local initiatives with international or global prerogatives. The effect is to allow the contestants to continue to imagine their own preferred social options as constitutionally sustainable, while simultaneously requiring them to reshape and mould their visions into a tapestry of internationally recognized rights and locally generated variations.

Although such a constitution – steeped in ‘universal’ values – and such a constitutional court – both independent and legitimate – may be presented as an ideal type in a world of varied constitutions and politically-charged constitutional courts, it is also true that the post–cold war wave of constitutionalism has seen an expansion of this model to many new contexts. While these new constitutions and institutions are performing different roles with varied success and limited possibilities, it is the potential of this one particular role that is most clearly highlighted in the South African context. To illustrate these processes – of sustainable imaginations and bounded visions – this chapter will focus on two different aspects of the South African Constitutional Court’s work. First, by looking once again to the Makwanyane (Death Penalty) decision, I will explore how the Court went about the process of defining the source and scope of the fundamental rights protected in the Constitution. This enables us to view the relative impact of both local and international values in the Court’s early rights jurisprudence. Second, by looking to specific areas of conflict that have been ’civilized’ in the political transition despite their propensity to evoke high emotions and often dangerous confrontations. The latter may be identified as two particular sets of problems, each arising in relation to two different and specific political communities. On the one hand, there are language and educational conflicts that have been the focus of the cultural claims of white Afrikaners who remained opposed to the political transition. On the other hand, there are conflicts over traditional leadership and regional autonomy which have been waged alternatively in the name of indigenous culture, Zulu tradition, federalism and limited government and have been most intense in KwaZulu-Natal, where they have been the political source of violent conflict between the Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP) and the African National
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Congress (ANC). The Court’s engagement with these two sets of political conflicts, and the enforced dialogue of the judicial process, demonstrate the potential that democratic constitutionalism holds for the management and ‘civilizing’ of these irreconcilable differences.

The Scope and Source of Fundamental Rights

Despite their concurrence in the *Makwanyane* decision and their general acceptance of the Court’s two-stage approach to the interpretation of fundamental rights, the justices of the Constitutional Court adopted significantly different reasons for striking down the death penalty. All eleven opinions accepted that the method of interpretation involves a broad interpretation of the right followed by an application of the limitations clause, requiring the state to justify its interference in the right ‘according to the criteria prescribed by s 33’. Where they differed was in their reliance on different rights as the basis of their analysis and in whether they treated each of the different rights as a separate basis for striking down capital punishment or as informing the content of a single right, the violation of which was the sole ground upon which the decision was based.

This difference, while of little significance to the outcome in the case, reflected a distinction between a case-by-case extrapolation of individual rights and an approach which makes bold declarations as to the extent of all rights implicated in a case and then relies on the limitations analysis to confine the implications of such expansive rights. These alternative approaches hold different implications for the scope and application of the fundamental rights protected by the Constitution. In the first approach, adopted by Chaskalson P, the Court tailored its analysis of the right by first giving a ‘generous’ and ‘purposive’ meaning to the right chosen – the right prohibiting ‘cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment’ – and then giving further texture to the meaning of s 11(2) by interpreting those rights associated with s 11(2) in Chapter 3: the rights to life, dignity and equality. This judicious strategy enables the Court to give a broad and contextualized definition to the right at issue without being overly concerned about the impact its decision may have on other areas of legal conflict far removed from the case at hand. While the extrapolation of these associated rights does indeed give clues as to the Court’s views on the scope and form of those rights, it does not create legal expectations as to the specific content of those rights.

In the second approach, followed by most of the concurring judgments, different rights are applied to the problem of capital punishment as ‘separate and independent standards with which all punishments must comply’. While this approach has the advantage of issuing broad declaratory definitions of all rights implicated in a particular case, it
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poses the danger of creating a jurisprudence of exceptions – requiring the Court, when faced with a different set of facts and concerns, either to modify its own previous definition or to fall back on the limitations clause so as to preclude the implications of its own declaratory positions. In Makwanyane the repeated declarations of the centrality of the right to life to all other fundamental rights and even the insistence that the Court's decision be based primarily on the right to life, led to a narrowing of the definition of the right to life itself. Didcott J, for example, based his reasoning, first, on the right to life and, second, on the prohibition against cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment. The need to define each right as a separate and independent ground for declaring capital punishment unconstitutional required Didcott J to adopt a narrow definition of the constitutional right to life, arguing:

It suffices for the purposes of this case to say that the proclamation of the right and the respect for it demanded from the State must surely entitle one, at the very least, not to be put to death by the State deliberately, systematically and as an act of policy that denies in principle the value of the victim's life.9

The value of this approach is its emphasis on the broad definition of fundamental rights. Its more traditional application of the right, however, to as specific a level of generality as possible – so as to avoid deciding any more than what needs to be decided by the case before the Court – holds the danger of creating a sense of dissonance between the expectations created by a generous and purposive interpretation on the one hand, and the narrow scope given the right in its application on the other. A similar concern led to a debate over the application of the requirement that any limitation on a right not negate the essential content of the right. Although it was suggested that the death penalty would seem to violate this standard, the Court declined to give meaning to this provision and signalled that this particular requirement could present an interpretive problem in the future.10 Taking this cue, the Constitutional Assembly in fact removed this particular standard from the limitations clause of the final Constitution.11

Just as the constitutional provision of the 1993 Constitution mandating that the essential content of a right not be negated was recognized as having 'entered constitutional law through the provisions of the German Constitution', the Court's discussion of the source of constitutional values recognizes that the Court has the ability to draw on a vast range of sources in interpreting the Constitution. The Court, however, emphasized that s 35(1) of the 1993 Constitution did not require, but rather permitted, the courts to 'have regard to' public international law, which, it argued, 'may provide guidance as to the correct interpretation
of particular provisions' of Chapter 3.\textsuperscript{15} Significantly, the admonition in s 35 of the 1993 Constitution, requiring the courts to 'have regard to public international law applicable to the protection of the rights entrenched' was strengthened in s 39 of the 1996 Constitution to read that, when interpreting the Bill of Rights, the Court 'must consider international law', so that the Court is now required to address the interpretation of rights given in international documents and by international fora. Caution is urged, however, in respect to the use of comparative bill of rights jurisprudence and foreign case law. The Court notes that these sources 'will no doubt be of importance, particularly in the early stages of the transition when there is no developed indigenous jurisprudence in this branch of the law', but 'will not necessarily offer a safe guide to the interpretation of Chapter Three of our Constitution'.\textsuperscript{16}

The extensive use of both international materials and comparative law in the \textit{Death Penalty Case} is revealing. Instead of relying on the international and foreign materials as legal precedent, the Court used these materials primarily as a means to distinguish the South African case. The only case quoted with unqualified approval as equivalent and possibly a source of the Court's holding was a decision of the Hungarian Constitutional Court.\textsuperscript{17} Instead, the Court used the international and comparative materials as a source for specific lines of argument and justification and in a more general sense as a source for supporting the general role of the Court and judicial review in particular.\textsuperscript{18}

Apart from using international and comparable foreign case law, six of the justices made specific reference to \textit{ubuntu} — a Zulu word and social concept translated as 'human nature, good nature'\textsuperscript{19} or as 'human nature, humaneness, one's real self'\textsuperscript{20} — as a source of indigenous values in the interpretation of the Constitution.\textsuperscript{21} The importance of these statements lies as much in the application of the concept of \textit{ubuntu} to the question of the death penalty as in pointing to indigenous values as a source for the development of a particular South African constitutional jurisprudence. Despite these clear indications that the concept of \textit{ubuntu} — the core of which is the notion that a person can only be a person through others — has been recognized by the Court as an important source of the values which are to be inculcated in the development of an indigenous constitutional jurisprudence, there is little commonality on either the specific content given by the Justices to \textit{ubuntu} or the sources to which the Court may look in building its jurisprudence around the principles of \textit{ubuntu}.

The concept of \textit{ubuntu} is given its most direct application in the opinion of Madala J.,\textsuperscript{22} who argues that the concept 'carries in it the ideas of humaneness, social justice and fairness',\textsuperscript{23} and states in his conclusion that
the death penalty 'is clearly in conflict with the Constitution generally and runs counter to the concept of ubuntu'. This notion of ubuntu as a general ethos giving an indigenous content to the humanitarian principles underlying the new Constitution is repeated by Mahomed J, and by Mokgoro J, who describes ubuntu as translatable as 'humaneness', a 'shared value and ideal which runs like a golden thread across cultural lines'. In this way, there seems to be an attempt to define the spirit of ubuntu as providing a connection between indigenous value systems and universal human rights embodied in international law and comparative constitutional jurisprudence.

This search for connection is tied, however, to a recognition that ubuntu may also provide the reverse, a unique connection between South Africa's new commitment to constitutionalism and the possibility of constructing a particularly South African constitutional jurisprudence, one that will resonate with the indigenous values of the majority of South Africans. This project requires that the Court not only make an analogy between ubuntu and humaneness, or human rights in general, but that the concept of ubuntu be more clearly elucidated. Langa J begins this process by noting that ubuntu is not defined in the Constitution and then proceeds to identify elements of ubuntu which together form a 'culture which places some emphasis on communality and on the interdependence of the members of the community'. The three central elements of ubuntu are defined by Langa J as: (1) recognition of a 'person's status as a human being, entitled to unconditional respect, dignity, value and acceptance' from fellow community members; (2) a corresponding 'duty to give the same respect, dignity, value and acceptance to each member of that community'; and, (3) a regulation of the exercise of rights by laying emphasis 'on sharing and co-responsibility and the mutual enjoyment of rights by all'.

Even though specific reference to ubuntu was removed from the 'final' Constitution by the Constitutional Assembly, the concern to link the meanings of the Constitution with indigenous ideas and understandings remains. Although the provisions relating to amnesty – within which the notion of ubuntu had been included – remain within the ambit of the Constitution by virtue of the incorporation by reference, through Schedule Six of the 1996 Constitution, to the commitment to national reconciliation contained in the post-amble of the interim Constitution, the fact that ubuntu is no longer in the text of the Constitution itself means that it may no longer play such a central role in this project. In this regard, Pius Langa, Deputy President of the Constitutional Court, expresses the need to engage with and exchange material with judges in other parts of Africa, as he is concerned about the individual focus of
'western law' and is worried that the majority of South Africans, who understand being part of a community as producing both duties and rights, 'will become alienated from rights unless interpretation gives a collective, communal meaning to rights'. Justice Langa's concern about the importance of indigenous law and questions about the sources that may be drawn upon are shared by Justice Sachs. In *Makwanyane*, Sachs J insisted that it is possible to incorporate indigenous principles resurrected from 'the relatively well-developed judicial processes of indigenous societies'. Reconstructing the evidence of 'traditional African jurisprudence', Sachs J consciously engaged in a 'search for core and enduring values consistent with the text and spirit of the Constitution'. Consistent with the long overdue recognition of 'African law and legal thinking as a source of legal ideas, values and practice', this is a creative response to the failure to give due recognition to 'traditional African jurisprudence'. There is, however, a need to develop a sound theory, for both the identification of the relevant sources of African jurisprudence and for the selection and incorporation of specific values, particularly when the evidence demonstrates different and contrasting traditions. Sachs J attempted this by first identifying three contrasting aspects of the history of the death penalty in traditional African jurisprudence and then by announcing

In seeking the kind of values which should inform our broad approach to interpreting the Constitution, I have little doubt as to which of these three contrasted aspects of tradition we should follow and which we should reject. The rational and humane adjudicatory approach is entirely consistent with and re-enforcing of the fundamental rights enshrined in our Constitution; the exorcist and militarist concepts are not.

Finally, in contrast to the boldness of the Court's commitment to creating a new culture of human rights in South Africa and to upholding the supremacy of the Constitution, the Court has continued to assert its judicial role as interpreter, not maker, of the Constitution. This is expressed in the Court's cautious and often hesitating recognition of the complexity of its relationship to the framers of the Constitution, public opinion and the newly democratized representative institutions as articulated by Sachs J who, taking a surprisingly 'positivist' attitude to constitutional interpretation, argued that 'the idealism that we uphold with this judgment is to be found not in the minds of the judges, but in both the explicit text of the Constitution itself, and the values it enshrines'.

**Language, Education and Minority Culture**

Issues of language, education and minority cultures are neither new nor unique to South Africa; they have long been a source of conflict and
nationalist mobilization in the South African context. Attempts by the British colonial administration to anglicize the Afrikaners after the Anglo-Boer War and the Apartheid regime's attempt to impose Afrikaans as a medium of instruction on black schools which sparked the student uprising in Soweto in 1976, have engraved these issues on to the soul of South African politics.

While it was impossible fully to resolve these issues in the Constitutional negotiations, the interim Constitution and the Constitutional Principles provided a framework within which constitutional challenges soon arose. The first was heard on 5 February 1996, within weeks of threatening confrontations between black and white participants in a struggle over admissions to the Laerskool Potgietersrus - a State-aided public school in a small Northern Province town, which had yet to admit a black student nearly two years after South Africa's democratic elections.

Laerskool Potgietersrus was officially an Afrikaans-medium school; however, it had developed a second, English-medium, 'stream', in which classes were taught in English. The case was brought by the parents of black children who were denied entrance into the school by blockading whites. The black applicants denied that the school was fully enrolled and argued that the refusal to admit their children as pupils into the English-medium stream at the school was a racially based violation of the equality clause of the interim Constitution. In response, the school's governing body – consisting of parents and teachers – argued that the school was 'entitled to refuse admission of pupils on grounds of culture' in order to protect the school's exclusive Christian Afrikaans culture and ethos. This was justified in their submissions to the Court in terms of both the interim Constitution's protection of language, education and cultural rights as well as international law, which they argued grants 'the Afrikaner people, as a minority ... an unquestionable and inalienable right to self-determination'.

Finding *prima facie* discrimination, the Court identified four reasons that justified its finding and silenced the school's cultural protection argument. First, the Court pointed out that not one black pupil had been admitted to the school despite numerous applications over a two-year period. In fact, black parents had formed an ad hoc committee from 1994, when it became clear to them that the historically white schools in Potgietersrus were refusing to admit black students despite the formal end of apartheid. Second, the Court noted that the school was in fact a dual medium school in which English was the medium of instruction in three classes. Furthermore it was pointed out that, while the Afrikaans classes had twenty-eight students per class, the English classes only had twenty-two students per class, and therefore it could not be said that the English classes were full. Since it was the English-medium classes to
which the black pupils had applied for admission, this negated the school’s argument that it was full, despite having a long waiting list of students for the Afrikaans-medium classes. The Court noted in this regard that the school was actively bussing white students from a previously white primary school to the Laerskool Potgietersrus so that the Zebediela school now had only black children. While the school admitted that it was bussing white children, it argued that the primary school at Zebediela was now ‘swamped by English-speaking pupils to the extent that the school has lost its erstwhile character’ and that ‘children now attend the respondent school because the character and ethos of this school still corresponds with that of the Zebediela school in earlier times’. Third, the Court attacked the very notion that the Afrikaans character and ethos of the school would be changed by the admission of black students. The Court argued that, even if all the available spaces in the English-medium classrooms were to be given to black applicants, there would still be a 6:1 ratio between Afrikaans and English-speaking students in the school and therefore the fear of being ‘swamped by English-speaking pupils, whereby the Afrikaans character and ethos would be destroyed, is so far-fetched as to border on the ridiculous’. Furthermore, the Court noted that the English-speaking children would represent a number of different cultures, including ‘Tsonga, Pedi, Sotho and probably more’, and that in the event that the numbers of English-speaking pupils should escalate dramatically, a case could be made for the establishment of separate English and Afrikaans schools. Finally, the Court noted that the school’s waiting list contained only names of ‘what appear to be white Afrikaans-speaking children’, and that none of the names of the black pupils who applied were on the waiting list, leading the Court to ‘infer that their names were intentionally omitted because they had not been seriously considered for acceptance into the bosom of the school’.

While these facts led the Court to reject the school’s governing body’s arguments and to hold that the school had failed to demonstrate that its actions were not based on unfair discrimination, the Court also offered hope of plausible alternatives to the Afrikaans-speaking respondents. First, the Court explicitly noted that: ‘Section 32(c) of the Constitution confers on such a minority people a right to establish their own educational institution based on the values the respondent [school] wishes to preserve.’ Second, the Court held out the possibility that, if sufficient numbers of English-speaking pupils were admitted into the school, there might be grounds for the establishment of separate English and Afrikaans speaking schools. In this way, the Court’s interpretation of the interim Constitution both silenced the option of applying racial distinctions in the name of cultural preservation in a State-aided school and explicitly pointed to the Constitutional protection of a right to establish
private institutions through which the possibility of cultural preservation in the restricted form imagined by the governing board of Laerskool Potgietersrus could be sustained. The Court, presided over by an Afrikaans-speaking judge, also implied a new imagined alternative – the establishment of separate English and Afrikaans schools which would not be based on racial segregation, but rather on the mere escalation in demand for English-speaking places requiring the establishment of separate English- and Afrikaans-medium schools.

Within a month of this case being heard before the Transvaal Provincial Division of the Supreme Court, the same issues arose in related circumstances before the Constitutional Court. In *Ex Parte Gauteng Provincial Legislature: In Re Dispute Concerning the Constitutionality of Certain Provisions of the Gauteng School Education Bill of 1995*,46 heard on 29 February 1996, one third of the members of the Gauteng legislature petitioned the Speaker of the provincial legislature to refer the Gauteng School Education Bill to the Constitutional Court for abstract review. They argued, among other issues, that the Bill was unconstitutional to the extent that it prohibited public schools from using language competence testing as an admission requirement. Here the Constitutional Court took the same basic direction as the Transvaal Provincial Division of the Supreme Court, both silencing attempts to perpetuate racial segregation and privilege and pointing to alternatives that could in part address the demands of those claiming cultural protection. Upholding the power of the provincial legislature to prohibit language testing as a basis for admission, the Court argued that the prohibition did not infringe ‘two clear constitutional rights: the right to instruction at a public school in the language of their choice and the right to establish schools of their own based on a common culture, language or religion’.47

Writing his concurring opinion in Afrikaans, Kriegler J forcefully argued that the Constitution protects diversity but not racial discrimination. He argued that

> the Constitution keeps the door open for those for whom the State’s educational institutions are considered inadequate as far as communal culture, language or religion are concerned. They are at liberty to preserve harmoniously the heritage of their fathers for their children. But there is a price, namely, that such a population group will have to stick its hand into its own pocket.48

Thus the Court simultaneously silenced claims that would have perpetuated indirect racial discrimination, while guaranteeing, for those who feel the state schools no longer meet their needs, the right to create their own alternatives. On the one hand, this recognized the power of the state to prohibit parent-controlled state institutions from effectively
discriminating against black students attempting to gain access to formerly ‘whites only’ institutions through the administration of strict language tests. On the other hand, this approach prevented the state from constraining those not satisfied from leaving the system and establishing their own self-funded institutions outside of direct state control. The Court notes that this approach recognizes that the Constitutional guarantee of a right ‘to establish, where practicable, educational institutions based on common culture, language or religion’ is a freedom entrenched in response to South Africa’s particular history, in which the state perpetrated racial discrimination through education and ‘actively discouraged and effectively prohibited private educational institutions from establishing or continuing private schools and insisted that such schools had to be established and administered subject to the control of the State’.

This reliance on local historical circumstance as a source for this particular constitutional value is then bolstered through the explicit acknowledgment of international legal standards for the protection of minorities. Sachs J, in his concurring opinion, relies on international law in order to address the argument that the Constitution failed to guarantee the minority rights of the applicants. To test their proposition, Sachs J applies ‘internationally accepted principles of minority rights protection’, and comes to the conclusion that the interim Constitution is entirely consistent with the principles of human rights law because it:

- prevented the State from embarking on programmes intended or calculated to destroy the physical existence or to eliminate the cultural existence of, particular groups;
- required the State to uphold the principles of non-discrimination and equal rights in respect of members of minority groups;
- permitted and possibly required the State to take special remedial or preferential action to assist disadvantaged groups to achieve real equality;
- permitted but did not require the State to establish communal schools, or to support such schools already established; [and]
- permitted members of minority groups to establish their own schools.

The effect of the Court’s judgment is to deploy both local history and international norms effectively to circumscribe the outer boundaries of claims justifying exclusive access to a state resource – formerly white, English- and Afrikaans-medium state schools. But the Court’s judgment also declines to foreclose on the aspirations of those seeking protection for their vision of maintaining a particular cultural community based on language and religion. Instead, the Court explicitly guarantees the rights of those seeking to secure their own vision of community so long as they pay their own way and do not discriminate on the basis of race. It is this second aspect of the judgment which allows the proponents of cultural
exclusivity the scope to continue to imagine the achievement of their own particular aims but within the limits of both locally and internationally endorsed values and principles. In October 1996, the Northern Province government agreed to register a private ‘volk’ school established and financed by those parents wishing to maintain the cultural purity they felt was threatened by changes at Potgietersrus Laerskool.

Regionalism, Local Autonomy and Traditional Authority

In the process of negotiating the 1993 Constitution there were significant changes in the positions of the three major players as well as important continuities which became cobbled together in the interim Constitution. Most fundamentally, the ANC’s initial demand for a unitary state came to be interpreted in the sense of national sovereignty over the 1910 boundaries of South Africa rather than in its initial meaning of a central government with pre-emptive power over regional authorities. With this new emphasis, the issue of regionalism, rejected initially by the ANC because of its historic association in South Africa with the white opposition Democratic Party and the emasculation of governmental powers, became a central feature of the constitutional debate.

The adoption of the language of ‘strong regionalism’ by both the ANC and the National Party government also reflected the National Party’s acceptance that the absolute veto powers of the upper house of the legislature would be limited to regional matters and its notion of political party based consociationalism would be formally restricted to local government structures. Although the National Party government accepted the demise of its proposals for a rotating presidency and equal representation in the Senate, many of the provisions of the 1993 Constitution, and in particular its guarantee of a five-year Government of National Unity, satisfied many of the goals implicit in the apartheid government’s earlier proposals.

Unlike the ANC and the National Party, however, the IFP refused to concede its central claim to regional autonomy and in its alliance with white pro-apartheid parties continued to threaten to disrupt the transitional process. Although factions of the IFP seemed ready to contest the elections for the KwaZulu-Natal regional government, the party’s leader Chief Gatsha Buthelezi interpreted his party’s poor showing in pre-election polls as cause to promote an even more autonomous position encouraging and supporting King Goodwill Zwelethini in his demand for the restoration of the nineteenth-century Zulu monarchy with territorial claims beyond even the borders of present-day KwaZulu-Natal.

Although the proponents of a federal solution for South Africa advocated a national government of limited powers, the 1993 Constitution reversed the traditional federal division of legislative powers by
allocating enumerated powers to the provinces. This allocation of regional powers – according to a set of criteria incorporated into the Constitutional Guidelines and in those sections of the Constitution dealing with the legislative powers of the provinces – was, however, rejected by the IFP on the grounds that the Constitution failed to guarantee the autonomy of the provinces.

Despite the ANC’s protestations that the provincial powers guaranteed by the Constitution could not be withdrawn, the IFP pointed to the fact that the allocated powers were only concurrent powers and that the national legislature could supersede local legislation through the establishment of a national legislative framework covering any subject matter. This tension between provincial autonomy and the ANC’s assertion of the need to establish national frameworks guaranteeing minimum standards and certain basic equalities led to an amendment to the 1993 Constitution before it even came into force. According to the amendment, the provinces were granted exclusive powers in those enumerated areas of legislative authority. Areas deemed of exclusive jurisdiction to provincial legislatures included: agriculture; gambling; cultural affairs; education at all levels except tertiary; environment; health; housing; language policy; local government; nature conservation; police; state media; public transport; regional planning and development; road traffic regulation; roads; tourism; trade and industrial promotion; traditional authorities; urban and rural development; and welfare services. Difficulty arose in distinguishing the exact limits of a region’s exclusive powers and the extent to which the national legislature was able to pass general laws effecting rather broad areas of governance.

Although the provinces have the power to assign executive control over these matters to the national government if they lack administrative resources to implement particular laws, the Constitution provided that the provinces had executive authority over all matters over which they had legislative authority as well as matters assigned to the provinces in terms of the transitional clauses of the constitution or delegated to the provinces by national legislation. The net effect of these provisions was continued tension between non-ANC provincial governments and the national government over the extent of regional autonomy and the exact definition of their relative powers.

It is in this context that three particular cases arose before the Constitutional Court in 1996 in which we may trace the role of the Court in both silencing and enabling the constitutional imaginations of the contending parties. All three cases involved, among other issues, claims of autonomy or accusations of national infringement of autonomy by the province of KwaZulu-Natal. As such they represent three moments in
which the Court was called upon to help shape the boundary between contending claims of constitutional authority to govern, unresolved by the negotiated settlement. While two of the cases directly implicated actions of the KwaZulu-Natal legislature and its attempts to assert authority within the province – in one case over traditional leaders and in the other the constitution-making powers of the province – the first case involved a dispute over the National Education Policy Bill, which was then before the National Assembly.

Objections to the National Education Policy Bill focused on the claim that the 'Bill imposed national education policy on the provinces' and thereby 'encroached upon the autonomy of the provinces and their executive authority'. The IFP made the further claim that the 'Bill could have no application in KwaZulu-Natal because it [the province] was in a position to formulate and regulate its own policies'. While all parties accepted that education was defined as a concurrent legislative function under the interim Constitution, the contending parties imagined that different consequences should flow from the determination that a subject matter is concurrently assigned to both provincial and national government.

KwaZulu-Natal and the IFP in particular assumed a form of pre-emption doctrine in which the National Assembly and national government would be precluded from acting in an area of concurrent jurisdiction so long as the province was capable of formulating and regulating its own policies. In rejecting this argument, the Constitutional Court avoided the notion of pre-emption altogether and instead argued that the 'legislative competences of the provinces and Parliament to make laws in respect of schedule 6 [concurrent] matters do not depend upon section 126(3)', which the Court argued only comes into operation if it is necessary to resolve a conflict between inconsistent national and provincial laws. The Court's rejection of any notion of pre-emption is an interpretation of the Constitution which enables both national and provincial legislators to continue to promote and even legislate on their own imagined solutions to issues within their concurrent jurisdiction without foreclosing on their particular options until there is an irreconcilable conflict.

Having avoided siding categorically with either national or provincial authority, the Court took a further step arguing that even if a conflict is resolved in favour of either the provincial or national law, the other is not invalidated' it is merely 'subordinated, and to the extent of the conflict, rendered inoperative'. Supported by the comparative jurisprudence of Canada and Australia, the Court was able to make a distinction between 'laws that are inconsistent with each other and laws that are inconsistent with the Constitution', and thereby argue that 'even if the
National Education Policy Bill deals with matters in respect of which provincial laws would have paramountcy, it could not for that reason alone be declared to be unconstitutional.59

While the Constitutional Court's approach clearly aimed to reduce the tensions inherent in the continuing conflict between provincial and national governments, particularly in relation to the continuing violent tensions in KwaZulu-Natal, it also took the opportunity explicitly to preclude an alternative interpretation. Focusing on argument before the Court which relied upon the United States Supreme Court's decision in New York v United States,60 the Court made the point that '[u]nlike their counterparts in the United States of America, the provinces in South Africa are not sovereign states'.61 Furthermore, the Court warned that '[d]ecisions of the courts of the United States dealing with state rights are not a safe guide as to how our courts should address problems that may arise in relation to the rights of provinces under our Constitution'.62 In effect the Court's approach was to begin to draw a boundary around the outer limits of provincial autonomy while simultaneously allowing concurrent jurisdiction to provide a space in which different legislatures can continue to imagine and assert their own, at times contradictory, solutions to legislative problems within their jurisdiction.

The scope of such a definition of concurrent jurisdiction was immediately tested in a case challenging two bills before the KwaZulu-Natal provincial legislature, which purported in part to preclude national action effecting the payment of salaries to traditional authorities in KwaZulu-Natal.63 In this case, brought by ANC members of the KwaZulu-Natal legislature, the objectors argued that the bills were unconstitutional as they amounted to an attempt to 'frustrate the implementation of the [national] Remuneration of Traditional Leaders Act', by preventing the Ingonyama (Zulu King) and traditional leaders 'from accepting remuneration and allowances which might become payable to them in terms of the national legislation'.64 Furthermore, the object of this provincial legislation 'was to create a relationship of subservience between them [traditional leaders] and the provincial government', an object outside the scope of the province's concurrent powers with respect to traditional authorities.65

The Court's response was first to lament that the political conflict concerning KwaZulu-Natal had degenerated to a state in which the right to pay traditional authorities, as a means to secure influence over them, should have become an issue. Recalling that traditional leaders 'occupy positions in the community in which they can best serve the interests of their people if they are not dependent or perceived to be dependent on political parties or on the national or provincial governments', the Court noted that its role is limited to deciding 'whether the proposed provincial legislation is inconsistent with the Constitution'.66
Faced with intractable political conflicts between the IFP and ANC in KwaZulu-Natal, the Court reasserted its duty to interpret legislation narrowly so as to avoid constitutional conflicts and upheld the legislative competence of the KwaZulu-Natal legislature and the constitutionality of the two bills. In effect the Court allowed the KwaZulu-Natal legislature to continue to imagine its own authority in this area, merely postponing clear questions of conflict between the national and provincial legislation to a later date.

The outer limits of the Court’s tolerance for alternative constitutional visions was, however, reached in the third case in which the Court was asked to certify the Constitution of the Province of KwaZulu-Natal. Although the KwaZulu-Natal draft Constitution had been unanimously adopted by the provincial legislature the Constitutional Court held that there are ‘fundamental respects in which the provincial Constitution is fatally flawed’, and therefore declined to certify it. The Court considered these flaws under three headings. Two sets of problems were essentially procedural in nature and involved attempts by the KwaZulu-Natal legislature: (1) to avoid the Court’s determination of the text’s inconsistency with the interim Constitution; or (2) to suspend the certification process itself until particular sections could be tested against the final Constitution. While the Court rejected these devices as being in conflict with the certification process and attempting to circumvent the process respectively, the most significant problem with the text was the KwaZulu-Natal legislature’s usurpation of national powers.

Referring to the Court’s decision in the National Education Policy Bill case, in which it made a ‘distinction between the history, structure and language of the United States Constitution which brought together several sovereign states ... and that of our interim Constitution’, the Court held that parts of the proposed KwaZulu-Natal (‘KZN’) Constitution appeared to have ‘been passed by the KZN Legislature under a misapprehension that it enjoyed a relationship of co-supremacy with the national Legislature and even the Constitutional Assembly’. Drawing a clear boundary around the permissible constitutional aspirations of the IFP in KwaZulu-Natal, the Court rejected the draft text’s attempt both to ‘confer’ legislative and executive authority upon the province and to ‘recognize’ the authority of the government and ‘competence’ of the national Parliament in other respects. While recognizing the right of the IFP-dominated KwaZulu-Natal legislature to exercise its powers to draft a provincial constitution, even possibly including its own bill of rights, the Court clearly rejected the attempt by the IFP to assert its vision of regional autonomy beyond the core meaning of the negotiated compromise represented by the 1993 Constitution. Furthermore, the Court clearly silenced the extreme option of provincial sovereignty, stating that the assertions of recognition were ‘inconsistent with the interim
Constitution because KZN is not a sovereign state and it simply has no power or authority to grant constitutional “recognition” to what the national Government may or may not do.\textsuperscript{75}

Although the IFP had walked out of the negotiations in which the interim Constitution was drafted and refused to participate in the Constitutional Assembly during the making of the 1996 Constitution, it nevertheless proceeded to produce its own provincial Constitution and submitted it to the Constitutional Court in terms of the 1993 Constitution. Even as its vision of regional autonomy became increasingly isolated, the IFP still imagined that it could be achieved within the parameters of the 1993 Constitution. Its rejection by the Constitutional Court silenced this particular attempt, but did not foreclose on the IFP’s vision of greater regional autonomy.

Instead of suffering defeat, the IFP was able to take solace from the Court’s refusal, on the same day, to certify the draft of the final Constitution, and in particular the Court’s decision that the draft of the final Constitution had failed to grant provinces the degree of autonomy they were guaranteed in the Constitutional Principles.\textsuperscript{76} However, when the 1996 Constitution was finally certified by the Constitutional Court,\textsuperscript{77} the IFP remained dissatisfied over the limited degree of provincial autonomy recognized in the Constitution. But by that time the IFP, as the governing party in KwaZulu-Natal, was not about to exit the system; instead it joined the other opposition parties in saying that it would take the opportunity in the following year’s legislative session to review the Constitution,\textsuperscript{78} thus keeping its visions alive.

**BOUNDED ALTERNATIVES, BOUNDED CONFLICTS**

While South Africa’s ‘final’ 1996 Constitution has been profoundly shaped by the struggles – political, social and intellectual – which continue to be waged over political participation, constitutional rights to property and equality, and the allocation of government power between different levels of government, the adoption of a common constitutional framework has begun to trace the boundaries of these at times irreconcilable differences.

This harnessing of political conflict is, it seems, achieved in two primary ways. First, through the inherently open form of the Constitution, which despite all attempts to the contrary, is interpreted by opposing factions as supporting, at least in part, their particular vision of what is either possible or mandated. Second, by incorporating external formulations of constitutional rights and structures, as well as explicitly providing for the use of international and foreign legal sources, the
POSSIBILITIES OF JUSTICE

constitutional framework implicitly silences options that cannot be justified in terms of the Constitution read in a global context.

While the new constitutional framework has enabled the political transition by allowing opposing forces to imagine the possibility of achieving, at least in part, their particular vision within the terms of the Constitution, it has also worked to shape these imaginings through the creation of external reference points which delegitimize incompatible alternatives or visions. There remain, however, fairly large and incompatible differences between the alternative yet viable interpretations advocated in the context of these different political and social struggles. Constitutionalism here provides the institutional space for repeated attempts to advance any particular vision that may conceivably be presented as a compatible interpretation of the Constitution. The courts and in particular the new Constitutional Court could thus perform an essential institutional role in both keeping alive these alternative possibilities and seeking justice in each particular case that presents itself within their jurisdiction.
The Constitutional Court's decision, in September 1996, to deny certification of the first text of South Africa's final Constitution, epitomized South Africa's surprising post-colonial turn. Instead of following in the tradition of African decolonization and granting government nearly untrammeled legislative authority – whether in the form of Westminster democracies, Leninist-party states, military dictatorships or African socialisms – South Africa has embraced judicial review. The embrace of a constitutional form which limits government and aims to circumscribe pure majoritarian democracy is a particularly surprising outcome given more than 300 years of racial domination and the struggle for popular democracy which have engraved the landscape of South Africa's recent history.

The Constitutional Court's certification judgments represented the crest of the wave of a legal revolution which flowed out of South Africa's remarkable democratic transition. The judgments provided a window through which it was possible to view the emerging shape of a post-apartheid constitutionalism. This new constitutionalism – reflected also in other judgments of the Constitutional Court and the Court's engagement with other political institutions – is the product of, and bears the indelible mark of, South Africa's particular democratic transition. At the same time, the success of this new constitutionalist project has been reinforced by the Constitutional Court's own judicious politics. The Court has repeatedly asserted its right to decide central questions of governance, while simultaneously limiting its role to a clearly specified judicial function which pays open respect and deference to the new democratic institutions and processes.

The essence of this new South African constitutionalism has been its ability to absorb and civilize seemingly irreconcilable political conflicts. This capacity relies for its existence on two distinct elements. First, it is facilitated by the refusal, through the political process or the Courts, to preclude future alternative interpretations of the open-textured formulations which characterize Constitutional texts. Through both legal methods of interpretation and the political decisions of the parties, the constitutional formulations adopted at each stage of the transition allowed all significant
participants in these struggles to imagine the possibility of sustaining their own visions of outcomes that they viewed as essential to their future well-being as political players, communities or rights claimants.

Second, this imagining and reimagining of acceptable outcomes and the shaping and reshaping of political coalitions around these different scenarios reflect the interaction of local conditions and global options. While South Africa's state sovereignty secures a space for the assertion of particular local visions and alternatives, global discourses of democracy, rights and markets shape the boundaries of these internal options. This constraint on local autonomy is most explicitly revealed in the genealogy of the Constitutional Principles themselves. Although it may be argued that South Africans had long talked in terms of rights and even the need for a bill of rights, it was the evolution of the notion of a specific set of Constitutional Principles that would guide future constitutional negotiations – such as the 1988 ANC Constitutional Guidelines – that provided the vehicle for building trust and security between the parties in the political transition. This process was strengthened by the international endorsement of these principles in the Harare Declaration and United Nations Declaration on Apartheid as the minimum basis for internationally acceptable post-apartheid options in South Africa.

While these principles were endorsed by all the South African parties at the Convention for a Democratic South Africa (Codesa) in December 1991 and reflected the post-cold war thrust of justiciable rights, they also effectively silenced normative arguments for majoritarian democracy in the form of parliamentary sovereignty or people's democracy in the form of a one-party state. The adoption of this broad international framework did not, however, define the precise content of the range of acceptable alternatives. Instead, the specifics of this framework have been constantly reshaped by the processes of its local adoption. From the adoption of the Constitutional Principles in Schedule 4 of the interim Constitution of 1993 to the Constitutional Court's decision to refuse to certify that the new text met the requirements of the Principles in September 1996, the Constitutional Principles remained the repository of the hopes and conflicts of the opposing parties in the transition.

This reliance on the Constitutional Principles implied a role for the judiciary in mediating the construction of a post-apartheid political order. On its face it indicated a shared faith in the ability of the judicial branch of government to resolve conflicts often too difficult to negotiate between opposing political players. This faith in the judiciary to uphold the new democratic order is particularly striking given the past failure of the judiciary to uphold basic principles of justice in the face of apartheid policies and laws. It may, however, be argued that the problem of apartheid judges has been addressed institutionally through the establishment of a
new Constitutional Court. While it is true that the majority of justices appointed to the new Court are lawyers with impeccable anti-apartheid credentials who will have the ultimate authority to interpret the Constitution, this does not explain the new faith in judicial decision-making as a source of legitimacy in the governance of a post-apartheid South Africa.

An analysis of the local dimension leads to the conclusion that the new faith in judicial decision-making seems to be based on the real and imagined political space created by the introduction of democratic constitutionalism. While it has been argued that war was the continuation of politics by other means, I wish to postulate the converse, that the turn to judicial review involves a move towards the civilization of potentially unnegotiable political conflicts. The resolution of extreme political differences often involves mutual compromise, but always seems to foreclose on alternative visions. Judicial decision-making — and by implication democratic constitutionalism, which relies on the ongoing process of constitutional interpretation — does not foreclose on alternative options, but rather provides a mechanism through which space for alternative approaches and visions, within a set of bounded alternatives, is continually retained. In this sense, then, it is not a matter of a new or renewed faith in the judiciary, but rather a reliance on the opportunities for continuing conflict implicit in judicial decision-making.

Instead of seeking the source of this new faith in the legal and political developments within South Africa alone, I have argued that it is equally important to explore the global context within which the democratic transition unfolded. While international constitutional experts offered different visions of how South Africa should reconstruct its constitution, it is striking how they all assumed that South Africa would replace its tradition of parliamentary sovereignty with a justiciable constitution and a bill of rights.1 This assumption reflects a global pattern: by the late twentieth century, an American-style bill of rights had come to be seen as a crucial component of liberal democratic governance, the adoption of which was apparently a prerequisite to full participation in a globalized international political economy.

Like many other countries which went through decolonization or democratic transitions in the post-Second World War era, it may be argued that South Africa has merely adopted an imported constitutional framework that will bring fundamental change to its local institutions of governance. But discussions of democratic transitions that focus entirely on the adoption of an internationally acceptable liberal democratic model overlook the ways in which local histories give content to legal forms; conversely, approaches that stress only local negotiations and elite pactung overlook the way imported forms shape future possibilities. As Stephen Krasner argues, although ‘current institutional structures may
be a product of some peculiar historical conjuncture ... once an historical choice is made, it both precludes and facilitates alternative future choices'. The globalization of constitutionalism in the post-war era builds on and reshapes local struggles. The interaction between the international forum and local histories circumscribes the options for political reconstruction by drawing and sustaining the boundaries of acceptable governance; on the other hand, this interaction infuses imported international forms with local content in the shaping and implementation of particular constitutional institutions and issues.

In exploring South Africa's new faith in judicial decision-making and constitutionalism, it is inadequate to adopt either a purely local perspective or a global gaze. Instead I have demonstrated that the source of this new faith is a product of the particular dynamics of constitutionalism adopted as a product of the interaction between global and local developments. Faith in the judiciary is, I have argued, based less on the past, or the perceived legitimacy of the South African legal system, than on the space democratic constitutionalism allows for the maintenance of contending perceptions and concerns amongst political factions. For the victims of apartheid, the new reliance on constitutionalism, even with the establishment of a genuinely democratic government, is based on the expectation that constitutional rights will protect individuals and society from the return of injustice and oppression. This understanding assumes that the Constitution will enable the newly enfranchised majority to achieve a significant democratic shift in the balances of both public and private power, while promoting a long-denied equality among South Africans. The old ruling elite, however, see the shift to constitutionalism as a protection against the redistributive demands of the new democratic majority and view judicial review as the last bastion protecting their property and freedom against threats they perceive to be implicit in the notion of an unrestrained democratic will with access to the levers of public power.

In the first year of its existence, the Constitutional Court was called upon by both sides. Proponents of human rights successfully challenged the constitutionality of the death penalty, while minority parties in the provincial and national legislatures frustrated speedy social change by delaying new legislation – for example in education – through repeated threats or actual constitutional challenges. However, with the partial and incomplete victories and defeats that have characterized the outcomes of these cases and which are implicit in judicial decision-making, faith in the judiciary and the new constitutionalism, at least among political participants, has been repeatedly tested and reinvigorated.

Finally, it is possible to sketch a number of general conclusions relevant to the broader, global question of renewed faith in judicial
decision-making. First, I have argued that the construction of democratic constitutional orders in the post-1945 era takes place in the context of particular elements: the transmission and globalization of political traditions; the emergence and development of an international human rights movement containing both hegemonic and counter-hegemonic aspects; and the particular national context, including both the pre-existing institutions and legal culture as well as the political struggles or circumstances leading to the creation of a new constitutional order. Second, that the reproduction of a constitutional order involves both the continuing influences of those factors determining its creation as well as the dynamic impact of the consequences of its own existence – the impact of social movements and social change generated within the constitutional order affecting the future interpretation, amendment or revision of the new constitutional framework. Third, that the making and implementation of a constitutional order constitutes new relations of power between the different institutional sites of social integration – the state, economic society and civil society. Fourth, that the emergence of democratic constitutionalism as a particular form of constitutionalism in the post–Second World War era has produced a unique opportunity for the flowering of the public sphere or public spaces representing diverse interests and discourses. Fifth, that this understanding of democratic constitutionalism has important implications for debates over judicial legitimacy as the importance of this legitimacy seems to be confined to the politically active classes in society and is not dependent on a broader social acknowledgement. Finally, that the triumph of diversity in public discourse is the consequence of constitutional democracies reordering the relations of power between property, equality and governance as the background conditions of democratic constitutionalism.
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